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AUDIO MIXERS FOR LIVE
Real time means iniquE demands



D42: Compact Enough for 08
Powerful Enough for Breaking News

 mixing router based topology

 5.1 surround sound plus 3 stereo masters

 COMPACT -32 faders -53" wide/32"deep /9" high

 router basei source/destination selection

 paging channel strips - 64 channels on 32 faders

 scalable - Lp to 64 input faders

 routable mixes

 event storage and recall

 eight sterec subgroup mixes

 eight sterec sends

 eight mix-ir inus outputs (can be expanded)

 four DCM faders (digitally controlled groups)

 Bus -Minus Cw/TB & solo) on every input (direct out)

 pan/bal, blend, mode, EQ/dynamics on every input

 delay inputs or outputs (frames or milliseconds)

The D-12
Digital Audio

Control Surface

 fullscale digital peak and VU metering

 two studios, CR and HDPN/Studio 3 monitors

 talkback communication (programmable)

 mix follows talent / logic follows source

 12 user -programmable switches (comm, salvos, triggers, etc.)

 automatic failsafe DSP card option

 automatic failsafe CPU card option

 redundant power supply option

 switched meters with system wide access (including all
console inputs and outputs)

 dedicated master, group and DCM faders (no fader sharing)

 motorized faders

 pageable fader option

 dedicated LCD display per function (EQ, Pan, Dynamics)

 multiple surfaces can share I/O

With thousands of digital consoles installed, trust Wheatstone for your next project!

THE DIGITAL AUDIO LEADF" 1/Vhc-c.4tc
Copyright C 2006 Ly Wheatstone Corporation
Specs & features subject to change w/o notice tel 252-638-7000 / www. wheatstone. corn / sales @ wheatstone.com



ONE
ONE company delivering true interoperability across our
portfolio and across your broadcast delivery workflow.
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solutions.
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into IP and Mobile

environments

with the world's

strongest line
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solutions.

Transition. Migration. Evolution.

In the broadcast industry, change is everywhere and happening fast. Harris Corporation is the ONE company with the

breadth of technologies and depth of experience to help you leverage every opportunity the future brings.

Profit from new, multichannel business models. Improve operating workflows and reduce capital expense. Get on

the air faster. Project your brand more effectively. Move media everywhere, quickly and easily. Confidently build your

media IT infrastructure for the future. With Harris.

For more information visit NAB 2007 (Booth N2502) or www.broadcast.harris.com/nab2007.

Canada +1 800 387 0233 I USA East +1 800 231 9673 I USA West +1 888 843 70C4 I Latin America +1 786 437 1960

141717,5® assuredcommunications® www.harris.corn
Broadcast Government Systems RF Conm Microwave



10:06 a.m.
Legal department clears
content of interviews

ED10:06 a.m.
Assistant annotates

on -cam

interviews as they are capture

Avid Interplay. On one level, it's a
But we didn't stop at one level.
Automatic encoding. Desktop logging. Revision control. Background transcoding.
Intelligent archiving. Avid® Interplay- takes real-time collaboration to new levels, so everyone

is on the same page, not just editors and producers. Designers, animators, writers, assistants,

administrators-even finance and legal departments-can all work simultaneously, with instant



revolutionary media management solution.

access to any type of file. That means more time to be creative. Less time spent on busywork.

And end -to -end productivity that lets you compete on a higher plane. Don't just manage your

media assets; liberate them with the world's first nonlinear workflow engine: Avid Interplay.

Learn more at: www.avid.com/interplay. Avid
C 2006 Avid Technology, Inc, All rights reserved. Product features, specifications, system requirements, and availability are subject to change without notice Avid. Interplay, and do more are

either registered trademarks or trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc or its subsidiaries in the United States and/or other countries

do more
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THIS MONTH'S FREEZEFRAME QUESTION System
Visual Visual Aspect Raster Raster Scowling
width height ratio width height type

Find the six mistakes in the table to the right of video raster sizes. 525i30 720 525 4:3 780 525 Interlaced

Information taken from "A Practical Guide to Video and Audio 625i25 720 625 4:3 864 625 Interlaced

Compression" by Cliff Wootton, available from Focal Press. 625i25Wide 780 576 16:9 864 625 Interlaced
720p60 1280 720 16:9 1650 750 Progressive

Readers submitting winning entries will be entered into a 1080i25 1920 1080 14:9 2640 1125 Progressive

drawing for Broadcast Engineering T-shirts. Enter by e-mail. 1035i30 1920 1035 17:9 2200 1125 Interlaced

Title your entry "Freezeframe-April" in the subject field, and 1080p60 1980 1080 16:9 2200 1125 Progressive

send it to editor@broadcastengineering.com. Correct an- 1080p25 1920 1080 16:9 2640 1125 Progressive

swers received by June 1, 2007, are eligible to win. 1080p24 1920 1080 16:9 2750 1180 Progressive
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 FULL 2/3 -INCH 3CCD IMABER  SOLID-STATE RELIABILITY  VARIABLE FRAME RATES  MULTIPLE FORMATS

, the beauty of the HPX500
Panasonic's new, ful -size AG-HPX500 P2 HD carrcorder does more than just capture

incredibly detailed high definition images on ultra -reliable, solid-stite memory cards. It offers the

unique combination of high -end features never bebre offered in a camcorder in this price range,

including productior-quality 2/3" progressive Cats, DVCPRO HD 4:2:2 quality, 32 HD/SD video

formats, four independent audio channels, and variable frame rates for incredible quality and versatility.

The shoulder -mount HPX500 features four card slors and can record 64 minutes in DVCPRO HD, 128

minutes in DVCPRO50, and 276 minutes in DVCPRO on four 16-gigabyt- P2 cards. Its 4:2:2 sampling

rate and intra-frame encoding ensure exceptional quality pictures, wrille its interchangeable lens, 50/60 -Hz

selectability and low power consumption assure suoerb flexibility. And be;t of all, the HPX500 is backed

by an industry -leading 5 -year warranty*.

Learn more about the HPX500 at www.panasonic.com/broadcast )r call 1.800.528.8601.

5' LCD monitor at rear fa ates audio monitorir-4

when it counts Panasonic ideas for life
'1 year regulm plus 4 years extenced upor -egistration. © 2007 Panasonic Broadcast
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38 "Rachael Ray" shines bright in
EUE Screen Gems' new studio
The 9000sq-ft studio features a staging area in
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Complete the following definitions:
The acronym BNC stands for Baby N Connector.
Cross luminance is sometimes called dot crawl.
Aliasing is a picture defect typically caused by insufficient sampling
or poor filtering of the digital video format.
The scanning format that captures in one top -to -bottom scan is
called progressive (or progressive scan.
The Nvauist frequency is defined as half the sampling frequency of
a discrete signal processing system.

DECEMBER WINNERS:
Scott Eugene, Mark Everett, Roger Wilcox
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ON THE COVER:
In its EUE Screen Gems Studios home, "Rachae
Ray" cooks up a hit captured by Sony cameras
with audio mixes from a Solid State Logic C100
digital console. Photo by Eric Leibowitz.



ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

STEP UP TO MAXELL HD MEDIA.
The HD revolution is in full swing, and Maxell has once again risen to the challenge.
Utilizing some of the most advanced technologies it the world, Maxell Optical HD Media
(HD DVD and Blu-ray) offers up to 500% more capacity and 300% faster transfer rates than
standard DVDs. Additionally, Maxell HD Tape Media (J-5, HDCAM, DVCPRO HD and DVPRO
HDV) utilizes Ceramic Armor Metal Particles and innovative binder systems for unsurpassed
durability and reliability. That's why broadcast professionals who demand maximum
performance choose Maxell performance.

For more information, visit www.maxell.com.
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maxell

maxell
www.maxell.com



EDITORIAL
DEPARTMENT

On your mark,
get set wait!

you could hear the collective gasp from the en-
tire television broadcast industry when Rep.
John Dingell, D -MI, chairman of the House
Energy and Commerce Committee, off-

handedly suggested that the analog shutoff scheduled
for Feb. 17, 2009, might need to be delayed. Delay the
analog shutoff that's been planned for, what, more than
12 years, with billions invested by TV stations? Why?

During a brief off-stage question -and -answer session,
the National Journal reported that Dingell expressed res-

ervations that all of the 1700 stations and millions of con-
sumers might not be fully prepared for the death of analog
broadcasting - as though he would know anything about
the process. Dingell was, of course, referring to the Repub-
lican -created plan to offer two vouchers valued at $40 each
to viewers without cable or satellite service, so they can
purchase STBs. He claimed to be concerned that retailers
might not have sufficient supplies or be able to properly
redeem the STB coupons in a timely manner.

When asked about Dingell's comment, NAB spokesman
Dennis Warton said, "We want to avoid a train wreck."
That's Washington political speak for "We warned you
about this in the beginning. But no, you wouldn't listen.
And now you want us to bail you out? No thanks! You dug
your hole. Now deal with it."

Dingell and his cohort on the Energy and Commerce

Telecommunications and Internet Subcommittee, chair-
man Edward Markey, D -MA, have complained that the
$1.5 billion planned for the STB program is insufficient.
They say they just need more money. Where have we heard
that line before?

So, what's behind this sudden change in heart? Wasn't
Congress euphoric over the billions of dollars the spec-
trum sale would generate? So much money to spend and
so little time to do so. Then why delay the shutoff now?

I think Democrats are concerned about getting blamed
for the disaster resulting from 1200 analog transmitters
suddenly going dark on Feb. 17, 2009. Can you spell "an-
gry voters"?

It shouldn't surprise anyone that a member of Congress
is afraid of being blamed for anything, let alone being held
responsible for up to 21 million homes losing their televi-
sion! Can you imagine the firestorm that would descend
on Washington, D.C.?

There would be a million -viewer march on the capital
so fast that the network satellite trucks couldn't get there
first. All 540 members of Congress would be fighting each
other for space in one of those D.C. bomb shelters to hide
from angry TV viewers.

And, if the new president were, say a Democrat, the de-
bacle would be blamed on her - ahem, or him. And that
wouldn't be a good thing to happen early in a president's
first term.

The truth is that Dingell and his cohorts are just postur-
ing to throw more money at the problem, hoping that'll
buy them some cover when the bottom falls out and mil-
lions of homes suddenly have no television. Changing the
rules of the game isn't new to Washington politics. This
time, however, Congress just might get the blame it de-
serves for its incompetence.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
Send comments to: editor@broadcastengineering.com

BE
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Unlimited
sizing and repetition across all displays

Kaleido-X sets a new standard for signal flexibility among multi -room,

multi -image processors. Any of its 96 inputs can be displayed, any number

of times and at any size, over eight monitors without grouping restrictions.

And the picture quality has to be seen to be believed.

KALEIDOX

www.miranda.com/KX



FEEDBACK
DEPARTMENT

Body mass index
Dear editor:

Your December 2006 editorial introduced a term and a definition for
BMI without mentioning that the abbreviation means body mass index.

The definition was in metric, which complicates the exercise a bit. I
don't know of anyone among my colleagues who thinks in metric. It is
possible to calculate BMI without converting to metric.

You can calculate BMI from weight and height in pounds and feet
by multiplying the result you get by 4.88. You can calculate BMI from
pounds and inches by multiplying the result by 703. I have put together a
spreadsheet to illustrate this. (See spreadsheet below.)

Tom Norman, CPBE

Senior engineer
Burst

BMI CALCULATIONS

I know my height in feet and inches, but don't know it in meters. I also
know my weight in pounds, not in kilograms. I calculated the metric
from the English, then calculated the conversion factors so you don't
have to. For feet, it's

Weight: 70.3203kg 1551b

Height: 1.7425m 5ft 9in
BMI: 22.8937 weight/(height x height)

BMI calculated from total feet:

Weight: 1551b

Height: 5.75ft

4.688091 weight/(height x height)
4.883364 conversion factor

BMI: 22.8937

BMI calculated from total inches:

Weight: 1551b

Height: 69in

0.032556 weight/(height x height)
703.2044 conversion factor

BMI: 22.8937

Who is Ben Wolfe?
Dear editor:

Recently my husband and I bought
some aluminum records. One was la-
beled "Amos 'n' Andy;' with the call
letters WOW, a Nebraska radio sta-
tion. The record does contain the be-
ginning and ending of an episode of
"Amos 'n' Andy?' recorded on March
5, 1931. However, in the middle, after

a station identification spot, it cuts to
someone singing and playing piano,
"from the home of Ben and Helen of
the Homemaker's Club."

I looked in the census for Ben and
Helen in that area. I found several, but
Benjamin and Helen Wolfe stood out
because his occupation was U.S. radio
engineer. A Google search revealed
that he was awarded an SBE Lifetime

Achievement Award. My research
suggests he may have passed away in
October 1997. Can you help me out
more information about him?

Sherry Troupe

Brad Dick responds:
Thank you for the interesting let-

ter. There was a Benjamin Wolfe who
worked for the FCC for many years
until the early to mid -'90s. His signa-
ture appeared on every FCC operator
license the commission issued.

Broadcast Engineering didn't begin
publishing until 1964, so we don't
have records back to the '30s. I ex-
amined our issues from June 1997
through February 1998, looking for
any reference to his obituary. Unfor-
tunately, I found no mention of him.

If you haven't contacted the station
WOW, that might be helpful. A re-
tired manager or chief engineer may
be able to provide additional infor-
mation. And if any readers can shed
some light on the trail, please e-mail
editor@broadcastengineering.com.

It's all electrons
Dear editor:

The following job description,
listed in the JobZone section of the
Broadcast Engineering Web site is for
a person who builds electrical substa-
tions for Wisconsin Electric, a far cry
from radio and TV: "The engineer's
responsibility will include assign-
ments in design of new substations
and modifications to existing substa-
tions and related equipment."

John McKenna
Chief engineer

The YES Network

Brad Dick responds:
Heck, it's all electrons.

John McKenna responds:
Yeah. But ours go a lot faster!

Test Your Knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the
month on page 6 and enter to win a

Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to editor@broadcastengineering.com
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Spend Less. Do More. End -to -End HD.

Spend less and do more with the most efficient IT -immersed HD

news workflow in the industry.

Grass Valley- is your essential partner in your transition to HD.

Our integrated solutions promote workflow collzboration, not stifle it.

Workflows that understand that fast -to -air means NOW.

Workflows that give you the freedom of format, media, compression,

and codec choices that let you work the way you want to-at an

affordable price.

To learn how Grass Valley can be your essentia partner,

go to www.thomsongrassvalley.com/hdnews
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Acrimonious constraints
Off-limits encoding formats box in U.S. broadcasters.

BY CRAIG BIRKMAIFR

Acronyms are a form of
compression. They are the
staple of standards orga-
nizations, video manu-

facturers and industry trade publi-
cations like Broadcast Engineering.
For example, we are currently in the
middle of the DTV transition, from
analog NTSC to digital ATSC.

Remember Table 3 in the ATSC
A-53 DTV standard? The table lists
the video format constraints on
MPEG-2, the compression standard
on which ATSC is based. (See Table 1
at right and "Web links" on page 16.)

It is the only portion of the ATSC
standard that the FCC did not in-
clude when they adopted the ATSC
standard for DTV broadcasting in the
United States. The standard, as adopt-
ed, constrains the use of MPEG-2, a
compression standard that now seems
almost as dated as the analog NTSC
broadcast standard it's replacing.

The table includes 18 DTV video
formats - technically 36, if you con-
sider the six frame rate codes explained
in the legend. These codes may be the
ATSC's idea of data compression, but

Vertical
size value

Horizontal
size value

Aspect ratio
information

Frame rate
code

Progressive
sequence

1080 1920 1, 3 1, 2, 4, 5 1

4, 5 0

720 1280 1, 3 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8 1

480 704 2, 3 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 , 8 1

4, 5 0

640 1, 2 1, 2, 4, 5, 7 ,8 1

4, 5 0

Legend for MPEG-2 coded values in table
Aspect ratio information: 1 = square samples 2= 4:3 display aspect ratio 3 = 16:9 display aspect ratio
Frame rate code: 1= 23.976Hz 2 = 24Hz 4 = 29.97Hz 5 = 30Hz 7 = 59.94Hz 8 = 60Hz

Progressive sequence: 0 = interlaced scan 1= progressive scan

Table 1.The restraints on compression formats

something tells me codes 2, 5 and 8
won't be used. And what happened
to codes 3 and 6 - or MPEG-3 for
that matter? Franldy, I haven't a clue,
despite having been a participant in
the ATSC meetings where the DTV
formats were determined.

The previous century's legacy of
interlace and noninteger frame rates
lives on in this table, as do the ATSC
format constraints that the FCC agreed

FRAM E G RAB A look at the issues driving today's technology

Strong demand for HD on -demand programming
In 2006, 54 percent of DTV cable customers ordered on demand
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www.ctam.corn

were unnecessary. There was some talk
about getting rid of the legacy NTSC
frame rates at the end of the digital
transition. Don't hold your breath.

MPEG-3 was supposed to be the
standard for encoding HD video
until support for HD was added to
the MPEG-2 standard. Support for
HD video was added to MPEG-4 as
well - despite the original intent of
MPEG-4 being a standard for low
bit rate encoding, such as for video-
conferencing, Web and mobile video.

MPEG-4 Part 2 defines the video
compression algorithms for the stan-
dard. It has been amended twice,
adding support for high -quality HD
video encoding. The MPEG-4 Part
2 Studio Profile is used in the Sony
HDCAM SR format, introduced in
2003, to capture the full 10 -bit 4:4:4
RGB outputs from a CineAlta HD
camera.

MPEG-4 Part 2 is also dated, com-
pared with MPEG-4 Part 10 (also
known as H.254 or AVC), which
offers a 50 percent bit rate reduc-
tion for the same image quality. U.S.
broadcasters can use AVC in a range
of HD video acquisition systems. Un-
fortunately, they cannot use AVC to

14 broadcastengineering.com I April 2007



Passion that shows in your final product.

No matter what type of experience you're creating for your customers, you can court on Dolby to help you
get the reaction you want every time. From c3ntent creation :o final delivery, we're with you every step of
the way, helping you get the details just righT so your end result is exceptional. Visit us at NAB, where
we'll be showcasing the essential tools and technologies for everything from program creation to broadcast
transmission, highlightiig our new DP600 Program Optimizer for file -based broadcast infrastructures.
We look forward to shew ng you all that we have to offer.

NAB2007, April 16-19, Las Vegas Convention Center,

Booth N2513 (now in the North Hall)

www.do/by.corn 00 DOLBY

Dolby and the double -D symbol are r2gistered trademarks of Mb/ Laboratories. © 2007 Dolby Laboratcries, Inc. All righ s reserved. S07/18014
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improve the quality or quantity of the
video programs emitted from those
DTV transmitters. The ATSC stan-
dard and a growing installed base of
DTV receivers constrain broadcasters,
even as competitors begin the transi-
tion from MPEG-2 to AVC.

The don't -convert program
The new advancements in HD

video encoding can be used by broad-
casters as they upgrade to HD pro-
duction. The constraints of HD video
encoding primarily apply to the bits
emitted to those who do not sub-
scribe to a multichannel TV service
- the people who are still watching
free -to -air TV.

In March, the NTIA released de-
tails of a government coupon pro-
gram for the digital -to -analog boxes
that will convert the DTV formats
back into the interlaced 59.94Hz used
by millions of legacy NTSC receivers.
The legacy of interlace - noninteger
frame rates and MPEG-2 - is being
propped up by this converter pro-
gram. To be fair, though, analog cable
tiers are not likely to disappear by
2009, either. Meanwhile, the transi-
tion to digital HDTV continues to be
as acrimonious as ever.

Consider the highly successful DTV
transition in the United Kingdom. Al-
most half of the UK's 60 million TV
sets are connected to a digital device.
Most of those TVs are receiving Free-

view, a free -to -air DTV service, or

Web links
The ATSC A-53 DTV standard

www.atsc.org/standards/a53.html
NTIA releases converter box

coupon program details
http://broadcastengineering.com/
RF/ntia-converter-box-program-
details-0315/index.html
 AVCHD information Web site
www.avchd-info.org/index.html

Panasonic AVC-Intra white paper
www.serv.com.ua/img/zstored/
File/AVC Intra_White_Paper Ver
1_3.pdf

BSkyB, a DBS service and a Freeview
partner, offering three of the DTV
service's 40 -plus channels.

In February, BSkyB announced in-
tentions to use its bits on Freeview to
deliver an upgraded pay -TV service.
The service would use AVC compres-
sion to pack four channels in the space
now occupied by three existing chan-
nels. The new programming would
include movies, entertainment and
live Premiership football. Subscribers
would be required to purchase a new

HDV's lifespan: the limited quality
using MPEG-2 MP@ML at 25Mb/s,
and the complexity and quality
implications of editing long -GOP
MPEG-2. Despite these limitations,
HDV has helped to bring HD ac-
quisition to the masses, with a wide
range of products costing less than
$10,000. Now, it too is ready for re-
placement, thanks to AVC.

Last July, Sony and Panasonic set
aside their sometimes acrimonious
relationship to develop AVCHD, a

The ATSC standard and ... DTV
receivers constrain broadcasters.

receiver with AVC and conditional
access capabilities, in addition to the
MPEG-2-based Freeview capabilities.

The other Freeview partners -
BBC, ITV and Channel 4 - are re-
portedly set to tell media regulator
Ofcom that BSkyB should no longer
be a shareholder in the consortium.
They say that with this move, BSkyB
would no longer be supporting Free-

view's commitment to providing UK
consumers with access to as wide a
range of free -to -view DTV channels
as possible.

The BBC has conducted trials of
HD DTV broadcasts using AVC com-
pression. It is expected that a portion
of the spectrum that will be returned
after the shutdown of analog services
between 2008 and 2012 will be used
to support HD broadcasts.

Meanwhile, USDTV, a company of-
fering a pay -TV service using digital
capacity leased from U.S. broadcast-
ers, is shutting down operations, forc-
ing its 7000 subscribers to consider
other multichannel offerings. USDTV
followed the model of the original UK
DTV service, OnDigital, a pay -TV
service that was replaced by Freeview
in 2001. This leads one to ask whether
a Freeview-style service using AVC
compression technology could attract
viewers in the United States.

So long (GOP) HDV?
I believe two key issues will shorten

consumer format that will use long -
GOP AVC encoding to capture HD
in both the 1080i and 720p formats.
Many camera and editing system
manufacturers have announced sup-
port for the new format. The bits will
be recorded using a range of storage
technologies, including recordable
miniDVD discs, solid-state memory
cards and hard disk drives.

At the other end of the quality/price
spectrum, Panasonic has announced
a range of professional products us-
ing AVC-Intra compression. AVC-In-
tra is said to be twice as efficient as the
Panasonic DVCPRO HD codec.

The Panasonic AVC-Intra imple-
mentation of H.264 is flexible to
user demands by virtue of its abil-
ity to switch between the AVC-Intra
100Mb/s mode and the more eco-
nomical AVC-I 50MB/s mode. The
AVC-I 100 mode provides full -reso-
lution (no subsampling) HD. Both
codec implementations are 10 bit.
It is likely that there will be many
other AVC product introductions at
NAB2007 with the potential to offer
high -quality recording of 10 -bit 4:4:4
RGB for broadcast and digital cinema
applications. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology
consultant at Pcube Labs, and he hosts
and moderates the OpenDTV forum.

ISend questions and comments to:
craig.birkmaier@penton.com
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Multibridge Pro has HD -SDI and analog
editing with HDMI monitoring for only $1,595

Multibridge Pro is the first bi-directional

converter that's also an editing system.

Featuring a built-in PCI Express link, you can
connect to Windows or Apple Mac systems
for the highest quality editing solution.

Connect to any Deck, Camera or Monitor

Multibridge Pro supports standard and high definition 10 bit SDI
and analog YUV, as well as NTSC/PAL video in and out. Multibridge

Pro also features 4 channels of sample rate converted AES audio
and analog stereo XLR audio in and out, combined with two
channel RCA audio outputs, great for low cost HiFi monitoring.

Advanced HDMI Monitoring

Multibridge Pro includes built-in HDMI out.
Perfect for connecting to the latest big screen
televisions and video projectors for incredible
digital cinema style edit monitoring.

World's Highest Quality
Multibridge Pro works natively in 10 bit 4:2:2 and features the
industry's only true 14 bit analog conversion with uncompressed
video capture/playback. With uncompressed 10 bit capture and
playback, you'll always retain that pristine film look.

Dual Use - Converter and Capture Card

Get the world's most amazing editing solution for Apple Final
Cut Pro"' and Adobe Premiere Pre. When not connected via the
PCI Express link to your computer, Multibridge Pro also works
as a bi-directional video and audio converter. Multibridge Pro is
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FCC UPDATE
BEYONDTHE HEADLINES

Broadcast legislation
Rush Limbaugh and other programs may have to air

contrary viewpoints.

The Democrats in control of
Congress continue to focus
on the war, peace and the
economy. They're also tak-

ing another look at proposed legisla-
tion for media regulation.

MORA regulation
Some of the emerging legislative

proposals are embodied in the Me-
dia Ownership Reform Act (MORA),
which would, among other things, re-
impose the fairness doctrine.

One of MORAs prime sponsors,
Rep. Maurice Hinchey, D -NY, has
voiced support for reimposing the
fairness doctrine, which would force
both conservative and liberal talk sta-
tions to air contrary views.

MORA also aims to force increased
public service obligations on broad-
cast licensees and to reimpose cer-
tain multiple ownership restrictions.
Those restrictions would limit future

Dateline
June 1 is the deadline for televi-

sion stations in Michigan and Ohio
to file their 2007 biennial owner-
ship reports.

TV, Class A and LPTV stations
that produce their own program-
ming in the following states must
place their annual EEO reports in
their public files by June 1: Arizo-
na, the District of Columbia, Idaho,
Maryland, Michigan, Nevada,
New Mexico, Ohio, Utah, Virginia,
West Virginia and Wyoming.

The 2004-2007 TV renewal ap-
plication cycle ended April 1. The
next renewal applications are due
on June 1, 2012, for stations in the
District of Columbia, Maryland,
Virginia and West Virginia.

BY HARRY C. MARTIN

transactions, as well as require divesti-
ture of stations if multiple ownership
arrangements - once legal - no
longer pass under the new law.

MORA was previously introduced
when the GOP was the majority in
Congress and had little chance of

While it is true that some parts of the
entertainment community, such as
some station groups, have interests
on the Republican side, it seems that
broadcasting companies would have
considerable power if the fairness
doctrine re-emerges.

It seems that broadcasting companies
would have considerable power if
the fairness doctrine re-emerges.

passage. Today, it is still not a prior-
ity item for Congress, but parts of the
legislation are a threat.

Rep. Dennis Kucinich, D -OH, who
is the new chairman of the Domestic
Policy Subcommittee of the House
Government Reform Committee, has
been vocal on media issues, including
a fairness doctrine rewrite. The Do-
mestic Policy Subcommittee focuses
on communications issues.

Loose ownership
restrictions or freer reign?

More political pressure exists in
Congress today to get the FCC to in-
crease regulatory activity well beyond
the agency's recent crusade to curtail
dirty words and pictures.

For example, Sen. Byron Dorgan,
D -ND, criticized FCC Chairman
Kevin Martin at oversight hearings
in February. Dorgan railed against
loosening of ownership restrictions
that he said have "emasculated" the
public interest. In response, Martin
said that public interest is made more
"robust" by allowing market forces a
freer reign.

The reality of the MORA
The entertainment industry re-

mains one of the Democrats' most
reliable sources of campaign money.

Politicians may find it expedient to
attack the media, particularly given
the sex and violence on television, but
whether this rhetoric will bring back
the fairness doctrine, imposing new
public interest standards and block-
ing further media consolidation, re-
mains to be seen.

It took Congress 60 years to rewrite
the 1996 Communications Act. In an
era of war, deficits, scandals, presiden-
tial politics and immigration abuse, it
is unlikely much of MORA will ever
become law. BE

Harry C. Martin is a past president of the
Federal Communications Bar Association
and a member of Fletcher, Heald and
Hildreth PLC.

ElSend questions and comments to:
harry.martin@penton.com
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Displaying growth
Plasma competes with LCD to dethrone CRT.

BY ALDO CUGNINI

Some say we've gotten to the
point where the venerable
CRT is about to become
obsolete. This month, we'll

take a look at the existing and emerg-
ing display technologies and see what
they bring to the professional and
consumer viewing experience.

It's useful to look at consumer tech-
nology because it affects the ultimate
presentation, as well as influences the
design of professional monitors. In
addition, as new technologies find
their way into professional studios,
it's important to understand their
pros and cons. Before looking at dif-
ferent displays, it's useful to consider
some of their measured and perceived
characteristics.

Display characteristics
At last year's NAB conference,

several video producers and cinema-
tographers lamented that once their
products get into distribution, they
have no artistic control over the dis-
play device. Displays are also getting
to the point where their quality may
be second to the breadth of adjust -

FRAME GRAB

ment the user can apply. Compound-
ing this is the vast array of devices that
can affect the quality of the video -
both for and against good pictures.

For faithful video reproduction,
the most important characteristics of
a display are resolution, peak bright -

brightness of the set.
It is well known that CRTs do not

produce luminance in direct propor-
tion to the applied signal, but have a
nonlinear transfer characteristic. This
nonlinearity is quantified by the gam-
ma (y) of the display. (A true contrast

As new technologies find their way
into professional studios, it's important

to understand their pros and cons.

ness and black level (dynamic range),
brightness linearity (gray scale), and
color gamut (saturation). Unfortu-
nately, manufacturers do not uni-
formly define the terms brightness
and contrast.

In fact, many displays are misla-
beled when it comes to these controls.
The brightness control on most sets,
for example, essentially sets the point
of the black level. (The exception are
LCD panels with a brightness con-
trol that varies the intensity of the
back panel illuminator.) Similarly, the
contrast control often sets the peak

A look at tomorrow's technology

Demand for IP set -top boxes to increase
By 2010, 19 million consumers will own I P set -top boxes
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control would change the gamma
of the display, not the brightness.)
From the signal standpoint, V. =
with y = 2.5, usually for CRTs.

When capturing video, the inverse
of this characteristic is applied at the
source, so the transmission medium
will behave linearly. However, because
of the phenomenon of simultaneous
contrast, where the level of ambient
lighting can affect the perceived screen
contrast, NTSC engineers have stan-
dardized gamma precorrection to 2.2,
or 2.8 for PAL systems.

Because gamma is caused by the
CRT electron gun, plasma display
panels (PDPs) and Digital Micromir-
ror Devices (DMDs) have a linear
characteristic (y = 1), and a correc-
tion must be applied through signal
processing in the set. (LCDs have an
S-shaped transfer characteristic.)

Often, professional monitors have
a control to change the gamma. Some
consumer sets have this, too, but it
is usually lumped into some preset
label. (See Figure 1 on page 22.)

Long live the CRT?
Many analysts have already pro-

claimed the demise of the CRT, driv-
en in part by a growing interest in
larger screens. However, although it
is impractical to build a CRT larger
than about 40in (primarily because
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of weight considerations), it is still
believed by many to present the best
quality display over many param-
eters, including color saturation, peak
brightness and deep black level.

Of course, the perceived black
level will depend on ambient light-
ing. And considering most viewers at
home rarely view their TVs in a com-
pletely dark room, the CRT may lose
its advantage, practically speaking, in
many situations. In a broadcast stu-

0
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0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

Another shortcoming of CRTs is
the moire pattern (aliasing) that can
result when shadow -mask and dot -
pitch frequencies are mismatched.
The highest quality monitors there-
fore have a very fine dot pitch.

LCD, the future king?
LCDs have proliferated in the past

five years. This is due in part to ad-
vances in manufacturing technolo-
gies. By using electrically variable

1
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Figure 1. Gamma of the CRT is compensated at the image -generating device.

dio, however, the lighting is usually
subdued, so this characteristic will be
more significant.

Another advantage of CRTs is scan
agility. With multiple scanning for-
mats now typical in the broadcast
plant, a CRT is the only display device
that can inherently change its scan-
ning format to display the video in its
native format. However, because of
the increased cost of a more complex
deflection system, this technique has
been used almost exclusively in com-
puter CRT monitors.

twisted nematic cells sandwiched be-
tween polarizers and a flat back -panel
illuminator, high-performance video
displays are now possible.

Because the panel is essentially a
large, single piece of silicon, a few de-
fective pixels - while acceptable for
computer displays - would result
in inadequate video display. For this
reason, displays larger than 40in are
prohibitively expensive.

Also, the response time of the
cells was initially a problem, causing
smearing with moving images. Better

panels have greatly reduced this arti-
fact through a combination of active
cells and clever signal processing.

LCDs provide the highest peak
full -screen brightness of the display
technologies, so this may be a fac-
tor in brightly lit situations. Viewing
angle is still somewhat of an issue on
LCDs, however.

And lack of deep blacks still lim-
its the performance of some units.
Nonetheless, the reproduction of
good colors - and flat form factor
- keep the units in favor with many
consumers. By lighting the back panel
with LEDs instead of a fluorescent
lamp, a color gamut exceeding that of
CRTs is now possible, and these units
have begun to appear in professional
video monitoring applications.

PDP's bid for the throne
LCD's biggest competitor is the

PDP. Plasma panels offer a combi-
nation of flat form factor, cost-ef-
fective large sizes and excellent color
saturation, making them appealing to
consumers. Wide viewing angles also
make the displays practical in ordi-
nary viewing situations.

The critical issue of display burn -
in has largely been eliminated. Black -
level performance, however, can vary
widely in these units, and larger dis-
plays require a fan for cooling.

Another factor not realized by
many owners is that plasma sets, be-
cause of power and heat dissipation,
reduce the peak brightness depending
on the average picture level. Thus, a
PDP that can produce a certain peak
white level over 25 percent of the
screen may in fact be limited to less
than half that when attempting to
produce peak white over the entire
screen. CRT and LCD technologies
do not suffer this limitation.

Faux HD
PDPs and LCDs also carry another

burden. Higher pixel densities carry a
hefty price tag. And some manufac-
turers tout "HD" performance when
the actual resolution is often less than
that. These sets must then scale the
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Various companies are developing laser light
engines for use in TVs.

HD inputs to the physical display
-a process that can involve not only
downconversion, but also deinterlac-
ing and film mode conversion. Add
to this the potential for transmitting
24p material, and the issue of scan
conversion becomes a significant
differentiator.

Tech on the horizon
Front- and rear -projection tech-

nologies, while not in the mainstream
of television viewing, are becoming
popular for those wanting a home
theater experience. By using a DMD
or LCD as the imaging device, full
1080p performance is now available
to the consumer. These imaging tech-
nologies are capable of the deepest
black levels and the highest dynamic
range of any of the displays. And
thanks to advances in compact light -
engine technologies, the bulkiness
of original sets is also giving way to
nearly flat displays that can hang on
a wall. Color reproduction is usually
achieved by using a single DMD de-
vice with color wheel or by three reg-
istered LCD (or LCOS) devices.

A new development in video tech-
nology is the use of lasers or LEDs as
the light source for front- and rear -pro-
jection TVs. By eliminating the filter

wheel, these technologies hold prom-
ise for displays with breathtaking color
gamut. Still to be achieved, however, is
the manufacture of devices at the nec-
essary cost and performance points.
But it may happen soon enough.

Armed with the knowledge of
what's important in choosing a dis-
play, the variety is still daunting. Just
remember that, in growing numbers,
your viewers may have better displays
than you do! BE

Aldo Cugnini is a consultant in the digital
television industry.

ISend questions and comments to:
aldo.cugnini@penton.com

HDTVONESTOP
at www.broadcastengineering.com

For more news and articles on
HDTV, visit our Web site

and click on the HDTV
link at the top of the page
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Baron Services knows radar.
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Computer protection
Firewalls can reduce the threat to exposed networks.

Security issues have evolved
over the years. Early on, se-
curity was a simple matter.
Access to a central main-

frame was only available through
dedicated, hardwired terminals. If
anything bad happened to your sys-
tem, it was not hard to track down the
culprit. As standalone Mac and PC
systems began to appear on desktops,
the main security threat was through
viruses acquired by downloading
tainted software.

Today, many computers, even mo-
bile ones, are connected to the Inter-
net all the time. Almost all corporate
networks have multiple connections
to the Internet. It is much more likely
that a computer system will be affect-
ed by tainted e-mail or by a break-in
attempt over the Internet rather than
from a virus distributed in a comput-
er program.

Broadcasters are particularly sen-
sitive to threats. This is because al-
most all the systems that create and
play out programming are dependent
on desktop operating systems and
applications.

In many cases, computers are more
useful when they are connected to-
gether than when they operate sepa-
rately. But when computers are con-
nected, they are exposed to security
risks. To protect against these risks,
you must first understand them.

Secure passwords
The first obvious threat is that

someone gains access to your com-
puter by guessing your password.
You can easily reduce this threat by
using the protection provided with
your computer. Most computers have
power -on passwords. Once activated,
you have to enter the correct password
before you can boot the system.

You can also use the password
protection built into the operating

BY BRAD GILMER

system. Screen savers can be set to
blank the screen after a set amount of
idle time. Once the screen is blank, a
password must be entered to return
to normal operation. Many operat-

Firewall external
address 62.123.4.23

Computer on
the Internet

Birthdays are a common choice, and
so are the names of the person's chil-
dren and pets.

To make your password more dif-
ficult to break, it should not be ob-

Internal IP address
192.168.1.3

Firewall Desktop computer

Firewall internal
address 192.168.1.1

Figure 1. Network Address Translation hides the true IP address of a computer
inside the firewall.

ing systems also require you to enter a
username and password to sign -on to
the computer.

While the threat of someone using
your computer is real, it is a relatively
low-grade threat. The reason is that as
networking technology has become
more pervasive, it is not necessary to
gain physical access to a specific piece
of hardware. In many cases, the data
you are trying to protect is not locat-
ed on an office computer. Instead, it is
stored on a server somewhere on the
network.

An attacker's objective may not be
to gain access to data at all, but in-
stead to disrupt computer systems at
a facility. The attacker does not have
to be physically present to stage a suc-
cessful attack.

A more serious problem is pass-
word theft, which offers access to a
network containing confidential in -

formation. Usually this password can
be used from any location whether
inside or outside your facility.

How do people get your password?
Professionals say that most of the time
they get passwords by guessing them.

vious, and it should include punc-
tuation or numbers. If possible, you
should choose a password that is not
in a dictionary. If you have even ba-
sic knowledge of a foreign language, a
non-English password can be a good
choice as well.

Detect viruses
Viruses can cause major problems

on your network. Viruses are most
commonly passed via e-mail pro-
grams or embedded into documents.

One way to defend against viruses
is to use antivirus software. When
installed, this software patches into
the lowest levels of the operating sys-
tem, detecting incoming e-mail, disk
operations and other functions. The
scanners look for data patterns or sig-
natures of viruses in files, and most
of them also look for system behav-
ior that might indicate that a system
has been infected - sending out the
same e-mail hundreds of times, for
example.

Most scanners also detect potentially
malicious activity, shutting down the
offending application if it appears to
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be causing problems. These scanners
automatically check files before your
programs access them to ensure that
they are virus -free.

Viruses mutate quickly, so all pop-
ular virus -scanning software comes
with an update service. The updates
train the program to recognize new
viruses that have been identified since

you purchased the original program.

Firewalls blocks
While stolen passwords and vi-

ruses can be serious internal threats,
attacks also originate from outside
your facility. Many companies and
even home users employ firewalls to
provide security from attacks over the
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Internet.
Firewalls perform several security

functions. First, they filter all incom-
ing Internet packets, allowing only
authorized traffic to pass through.
Second, they conceal the IP addresses
of internal machines from the Inter-
net using Network Address Transla-
tion (NAT). This makes it difficult
to locate and attack a machine inside
the firewall (although you should not
rely on this exclusively to protect your
systems).

NAT changes the source IP ad-
dress of packets generated inside the
firewall so it appears that the message
originated from the firewall itself. In
Figure 1 on page 26, you can see how
any messages coming from the inter-
nal desktop PC with an IP address of
192.168.1.3 will be modified so that
the PC on the Internet sees them as
originating from the firewall with an
IP address of 62.123.4.23.

A third way a firewall can protect
computers is by concealing ports in-
side the firewall. It may do this by re-
sponding to port requests that come
from the Internet in specific ways. For
example, if the firewall uses stealth
to hide ports, a computer making a
request on the stealth port will not
receive a response. Computers on the
outside of the firewall cannot deter-
mine whether a computer associated
with that port exists. Or, the firewall
may respond to requests on all ports
as if they were active, concealing the
truly active ports in a sea of false -pos-
itive responses.

If you have a desktop system on
your local network and you set it to
share files with others in your group,
without a firewall, that sharing will
likely extend to the Internet. A fire -

wall, which is programmed to block
the ports associated with filesharing,
will block requests from the Internet
to that port on your computer, pre-
venting people on the Internet from
viewing your files. (See "Well-known
port numbers.")

Firewall test
Are you curious to see how well

See us at NAB Booth #N7030
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your company's firewall conceals your
desktop computer's identity? Then
visit www.grc.com. Scroll down to the
"Shields Up" link, and run the tests.
These tests will reveal whether your
computer is advertising its existence
to other computers on the Internet.
They will also identify whether the
particular ports on your system are
visible to the outside world.

The best way to protect broadcast
operations networks is to avoid direct
connections to the Internet. Unless
there is a good reason to do so, on -
air systems should not connect to the
Internet.

Consider limiting interconnection
of this network with any other office
networks as well. If you have to con-
nect your on -air network to the Inter-
net, be sure to install a good firewall,
and check the performance of the
firewall regularly.

Take advantage of support packages

Well-known port numbers
Service

SSH

Telnet

SMTP

HTTP

Kerberos

POP3

Port

22

23

25

80

88

110

Description

Secure Shell (secure terminal emulation)

Telnet terminal

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (Web)

Secure communicatims protocol

Post Office Protocol version 3

For a list of port numbers from the Internet Assigned Numbers Author-
ity, visit www.iana.org/assignments/port-numbers.

that are available with many firewalls.
These support packages include main-
tenance updates that improve the pro-
tection of the firewall system. BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer & Asso-
ciates, executive director of the Advanced
Media Workflow Association and technical
facilitator of the Video Services Forum.

Send questions and comments to:
brad.gilmer@penton.com

NEWSONESTOP
at wwwbroadcastengineenng.corn

For more news, visit our Web site
and clack on the News

link at the top of the page

Tke, Scopus Spe,ciaity:
DIGITAL VIDEO SYSTEM SOLUTIIONS

Efficient Bandwidth Utilization: MPEG-4 encoding  DVB-S2 modulation

Premium Channel Offering: HD encoding

Advanced Video Processing: Statistical multiplexing  Splicing/DPI

See us at

NAB
April 16-19,2007
Booth SU 5408

scopus_ Video Networks

www.scopus.net
-mail: info@scopusamerica.com

Tel: 1.877.SCOPUS4
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Sound steps
The new crop of digital audio boards for live broadcast

maximize function in a small footprint.
t3Y u/AR`i LKL)\,

While the essential func-
tions of broadcast
boards are executed
in 2007 much as they

were in previous years, there are several
significant differences in the way audio
is handled in broadcast. The evolving
needs of networks, the companies who
serve them, and ultimately the mixer
whose work is most critical to the suc-
cess of a production, are forcing con-
sole manufacturers to rethink some of
the assumptions they operated under
even a year or two ago.

Digital speed
One of those assumptions was the

move to digital (not withstanding
the analog input, of course, coming
from talent and location mics). How-
ever, many console manufacturers
made the false assumption that mix-
ers would prefer boards with a small
footprint and would consider scroll-
ing through multiple layers a reason-
able trade-off for this benefit.

Limiting the size of a component is
a plus for those charged with building
mix rooms in trucks. But the message
from engineers has been heard loud
and clear: "Give me more knobs and
faders, and fewer layers!" Working

In one of Game Creek Video's trucks for FOX Sports' broadcast of the NASCAR
Nextel Cup racing series, thisYamaha M7CL is used for the "Racer Radios" submix.
Photos courtesy Jason Taubman, Game Creek Video.

semble their analog forebears. Smaller,
yes, but one of the keys to gaining a
foothold in console manufacturing
today is the ability to strike a balance
between a reduced footprint and easy
access to all functions.

Room enough
While we're on the topic of size,

it's clear that network executives are

The message from engineers has been
heard loud and clear: "Give me more
knobs and faders, and fewer layers!"

under the strain of real-time delivery,
and often moving from company to
company, truck to truck and board
to board, engineers rejected the deep
layering concept that was built into the
first generation of many digital pro-
duction consoles.

Today's boards more closely re -

no longer shortchanging the mix en-
vironment of the trucks they work
in. The move to HD may have taken
longer than many predicted, but it's
in full swing.

Affordable home surround sound
systems have turned into a critically
important part of the product that

broadcasters deliver to their custom-
ers. That translates into larger mix
spaces and more attention paid to the
entire audio pathway.

For example, sports fans are spend-
ing lots of money on surround sound
systems, allowing them to receive
more information. Ron Scalise, an au-
dio consultant for ESPN, says that ev-
erything leaving a remote site must be
heard in the truck with total accuracy.
It's essential to place a subwoofer in ev-
ery truck that audio is mixed in.

Room treatment, speaker accuracy
and the need for larger mix spaces are
now critical factors. In the past, audio
needs weren't considered in the ex-
pansion of trucks. Now, according to
Scalise, an extra 8ft or 9ft is added spe-
cifically for audio.

In general, more focus is being put
on audio. More time is spent working
on bass management, Scalise said. For
example, he makes sure the speakers
are not placed under a bridge.
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The Calrec Sigma shown here is being used for the track effects audio submix for
FOX Sports' broadcast of the NASCAR Nextel Cup racing series.

Near field monitoring is critical at
this point. Consoles are crucial. Engi-
neers have to be able to check mixes
on multiple monitors, for example, in
an instant. They also need to switch
between mono, stereo and surround
mixes quickly.

Jason Taubman, vice president of
design and new technology for Game
Creek Video, agrees that there is more
of a demand for consoles that can

able to shift between these formats
quickly.

On the fly
On -board processing is another

rapidly developing advancement in
console technology. As the computers
that run consoles become more pow-
erful and robust, the need for external
compressors, limiters, delays and sur-
round encoders is declining. Console

The HD world has ... exacerbated
the problem of delay, because audio
travels faster than the highly detailed
images being offered to the viewer.

handle monitoring effectively. While
all of the companies have different
configurations, they are all based on
a few key client demands. Engineers
have made it clear that ample faders
top their list of wants.

Monitoring is also an important
issue. Mixers require accurate envi-
ronments on boards that can quickly
switch between sound formats, Taub-
man said. At the same time, they also
have to monitor in the various deliv-
ery formats, such as Dolby Pro Logic
and Dolby E. Consoles have to be

manufacturers operating in today's
market must also consider the num-
ber and quality of processing devices
that they offer.

The HD world has, for example,
exacerbated the problem of delay,
because audio travels faster than
the highly detailed images being of-
fered to the viewer. In today's market,
consoles need to offer delay on each
channel and easy accessibility to it.

Tom Sahara, senior director of re-
mote operations and IT for Turner
Sports, recommends keeping on -board

DSP in mind when looking for a new
console. Improved DSP functions on
the consoles allow the mixer to execute
all dynamic processing onboard with-
out having to use external equipment.

Metering
Metering, according to Sahara, is

another critical concern because each
manufacturer has its preferred meter-
ing scheme. This can make it difficult
for a mixer to maintain consistent
levels when working on two shows
that use consoles from two different
manufacturers.

BS1770, the standard established
by the ITU, is a universal metering
benchmark that could remedy this
issue. The various manufacturers,
however, will need to adhere to it if
the problem is going to disappear in
the near future.

Back in the days when a tinny 4in
speaker was the primary playback
device, mixers didn't have to worry
much about centering dialog. But
things have changed considerably.
Today, an engineer has to take into
consideration the needs of the direc-
tor, who has to hear the announcers
and communicate with them direct-
ly. The director rarely cares much
about the sound effects or music
bed. To the director, communicat-
ing with talent is paramount, and if
he's sitting right next to the engineer,
there's a chance the mixer will have
to conduct his full mix on the fly, as
the opportunity arises.

Adding to the difficulty of the task is
the fact that much of the audio process-
ing can take place back in command
central. Developing a product that re-
mains consistent from mixer to the net-
work and downstream to the viewer is
more critical today than ever. A tuned
room and a flexible board are essential.

Bells and whistles
While designing your ultimate

broadcast console, don't forget to in -

dude a well -integrated spill down fea-
ture. Mixers need to create a 5.1 mix
and assign it to a single, centrally locat-
ed fader. You'll probably want to give
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The main mix of FOX's NASCAR Nextel Cup racing series was made using a Calrec
Bluefin Alpha.

mixers multiple options in this regard,
because a director may want a mix that
includes no announcers but has all of
the location sound and another that

includes talent but no location dialog.
Give a director an inch, and he'll prob-
ably ask for easy access to yet another
combination of audio sources, routed

to a single fader.
At the end of the day, of course,

there's always the price factor to con-
sider. It's quite possible to take a list of
features and build a console that in-
cludes them all. The trick for manu-
facturers is to analyze what is essential
and deliver all the desired features at
a competitive price, which is no easy
task! Without a doubt, all of the com-
panies that serve the broadcast indus-
try are taking in feedback and work-
ing as hard as possible to satisfy their
existing clients and increase their
market share. BE

Gary Eskow is a composer and journalist.

AUDIOONESTOP
at www.broa dc a ste ng i nee ri ng. co m

For more news and articles on
audio, visit our Web site

and click on the Audio
link at the top of the page
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the world's most advanced
Microwave Link Products

CMTX1

Variable COFDM bandwidths from
5 to 20 MHz

Integrated multiple modulation
modes: COFDMNSB/FM

Firewire input on all transmitters

Nucomm, Inc.

Integrated spectrum viewer in all
receivers

Integrated dual or tri-band digital
Intuitive ease of operation

See them all at NAB2007, Booth #C2.529

908.852.3700 800.968.2666 www.nucomm.com
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When you're mixing audio for live production and on -air oroadcast,
you've only got one chance to get it right. That's why the world's most
successful broadcasters rely on Calrec consoles.

Because we are dedicated exclusively to the broadcast industry, we
understand what's most important to you - whatever your size, or
production capacity. As well as be ng outstandingly reliable aid intuitive
to operate, our consoles are also uniquely adaptable to evolv ng
broadcast needs - such as surrouid sound.

Integral Bluefin high density signal processing technology, foi example,
del vers twice the signal processing capacity of conventional systems -
in a fraction of the space.

See us at NAB Booth N8529

CALREC

If that sounds like good news to you, get the full story at Lalrec.com Putting Sound in the Picture



Multiple lens choices
Fujinon and Canon provide a wide range of professional HD enses
and adapters to choose from. In addition, JVC offers the exc usive

HZ-CA13U PL mount lens adapter specifically designed for 16mm

film lenses.

1-11D24.
Progressive Progressive

High -end image quality
An improved wideband front end produces sharper

images with less noise than competing models.
Low -light performance has been significantly
improved, and a new 14 -bit DSP provides better

highlight, shadow and color gradations.



The New 200 Series

HD/SD-SDI with embedded audio (6Y-HD250)

The uncompressed full -resolution 4.22 signal can be

output via the built-in HD -SDI and analog terminals,

providiN an ideal feed to a video serier, HD switcher or

microwave link. A built-in cross converter lets you choose

to output either 720p (native) or 1080. The GY-HD200U

can provide a live component output.

Compact, lightweight,
professional design

JVC's ergonomic form factor make; shooting more

comfortable than ever. Controls and switches are laid

out right where you expect them. Even fully loaded with

battery, HDD or microwave
transmitter, the camera is

lightweight and balanced
enough to be used on your

shoulder for long periods.

DT-V24LIDU
BR-HD5OU

HD Flat -Panel Studio Monitor
HDV 720P VTR

JVC's new 200 series.

JVC's new 200 series is the result of television

networks, news
organizations and top

cinematographers telling us precisely what

they wanted in a production camera. Now

you can experience high -end performance

in a compact, easy -to -use camcorder

that'E comparable in cost to the SD

eqJbmen- you've been using. With

720/60P capture and recording

JVC's new GY-HD200U

and GY---ID250U
deliver full -resolution

HD images needed for demanding

ENG, EFP and studio use. In short,

they' -e the most valuable tools you

can have when you're shooting

the next generation of HD news,

documentaries, multi -camera

shows and inches. And it's only

from JVC.

Studio -capable
The highly versatile

GY-HD250 can easily be

converted to a cost-effective studio camera

with an adapter that incorpora-es industry-

stardard 26 -pin multi -core cab ing for power,

gen ock, R/B gain, black level and intercom.

GY-HD250
Optional Studio

Configuration

iillore of the features you asked for:

 Native 1280x720p CCDs

 Multiple frame rate recording:

24, 25, 30, 50, & 60p

 Record on tape and/or HDD

 Studio option with CCU (250 only)

JVC's ProHD 200 Series. Discover

the new world of HD production.

For a FREE

application
3rochure and

details, call

1-800-582-5825

or visit us at

wsw.jvc.com/pro

Jvc®
The Perfect Experienceii-

www.jvc.com/pro



"RAC HAE L RAY"

SHINES BRIGHT
in EUE Screen Gems' new studio

BY MICHAEL GROTTICELLI
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The all -digital video control room
for Studio 6A at EUE Screen Gems
Studios in New York features a

Sony DVS -7350 video switcher and
Mitsubishi LCD monitors displaying
feeds via Evertz MVP multi -image
software. Photo by Dave King.

A newly imstalled 48 -input Solid State Logic C100 digital console mixes digital
stereo audio for "Rachael Ray" today, but can easily handle true 5.1 sound when
the show makes its move to HD in the future. Photo by Dave King.

1.44

Rachael Ray cooks up a me
with Canon Super 21 studio
by Eric Leibowitz.

studio, captured a Sbny1BVP-900.camera
aliere microphone. Photo

achael Ray" is a bona fide
syndication hit for King
World Productions. And
studio landlord, EUE

Screen Gems Studios in New York
City, couldn't be happier. The show's
host Rachael Ray is a seasoned TV
chef with several popular shows on
the Food Network. However, this new
one -hour syndicated series moves
Ray out of the kitchen to in front of
a live audience. The secret ingredient

to this new mix is hidden behind the four -layer Mexi,
trendy fashion tips (both were segments of a recent to

The show is taped in a sophisticated 9000sq-ft stud
cifically for "Rachael Ray" in its 125,000sq-ft four -fl 
complex.

The Studio 6A space was home to the CBS soap o
20 years. Once CBS decided to relocate the soap to
Mitchell Brill, EUE head of corporate development, t
portunity to upgrade the studio complex.

By the end of 2005, he and Doug Joseph, chief en:,
50,000sq-ft studio and support space dedicated to "Ra
been a pleasant surprise for all involved.

an bean dip recipes and
ing).

o that EUE created spe-
 r Midtown Manhattan

era "Guiding Light" for
other facilities in 2005,
 k the vacancy as an op-

neer, began designing a
hael Ray:' The result has
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New control
No stranger to revolving clients,

each with their own individual pro-
duction requirements, the EUE design
team worked with Rich Cervini, vice
president of production and technical
operations for King World, to make
a home for "Rachael Ray:' Timing
was critical. In a mere three months
- from demolition to first shoot day
- the original Studio 6A and its con-
trol room were gutted and refitted
with all digital equipment, new light-
ing equipment and a highly innova-
tive, rotating audience platform.

The new control room features a
Sony 3.5 M/E DVS -7350 digital video
switcher (32 input with 13 aux busses),
two Sony DME-5000 DVE units and
64 PatchAmp SDV/HD serial digital
video DAs with analog test outputs.
For confidence monitoring, there are
several 14in and 20in Ikegami CRT
monitors with SDI inputs and Leitch
VTM-3100 SD LCD -based waveform
and vectorscope rasterizers.

Rotating audience
The main studio, where the show

tapes two - and sometimes three
- episodes per day for three days a
week, features four distinct staging
areas, one in each corner. It's com-
plete with a working elevator for spe-
cial guests to arrive on camera and a
revolving audience seating area in the
middle that allows for full 360 -degree
camera views. This creates a nice on -
air ambiance for the show and ensures

It's complete with
a working elevator
for special guests

to arrive on camera
and a revoloving
audience seating
area in the middle

that allows for
full 360 -degree
camera views.

The brightly lit, 9000sq-ft Studio 6A space that EUE Screen Gems created for the
"Rachael Ray" show features the studio audience on a revolving platform and an
overhead Shuttle camera tracking system. The show produces two and sometimes
three live -to -tape episodes per day. Photo by Eric Leibowitz.

that the audience is always facing the
action, no matter what corner of the
studio Ray is performing from.

A variety of large LG LCD screens
are mounted throughout the facility.
Some are fed by Sony MAV-555 vid-
eo disks for on -set LCD screen loop
feeds that serve as on -camera video
wallpaper for the ever changing, cre-
ative and colorful sets.

The set was designed by Joe Stew-
art of Shaffner/Stewart and fabricated
by Showman Design, with a lighting
design by Alan Blacher that features
a variety of fresnels, gels and fluores-
cent lighting instruments. The chal-
lenge was that the audience is some-
times on camera, so all areas of the
studio have to be lit all the time.

Meridian Design Associates in-
stalled a professional prep kitchen
and surrounded it within an audience
holding area and talent support space
adjacent to the studio. The show's
team of 90 production execs, pro-
ducers, researchers, coordinators, as-
sistants and communications staffers

occupy adjacent offices.
On the fourth floor, four editing

suites with Avid Adrenaline worksta-
tions, (three for show segments and a
fourth for on -air promos), along with
four Apple G5 workstations, are net-
worked to an Avid ISIS storage array
that enables editors to share clips and
retrieve elements digitized into the
system. Daily roll -ins are handled di-
rectly from tape or are ingested into an
Avid Thunder server. Six Sony DVW-
M2000 Digital Betacam recorders are
used for program and ISO record,
as well as one DVW-A500 and one
MSW-M2000 (IMX) for playback.
Graphics are generated with a dual -

channel Pinnacle Deko 3000 CG.
Some of the live remote interview

segments are conducted through an
Apple PowerBook running iChat
software. This allows Ray to conduct
a two-way A/V dialog via the Inter-
net. These segments are recorded to
videotape with a Matrox MXO unit,
providing a cost-effective alternative
to the traditional remote truck.
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 2X extender
 0.4 meter close focusing

Digi Power servo
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Fujinon's new 16X lens.
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Visit us at
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Future -proof design
Joseph said his mandate was to

design and implement a studio and
production infrastructure that was
serial digital today and could serve
as a cost-effective upgrade to HD in
the future. King World has tentative
plans to move the show to HD some-
time after 2008. Because of Joseph's
preplanning and current equipment
choices, the upgrade will only involve
the installation of new HD cameras, a
new HD production switcher and an
HD -capable router.

This current design includes LCD
monitors for distributing multi -image
displays throughout the control and
production areas. Using four Evertz
MVP 12 SD, HD and analog rasteriz-
ers feeding four Mitsubishi MDT461S
LCD control room screens, the design
team has installed a system via Cat 5
wiring for digitizing and distributing
groups of images to master control,

audio, the tape room and the produc-
tion bridge. This design also enables
all sources to be displayed, includ-
ing daily tally and naming changes,
anywhere in the building. Signals are
routed with a Sony HDS-X3700 serial
digital router switcher (64 x 64 I/O),

The design team
has installed a

system via Cat 5
wiring for

digitizing and
distributing

groups of images
to master control,

audio, the tape
room and the

production bridge.

which handles serial digital signals
with embedded audio.

Two Sony BVP-950 cameras with
Canon 11 x 4.5 wide-angle and 16 x
8 zoom lenses are used hand held as
well as on Steadicam mounts. Three
Sony BVP-900 studio cameras with
Canon Super 21 lenses are operated
in the studio on Vinten fluid heads
and studio pedestals. All cameras are
on triax and are controlled with Sony
camera control units. Some remote
segments are shot in 24p.

The Shuttle, an overhead camera
system made by Innovision Optics, of-
fers overhead shots from a curved rail
attached to the studio's lighting grid.
The camera can be preprogrammed
with pan, tilt and zoom capabilities,
or operated manually, using a joystick
and software interface. There's also
a Sony BRC-H700 remote pan, tilt
and zoom camera for shots over the
kitchen range.

Visit us at Booth #C2007

NAMEICIXD
THE WORLD'S ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

www mrcbroadcast com

Join the

Convergence
With over 35 years experience in video microwave

links, MRC now brings yoL combined network IP and
HD solutions for all your transport needs.

No one but MRC has the complete line
of HD products for streamlining your
workflow to capture, deliver, and distribute

your HD content.

Did we mention the majority of
STLs use MRC radios? Clearly,

we've been at the forefront
of I-0 transport with our
Twir Stream and DARPIus radios.
And now our SCM4000 modem is one of
the most diverse and flexible platforms for

carry ng large payloads.

Join the HD Convergence with MRC

MICROWAVE RADIO
COMMI IN ICA] IONS
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AJA DESKTOP AND

CONVERTER SOLUTIONS

We make the most reliable and proven

video and audio Desktop I/O and

converter solutions for the past -

production industry. Whether ),ou

need an SD/HD solution for yc ur Mac

or Windows system, or stand-alone

conversion gear, we've got you covered.

THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN TOLERANCE
AND ZERO TOLERANCE

DESKTOP SOLUTIONS

KONA 3

 SD, HD, Dua -Link HD, 2K I/O
 For Apple Final Cut Studio and Mac OSX

KONA LHe

 SD/HD Analog and Digital I/O
 For Apple Fir al Cut Studio and Mac OSX

XENA 2K

 SD, HD, Dual -Link HD, 2K I/O
 For Adobe Premiere Pro 2 and Windows XP

XENA LHe

 SD/HD Analog and Digital I/O
 For Adobe Premiere Pro 2 and Windows XP

MINI -CONVERTERS

FOlOAVA

 SD/HD analog cDmpo!ite/component
video and 4 -channel analog audio to
SD/HD-SDI with embedded audio

 HD-SD/SDI to DVI-D and audio converter

 4 -channel bi-directioral audio ND
and D/A converter

1-DlOAMA

 HD/SD 4 -channel analog audio
embedder/disembedcier

www.aja.com 800.251.4224
VIDEO SYSTEMS
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Sounding good
Stereo audio is recorded on a 48 -

input C100 digital console from Solid
State Logic, with multiple ties to an
elevated production bridge, where
a Yamaha M7CL console is used to
drive the speakers in the audience.
The SSL board was chosen for its
flexibility, which includes the ability

to record full surround sound (5.1
channels), and the familiarity it offers
to the freelance operators who work
on the live -to -tape show.

Numerous HD -compatible DAs
from PatchAmp and audio jackfields
from ADC support the studio's tra-
ditional SD and analog infrastruc-
ture. The rotating audience seating

IIP

network

VikinX Sublime
small and medium routing switchers

 Analog video/audio, AES, SDI, E4,
STM-1 from 8x8 to 64x64

 Multiformat HD -SDI from 8x8 to 64x64

 Re -clocking and non-reclocking SDI and HD -SDI

 Multiple formats in one frame (2RU and 4RU)

 Control via IP/Ethernet, RS -232/422, NCB

 Programmable button configuration

 Flexible local and external control panels

Network Electronics US
800-420-5909
ussales@network-electronics.com

network-electronics.com

platform employs multiple floor-

mounted speakers that capture au-
dience reactions and are often in-
corporated into the overall mix. Six-
teen mics positioned directly above
the audience are mixed by a Mackie
1604 board as a sub -mix, and then
routed into the SSL C100 console. A
full complement of Shure diversity
UHF -R wireless mic systems provide
wireless body pack and handheld
mics for Ray, her guests and live au-
dience questions.

The redesign of the
studio for "Rachael

Ray" is the first
step toward a

complete facility
upgrade to a fully
digital, multitiered

environment.

The Digiplex concept
Brill said the redesign of the stu-

dio for "Rachael Ray" is the first step
toward a complete facility upgrade
to a fully digital, multitiered envi-
ronment. EUE Screen Gems Studios
designed the building space as a Digi-
plex for new media, offering the best
of traditional production tools and
experience for the benefit of emerg-
ing media companies like Google and
Yahoo, with content destined for the
Internet.

Within its midtown facilities, a for-
ward -looking HD and IPTV initiative
is currently under way, whereby sig-
nificant resources are being commit-
ted to support new and existing cli-
ents. The company has also been one
of the few qualified by New York City
for a combined 15 percent refundable
tax credit for below -the -line produc-
tion costs. This will help attract cli-
ents concerned about rising produc-
tion costs in New York.

After 30 years of experience in pro-
viding facilities for TV, feature film
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Total visual provider for broadcast applications

Come and see Barco's products at
NAB, Las Vegas, Nevada, United States,
Convention Center, Boothil S1/1320,
16 - 79 April 2007

Barco provides innovative visualization and display solutions for broadcast

applications such as outdoor marquee, indoor lobby, TV show studio, news

studio, broadcast and distribution monitoring room, screering or training room

and post production. Barco's commitment to this exciting market, its

continuous high -quality R&D effort and proven flexibility towards customers'

needs offer the best guarantee for your future -proof investments.

Barco Visual Solutions LLC, USA

3059 Premiere ParkNay

Duluth, Georgia 30097-4905

Phone: +1 678 475 8000

Fax: +1 678 475 8100

Email: sales.controlrooms@barco.:om

1311RCO

www.barcocontrolrooms.com Visibly yours



The Most Versatile

Receiver Solution

Available

The Award Winning MRD 3187A
Atlas Modular Receiver Decoder

- SD/HD MPEG2 & H.264 Decoding

- MPEG2 4:2:2 Decoding Option

- Native HD & Downconverted
SD Outputs Simultaneously

- 6 Configurable Input Slots
Options Include:

- DVBS2, DVBT, 8 VSB, IP, ASI

- Simultaneous MPEG over IP
Output

- Pro MPEG FEC Support

- Easily Configurable For Any
Application

SEfICCORIE
Innovative Video Network Solutions

Your Partner Since 1951

www.sencore.com

I -800-SENCORE(736-2673)
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and commercial production com-
panies, EUE was able to handle the
quick turnaround for "Rachael Ray"
and stay within the limits of a pre-
determined budget. Talks are under
way for an additional two years of

Design team

"Rachael Ray," which is a sign that the
new studio and support space design
has been a success. BE

Michael Grotticelli regularly reports on
the professional video and broadcast
technology industries.

EUE Screen Gems

George and Chris Cooney, studio principals
Thorpe Shuttleworth, executive vice president
Mitchell Brill, head of corporate development
Doug Joseph, chief engineer

King World
Rich Cervini, vice president of production and technical operations

Alan Blacher, lighting design
Shaffner/Stewart

Joe Stewart, set design
Meridian Design Associates
Showman Design

Technology at work
ADC audio jackfields
Avid

Adrenaline workstations
Deko 3000 dual -channel CG
ISIS storage array
Thunder MX triple -channel

stillstore
Canon

11 x 4.5 wide-angle lenses
16 x 8 zoom lenses

Super 21 lenses
Evertz MVP 12 SD/HD/analog

rasterizers
Genelec

8030A audio room speakers
8050A control room speakers

Harris Videotek VTM-3100
waveform rasterizers

Ikegami TM -14-17 14in and
TM -20-90 20in CRT monitors
with SDI inputs

Innovision Optics Shuttle camera
tracking system

LG LCD screens

Mackie 1604 board
Matrox MXO unit
Mitsubishi MDT461S LCD control

room monitors
PatchAmp SDV/HD DAs with

analog test outputs

Samsung 21in LCD monitors
Shure

Wireless microphones with
diversity antenna system

UR4D UHF diversity receivers
Solid State Logic C100 digital audio

console
Sony

BRC-H700 remote pan/tilt/zoom
camera

BVP-900 studio cameras
BVP-950 handheld cameras
HDS-X3700 serial digital router
DME-5000 DVE

DVS -7350 digital video switcher
DVW-A500 and DVW-M2000 VTRs
MAV-555 video disks
MSW-M2000 decks

Tektronix CRT -based waveform and
vectorscopes

Telex

ADAM Intercom
RTS two -channel stations
RadioCom wireless headsets

Vinten
Fluid heads
Studio pedestals

Yamaha M7CL mixer console
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The UTAH -400 iP Router Gives You the Power.

What you do with it is up to you.
Real-time, on -the -fly control of your Ethernet network. Impossible? Not with the

UTAH -400 iP WorkgroLp Router.
The breakthrough UTAH -400 iP is the Gigabit Ethernet Router for broadcasters. It gives you

the power to control your IT infrastructure the ;ame way you've always controlled your broadcast
routing - with the push of a button. This pateit-pending control method allows you to change
port priorities, security groups, and port speedat will. Instaritaneotsly re -allocate bandwidth so
that when you need video delivered now, you krow it gets time.

The impossible is exactly what you'd expect from Utah Sdentific_After all, we've been
delivering the most advanced, dynamically controlled switchirg infrastructures for three decades.

The Best In The Business www.utahscientific.com

Utah Scientific
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WLS' second control room shares the
electronics of the Kahuna production
switcher with the first control room, - -

which has been newly rebuilt. The
switcher has four M/Es, so either
room can function with all four M/ s 0,4114,
used, or each room can use two M/Es 4%"411v4
simultaneously.
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WLS
shows
HD's
Wow
factor to
Chicago

BY KAL HASSAN

n Jan. 6, WLS-TV ABC 7
began broadcasting its
er tire local news and
programming lineup in

HD. The transition to HDTV present-
ed the station with the opportunity to
treat its audience to the wow factor
that comes with such a high -quality
viewing experience.

In the studio
The station acted as its own sys-

tems integrator for this project, which
was beneficial because by the time the
installation was complete, WLS was
quite familiar with the systems. The
station's engineering team worked for
many months to integrate HD capa-
bility across the broadcast facility. The
result of the overhaul is an all -HD in-
frastructure that includes HD control
rooms, along with an HD studio and
remote cameras, an HD graphics sys-
tem, an HD weather system, and HD -
capable live production trucks.

WLS upgraded 11 cameras in
the studio to HD and added an HD
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WLS uses Sony HD HDC-1000 1080p/720p studio cameras, which come equipped
with a SMPTE-standardized optical fiber interface for connecting to the camera
control unit.

Chicagoans and visitors alike can
now walk past the facility for a front -
row look at WLS' Emmy Award -win-
ning State Street Studio set and watch
studio operations in HD. Five of the
new studio cameras are Sony HDC-
1000s with Canon XJ25x6.8B HD
lenses installed on Vinten robotic
pedestals. The studio also includes a
Sony HDC-1500 camera with a Can-
on HJ17ex7.6 portable lens, comple-
mented by smaller Ikegami HDL-40
(720/60p) cameras used for weather
and other out -of -studio shots.

Production
One unconventional element in the

station's broadcasts is the use of an
HDL-40 camera, installed more than
a block away on a Macy's department
store building. The camera sends out -

production switcher. It also upgrad- process, the engineering team up- side images of the studio back to the
ed the plant router and a significant dated studio wiring for SMPTE fiber station via Canon's DT-50/HD Cano-
amount of infrastructure gear. In the instead of triax. beam Free Space Optics system.

MULTIVIEWERS. FROM AVITECH

MONITORING MADE EASY

Through the Power of An Intelligent Architecture,
Avitech is reshaping the future of

multi -image display processing
by offering the highest image quality

in the industry.

%IF
AVITECH
www. avitechvideo. corn

sales@avitechvideo. corn
+1 (425) 885-3863

Photo Courtesy of Oregon Public Broadcasting

AVITECH FAMILY OF MULTIVIEWERS (combiie all 3 modules fo- a customized display)
MCC -8000
VCC-8300
ACC -8000

Multi -Image Video Processing Module
DVI / VGA & Video Processing Module
Multi -Audio Processing Module visit us at NAB2007

Booth # SU13215
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ADC's Pro Patch® video panels
have long been recognized as the leader in video
patching. Panels are available in a w de variety of
configurations for rack sizes, jack types, and color

options. The PPI series panels are the ideal choice
for demanding professional environments:

 Durable welded -steel frames orevent bent,
cracked and broken ears

performance
BY DESIGN
High -Performance Produ

for Digital Broadcast

 Widest variety of jack types available including
standard, midsize, and MUSA standard

 Exclusive snap -over designations keep cards
and windows in place and make changes easier

 Durable molded ABS inserts prevent stripped
screws and cracked inserts

Whether it's copper or f ber, ADC's audio, video
and data products are built to provide unmatched
performance and reliability, and all ADC prod-
ucts are backed by outstanding pre/post-sale
engineering support a; well as the industry's
best warranty.

Contact us today and fi id out why ADC means
"performance by design."

2x32 Midsize PPI Series Super Video Jack Panel,
featuring the industry leading normalling jack MVI.

Call today for fast delivery!

See us at NAB 2007 - Booth # N721
For a free copy of ADC's 13th edition broadcast product catalog,
call 1.800.366.3891 ext. 20000. Or visit adc.com/broadcast.
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The station's graphics and weather
systems are also generated in HD. In-
stead of simply upconverting graph-
ics, WLS recreated all of the station's
opens, bumpers, franchise animations
and studio mixes. Although this pro-
cess was labor-intensive, it ultimately
gave station viewers a true HD expe-
rience. WLS' graphics systems include
multiple two -channel Pixel Power
Clarity 5000 HD units, complement-
ed with a Grass Valley PVS 2000 HD
clip player.

The station also implemented a ful-
ly loaded Snell & Wilcox Kahuna SD/
HD multiform production switcher, a
four-M/E system with eight channels
of DVE. The switcher handles con-
version internally, reducing the need
for external conversion gear and al-
lowing station operators to integrate
SD satellite feeds, camera feeds and
other SD inputs into HD program-
ming without concern for format

The robotic operator position consists of two Vinten camera and robotic control
positions for redundancy.TheVinten controls can be operated by the touch screen
or mouse.

compatibility. The station configured
the 11RU electronics of the switcher
to serve two identical control rooms

- one used for small productions
and the other for news. This resource -

sharing capability allows the Kahuna

auto,.,

autoXe, from VCI Solutions, provides a reliable, modern, and cost-

effective automation system that streamlines operations, improves

resource management, and increases return on investment.

We can show you how a Chicago -based broadcaster increased

productivity and saved money with autoXe. Visit

www.vcisolutions.com/autoxe.html.

Learn how you can save time and money. Call 800.243.2001.

Automate the Journey with a Point -of -Sale to Point -of -Air"' Solution

VC r
Tools for Today. Innovation for Tomorrow.

VVWW.VCISOLUTIONS.COM SALES, TRAFFIC, AND AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

ATTEND OUR NAB2007 PRESENTATION "WORKFLOW AND INTEROPERABILITY FOR TELEVISION"
AT 3:30 P.M. ON WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18.

NAB Boom #SU11620
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mainframe to be shared between the news production and
the production control rooms, each of which is equipped
with its own console.

The facility upgraded to an HD/SD PESA Cheetah wide -

band 512 x 512 framed router, which was expanded to 384
x 384 to accommodate HD I/Os. The router is controlled
by the existing Grass Valley Jupiter control system, which
also controls the analog A/V levels and an NVISION 512
x 512 AES level.

WLS also standardized on the Harris Leitch X75HD
multiple converter and frame synchronizer, which extends
the facility's options in terms of incoming and outgoing
content. HD processing is split between Evertz and Miran-
da gear, with the control rooms featuring an Evertz MVP
multi -image display processor and Miranda and Evertz
DAs, upconverters and other infrastructure gear. Miniature
standalone converters from AJA are used for monitoring
purposes. The mini converters attach immediately behind
monitors and convert video from HD -SDI to DVI, for
example, wherever needed. A few additional AJA distribu-
tion amps are used throughout the facility as well.

The station invested in a top-quality audio system prior
to the HD upgrade, so it was able to continue using its
Solid State Logic Aysis Air digital broadcast console. The

WLS-TV

Emily Barr, president and general manager
Jim Begley, senior IT manager
CC Boggiano, news operations manager
Richard Borsignore, controller
Phil Christopherson, technical
Lisa Clingart-Cruz, graphics director
Mike Davis, IT technical
John Decorah, technical
Jan Fedorenko, media manager
Jennifer Graves, VP and news director
Martin Hanks, technical manager
Kal Hassan, VP and director of engineering
Tom Hebel, VP of creative services and programming
Dave Hewitt, studio technical manager
Janet Hundley, assistant news director
Jan Janowski, technical
Jason Long, technical
Dennis McGuire, technical maintenance supervisor
Tim Osterman, technical construction supervisor
George Pearson, technical
Dave Spinelli, scheduling manager
Craig Strom, assistant director of engineering
Evan Thomas, IT and engineering
Joe Trimarco, director of operations

WM Till.
MIN riltirm
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Analog I/O w/t histOry
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ANT Group: Remote contro s for broadcasters
...closing the feedback loop

Patterned for broadcasting, NMS, SCADA
Completely integrated SNMP interface the latest NetPOD evolution
Fully managed from the final user
Specialized probes that perform complex measurements of real world signals
Connects to all types of site equipment.

411
Stucho

pecialized probes

ANT

remote cotitto\

FITANT Group S.r.l. - Via Giroli, 76 25085 Gavardo Brescia Italy

Tel +39 0365 34558 Fax: +39 0365 371960 - email: sales@antgroup.it - web: wrow.antgroup.it

Transmittal'
Site

Equipment

STL

come vIslt us at NAB  booth C2936
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TOTAL REDUNDANCY
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and is the only total redundancy system available on the market - another Euphonix first.
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Encoding. Decoding.

Content Management.
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@ NAB 2007
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all-AES system only required expan-
sion of the number of audio inputs.

In the process of upgrading its
news production, WLS also switched
its newsroom automation to 16:9.

The move proved just as much of a
challenge as implementing HD but
has been well worth the effort. Feeds
from digital cameras in the field -
shot at 16:9 and fed back via digital
paths - look almost like HD content
on -air.

The station also converts incom-
ing feeds, such as those from CNN,
NewsOne and other major networks,

Technolo at work
AJA HD/SDI to DVI converters
Avid

ISIS 16TB online storage
Media Composer Adrenaline HD

Canon

DT-50/HD Canobeam Free Space Optics system
HJ17ex 7.6B IRSE HD ENG lens
XJ25x6.8B IED/D-01-DSS HD studio lenses

Evertz

MVP multi -viewer processors
Single -mode optical terminal gear with HD I/0s

Grass Valley
Jupiter control system
PVS 2000 clip server

Harris Leitch X75 frame syncs
Ikegami HDL-40 720/60p box cameras
JVC GY-HD250 CHU Pro HD HDV camcorder
Miranda Technologies

Densite series HD DAs and downconverters
HDV-to-ASI Bridge

NVISION 512 x 512 AES routing switcher
Panasonic AK-HC1500 720p/60 HD box cameras
PESA Cheetah HD/SD router
Pixel Power Clarity 5000 HD graphics units
Snell & Wilcox Kahuna HD/SD production

switcher
Solid State Logic Aysis Air digital audio consoles
Sony

HDC-1000 1080p/720p HD studio cameras
HDC-1500 portable 1080p/720p HD studio camera

TANDBERG TT1280 and 171290 decoders
Traffic.com HD software
Vinten robotic pedestals
Vizrt Curious software
Weather Central 3D:LIVE HD upgrade

to 16:9, adding wings when neces-
sary. News ingest, editing and play-
back are all performed in 16:9, mak-
ing this a truly comprehensive shift
to widescreen programming. The
effect of this transition is that the
continuity of the HD feel is carried
throughout the show, even for mate-
rial not acquired in or upconverted
to HD.

Staff training
Converting the newsroom system.

to 16:9 was more than just a techni-
cal challenge because the change af-

fected many employees,
who had to learn to
think differently about
footage. They now edit
all material in 16:9, in-
cluding archived mate-
rial, which is adapted
as it is incorporated
into the production
workflow. To help staff
members understand
the visual difference in
aspect ratios, the sta-
tion set up a training
facility in its studio.

The station's HD
news program is created
through Grass Valley
newsroom automation
run in 16:9 mode, as
well as desktop journal-
ist editing using Avid
Media Browse. In the
programming depart-
ment, five Avid Media
Composers have been
converted to Adrenaline
HD systems. And the
station's Unity server
has been replaced by a
larger Avid ISIS system
with 16TB of online
storage to support post
production of HD pro-
mos and programming.

Live HD shots
The station also in-

vested in a new Weather
Central 3D:LIVE HD
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system that gives weather a whole
new look. It incorporates Landsat
images, matched with aerial photog-
raphy of the Chicago area, along with
an upgraded Vizrt Curious Software
map system that provides satellite
imagery.

The Traffic.com graphics system
for traffic reporting was also upgrad-
ed to HD. There are five traffic cam-
eras, with three Panasonic AK -HC
1500G HD box cameras located at
the Sears Tower and two at the John
Hancock Center. A sixth camera lo-
cated atop the Sears Tower captures
time -lapsed SD video in a 16:9 as-
pect ratio. The Sears Tower and John
Hancock Center have been linked to
the station by fiber using Evertz sin-
gle mode terminal gear. The station
considers the timing of this upgrade
less critical, as the use of the cameras
comprises such a short period of air-
time.

All of the station's microwave sites
are capable of passing through HD.
WLS launched Chopper 7 HD in April
2006 with one HD -capable site, and
now all nine microwave sites are HD -
capable. The station can do HD live
shots with JVC GY-HD250U ProHD
cameras from its ENG vans. A Miran-
da ASI Bridge converts the live 720/60p
stream to ASI for transmission to the
station, where it is decoded back to
HD/SDI for production using TAND-
BERG TT1280 or TT1290 decoders.
The station currently uses Harris Plat-
inum CD VHF and Harris Diamond
CD UHF digital transmitters.

WLS' HD launch continues its two -
decade tradition of leading the Chicago
market. And the cutting -edge technol-
ogy gives the station a strong foothold
for the future. BE

Kal Hassan is vice president and director
of engineering for WLS-TV ABC 7

HOTVONESTOP
at www.broadcastengineering.com

For more news and articles on
HDTV, visit our Web site

and click on the HDTV
link at the top of the page

THE AZDEN 1000

BROADCAST PERFORMANCE,

UNIQUE INTEGRATED

UHF RECEIVERS
Whether you use the Anton -Bauer Gold Mourt; a v -mount battery, or

have a Panasonic or Ikegami camera which takes a "slot -in" receiver,

there's an Azden 1000 designed specifically for your use, giving you

(broadcast performance with no additional batteries needed.

Gold Mount
1000URX/AB

IDX "V" Mount
1000URX/VM

Features include:
 121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user -selectable, with LCD readout

 True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain antennas

 Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts

 State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection

and superior diversity isolation

 High 5th order filters for improved S/N ratio

 Multi -function LCD shows channel number

and frequency, battery info, AF level,

and diversity operation

 Ultra small, lightweight, switchable,

Earphone -out w/level control

,,jAZDEN

"Slot -In"

Bodypack transmitter
(100081) with reduced
current -drain for improved
battery life, is available
with Azden EX -50311,

Sony ECM -44H.

P.O.Box 10, Franklin Square, NY 11010  (516) 328-7500  FAX: (516) 328-7506

E -Mail: azdenus@azdencorp.com Web site: www.azdencorp.com

Plug-in XLR

transmitter (1000XT)
works with
dynamic mics.
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Flywheel's power
More stations are looking at the energy source's

short-term load carrying abilities.

While big generator
capability is pretty
well known in the in-
dustry, a short-term

power supply source in the UPS busi-
ness is quietly becoming popular for
broadcast stations. The temporary
energy source is the flywheel.

Flywheel history
As far back as the early '40s in Eu-

rope, motor -generator sets with big
flywheels were used to provide con-
tinuous electrical energy. In the tube

BY DON MARKLFY

motors were connected to a com-
mon shaft with a large flywheel.
When normal electrical service was
available, the motor simply kept the
flywheel spinning up to speed. That
was a small load given the use of good
bearings. If the primary source failed,
the flywheel kept spinning, turning
the motor into a generator for a short
while. This allowed a standby gen-
erator plant to start and be switched
onto the line.

Obviously, it wasn't that simple be-
cause the connection to the primary

As far back as the early '40s ... motor -
generator sets with big flywheels were used

to provide continuous electrical energy.

era, minor glitches weren't the panic
that they are for solid-state electron-
ics. Still, it was preferred that large ra-
dar and communication systems not
go dark at inopportune moments.

To facilitate that operation, large

source had to be broken and the gen-
erator connected and synchronized.
Still, it was workable and provided
standby power to many loads during
World War II and shortly thereafter.
Today the flywheel is being used in

FRAME G RAB A look at the consumer side of DTV

Homes capable of receiving HDTV content to increase
In 2011, 105 million homes will be able to view HDTV content
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Pentadyne's clean energy storage
systems use a high -strength advanced
carbon -fiber flywheel.

broadcast facilities in the place of bat-
teries to power UPS systems.

Standard UPS systems
The first UPS systems used little

packages for smaller loads such as
small computer systems or light
loads in areas such as medicine.
Now, UPS systems take much higher
loads, including full -power television
transmitters.

A standard configuration consists
of installing a large transfer panel
immediately downstream from the
station's main circuit breaker. That
transfer panel is sometimes installed
after some noncritical loads are split
off from the main input distribution
bus. The transfer panel then feeds the
UPS, which, in turn, is connected to
the remainder of the power distribu-
tion circuitry for the station.

The UPS does more than just pro-
vide continuous power. It provides
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clean, glitch -free power, which helps
to improve the overall dependability
of the solid-state systems in modern
stations.

UHF stations need to ensure that
the UPS can tolerate the enormous

started and placed online. A bank of
batteries provides the power to the
UPS. Remember, the batteries only
have to provide that energy for a few
seconds because a modern generator
system is capable of picking up the

The flywheels are the wild technology
here. Some manufacturers still use steel

flywheels weighing up to 600Ibs.

short-term load caused by a crowbar
circuit. This is mainly handled now
by circuitry that simply switches out
the UPS and allows the main electri-
cal service to bypass directly to the
load until the high load passes. Then,
the UPS returns to the task of provid-
ing power.

If the power fails, the UPS con-
tinues to provide energy for a short
period of time while the generator is

load that quickly. The disadvantage of
this system is the necessity of a huge
battery bank with the attendant ser-
vice requirements.

The flywheel -powered UPS
Today's systems use a modern UPS

with a flywheel generator for the
short-term energy source. The heart
of these systems is a flywheel support-
ed by magnetic bearings. This greatly

reduces the wear factor over years of
operation. A motor operates the fly-
wheel until the energy stored there is
needed. Then, for a short period of
time, the flywheel is used to gener-
ate energy for the UPS until the main
generator comes online.

The flywheels are the wild technol-
ogy here. Some manufacturers still use
steel flywheels weighing up to 600lbs.
Others use materials such as carbon
fiber composites to build a lighter
flywheel that can spin extremely fast,
sometimes exceeding 40,000rpm
Remember, the energy stored in fly-
wheels is a function of the mass and
rotational speed. Therefore, a huge
amount of energy can be stored in a
fairly light and small flywheel if it is
spun very fast.

The numbers for these devices are
really interesting. Most have a rat-
ing of around 200kVa per flywheel,
with the ability to parallel multiple

RTS ® Intercom Series
Innovating the Future of Communications

tlio

RKP-4
Wireless Intelligent Matrix Keypanel
 UHF Frequency -Agile
 Digital Encryption
 Rugged Cast Magnesium Beltpack

CRONUS
DSP Matrix Intercom
 RVON-C VolP Option Card
 Up to four units can be linked
 Modular Architecture

Bosch Communications Systems1 Telex Communications. Inc
I

Visit our booth at NAB!
.Booth# C5329

In Broadcast,
every moment is critical.
You need an intercom system
that is up to the challenge.

2000 Portland Avenue South1Bumsyille. Minnesota 55337 I Phone: 1.877.863.41691 Fax: 1.800.955.68311www.teleyintercoms.com
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TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

flywheel systems for greater capacity
up to 1000kVa or more for periods of
around 10 to 12 seconds.

The actual flywheels are enclosed
in a sealed housing at the factory,
and no field repairs are done. In the
case of a failure, the entire assembly
is simply returned to the factory. Re-
member, these are normally sealed

and can be installed immediately ad-
jacent to the UPS equipment.

Coordinating the
entire system

Before you get too excited, realize
that these power sources and UPS
systems aren't worth squat without
the generators to go with them. It

Before you get too excited, realize that
these power sources ... aren't worth squat
without the generators to go with them.

with extremely delicate bearing and
seal assemblies, and operate in a par-
tial or near full vacuum. You don't fix
that on the back bench with a pair
of Channellocks. On the other hand,
the flywheel assemblies are not huge.
Some single flywheel models measure
less then 3ft x 3ft x 6ft. They are quiet

is imperative that the design of the
power systems be carefully coordi-
nated between the flywheel power
system, the UPS and the generator
manufacturers. Most manufacturers
will have already done much of the
work, including the design of coor-
dinated control systems between the

parts of the overall network. Small
accommodations can made, however,
for each particular project concerning
loads and physical space available.

Stations don't need a big rack full
of batteries with the attendant char-
gers, cables, buckets of acid, etc. The
flywheel systems are both clean and
quiet, causing only an acceptable
low hum in the electrical equipment
room. The new flywheel assemblies
are small and appear to be quite de-
pendable. Still, I flinch at the idea of
a broken flywheel, still spinning at
30,000rpm, bouncing around inside
the back room in the station. Such an
occurrence is not likely, but wouldn't
it be fun to watch? BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates.

ISend questions and comments to:
don.markley@penton.com
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High density. High definition. Nobody transports at a higher level

I L.

Multi Uncompressed HD Transport 19.4Mbps -10Gbps E-Muxing GigE/100/10 DVB-A3I to IP 3.5 GHz RF Transport DWDM-CWDM

For 25 years, we've been pioneers - designing and manufacturing leading -edge components
and systems for optical communication networks. Our expertise and resources in digital/analog
transport - over fiber - give us a focus and perspective smaller competitors cannot imagine.
And so, we're continuously inspired and empowered to provide you with the most advanced video
transport solutions, from field to home. After all, we share your commitment to high performance.

Re Stronger components. Stronger optical transport. Stronger company
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Th( AAA X .R Connector
Another first from Switchcralt...the quickest,
easy -to -assemble XLR connector available
today. The 2 -piece construction of the AAA
XLR Connector saves time in assembly, and
increases your job efficiency.

And second...the all metal, RF shielding body is
made with Switchcraft durability.

Put them together and you have a new level of
valJe in critical ccmponents!

 Irtegral strain relief locks cab e in shell, while 4 barbs
comfortably adjust to cable diameter.

 Exclusive one-piece head with solder pots.

 2 -piece, all -metal, RF shielding ccnstruction.

 Available with:

-3 to 7 pins, gold or silver plated contacts

- Black or Nickel finish

Visit www.switchcraft com/aaa.pdf fo- detailed information
on -he new AAA XLR connector.
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www.switchcraft.com
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Compression conflicts can stymie the mix.
Ahighly integrated HD/SD
processing infrastruc-
ture is becoming man-
datory, while tight cost

constraints remain a focal point as
the HD "business case" continues to
be validated. Tools that facilitate this
transition for broadcasters include
signal conversion, aspect ratio con-
version and signaling, multichannel
audio processing using audio meta-

data and video -to -audio timing test
and measurement.

In addition, issues beyond conver-
sion of the essence of baseband digital
video and audio need to be addressed.
An HDTV infrastructure introduces

BY BOB FUNG

an entirely new level of data and meta -
data handling requirements. In the
analog and SD era, data and metadata
tended to be the domain of vertical
blanking interval (VBI)-based infor-
mation and its digital equivalent. In
this new hybrid era, data and metadata
elements go beyond closed caption-
ing to maximize the consumer listen-
ing experience. The list now includes
active format descriptor (AFD) for
signaling aspect ratio and audio meta -
data required to signal stereo to multi-
channel transitions.

Significant issues and challenges
face broadcasters that attempt to op-
erate an HD/SD TV processing in-

frastructure in which digital video,
audio data and metadata elements
seamlessly interoperate together. Ad-
dressing these challenges is now criti-
cal because the approaching analog
shutoff and the increased DTV aware-
ness are forcing many broadcasters to
rapidly implement a DTV transition
plan. And an integral component of
this plan is to design a facility that
can accommodate HDTV and SDTV
signal formats in a single -operation
workflow environment.

Signal format conversion
A fundamental challenge in any

facility transitioning to an HDTV
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Luck has nothing to do with it
Sometimes relying on a charm is
just not good enough. When you

have important technology decisions to
make, you need an experienced and
expert team to help you choose the
right path for your business, maximize
the opportunities presented by

emerging media platforms and assist
you in avoiding the pitfalls.

That's why those who want to stack

the odds in their favor choose Ascent
Media Systems and Technology

Services.

Drawing on over 35 years
of technology leadership, we

are a vendor -independent, trusted
global leader in consulting,
design engineering and systems
integration.

No other company can consult,
design, build and operate systems,
and, when that job is done,
offer 24/7 support services that
cover the telco, satellite, broadband,
government and electronic media
industries.

Contact: Greg Willis Phone: + 1 (201) 750 5873

So, when it comes to those big,
important decisions, choose Ascent
Media. We are the closest you can get to a

sure thing. We'll be at NAB booth number

SU6811. To request an appointment
email NAB2007@ascentmedia.com

Ci1 Ascent

Systems &Technology Services

A decision well made

Email: greg.w ilis C aseentmedia.com
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HD/SD WORKFLOW INTEGRATION

infrastructure is the requirement to
transparently handle multiple new
signal formats. In addition to han-
dling analog video and audio signals,
a broadcast facility may be required
to handle HDTV formats, including
720p, 1080i and 1080p signals of vari-
ous frame rates.

Handling multiple signal types

makes signal conversion - converting
the ingested material to the facility's na-
tive format - difficult. Ingested mate-
rial can be a mix of analog, HDTV and
SDTV content. The standard solution
is to use standalone HDTV up- and
downconversion within the workflow.
There are two issues to consider when
incorporating HDTV conversion

fischer
oauLast

connectors

"MTV has selected the fiber-optic 1053"' HDTV
broadcast camera connector developed by

Fischer Connectors to equip 16 HDTV camera
systems." The 1053's capabilities "have

significantly contributed to MTV's successful
HD -readiness," says Steve Kaufman, Senior
Vice President of Production Operations and

Technology at MTVN.

Visit us at
NAB booth

NLIO9

HDTV 1053TM

U No Epoxy -
No Polish

W Fast and Easy
Termination

1735 Founders Parkway
Alpharetta, GA 30004

Tel: 800.551.0121
Fax: 678.393.5401

www.f ischerconnectors.com
www.fischer-1053.com

Visit Us at NAB Booth *N409
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Truly Field
Installable

Incorporates
Corning' Unicam
Fiber -Optic
Technology

within the workflow: format detection
and the application.

Ideally, an HDTV upconverter au-
tomatically detects the incoming sig-
nal type and reconfigures as needed to
output the desired signal format. This
functionality does not require exter-
nal triggering when the input format
changes and minimizes opportunity
for error. However, if the upconverter
does not incorporate automatic sig-
nal format detection, external trig-
gering may be required. The preferred
method for triggering upconversion
is via the broadcast facility's automa-
tion system. Ideally, the automation
system's traffic system would track
the content's signal format so it could
trigger the upconverter as required.

HDTV upconverters are typically
offered in different varieties, each
suited for different applications. Up-

conversion for on -air playout and
transmission typically incorporates
high -quality, motion -adaptive tem-
poral HDTV scaling technology.
Monitoring requirements within the
workflow can be handled using lower
cost HDTV upconverters, which use
less expensive spatial upconversion
technology.

Aspect ratio management
SD places minimal demands on

aspect ratio management. HD con-
tent, however, introduces additional
complexity to aspect ratio selec-
tion. HDTV content can be a mix of
upconverted 4:3 SDTV content and
native 16:9 HDTV content. There
are multiple aspect ratios within the
workflow that must be contended
with. Standalone aspect ratio convert-
ers or aspect ratio converters embed-
ded within other devices (e.g., within
an HDTV upconverter or server sys-
tem) require remote signaling or trig-
gering to ensure correct aspect ratio
configuration.

Many aspect ratio converters fea-
ture triggering via a General Purpose
Interface (GPI). Aspect ratio triggering
cues can be incorporated within the
facility's traffic system, and triggering
can occur via the automation system.
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Inter BEE
International Broadcast Equipment Exhibition

Applications to Exhibit Now Accepted
Primary application deadline: Friday, May 18

Professional Show for
Audio, Video and Communications
In the broadcasting industry and among its wide-ranging clients, the Inter BEE
exhibition has earned a solid reputation as a venue to unveil some of the world's
most advanced technologies. Typically visited by creators and engineers at the
forefront of fields involving visual, audio and broadcast media, the exhibition
serves as both an international technology exchange and an opportunity to
cultivate business over a broad spectrum of needs.

Inter BEE is an excellent business opportunity for manufacturers of audio,
visual and broadcast equipment. We hope you will take full advantage of this
exhibition by becoming an exhibitor.

Period: Tuesday, November 20 to Thursday, November 22
Place: Makuhari Messe
Organizer:

JEITA
Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association

www-inter-13ee -cum
Management/Contact:

Japan Electronics Show Association
5F, Sumitomo Shiba -daimon Building No.2, 1-12-16, Shiba -daimon Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0012, Japan

Tel: +81-3-5402-7601 FAX: +81-3-5402-7605 E-mail: contacteinter-bee.com
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(See Figure 1A.) GPI triggering, how-
ever, offers significant limitations. The
GPI interface does not provide feed-
back to confirm a successful aspect ra-
tio change. In addition, a GPI interface
offers access to only a limited number
of aspect ratio and control parameters,

Ingest

(A)

Content ingest with
embedded AFD

(B)

Offline video/audio
synchronization
test signal

(C)

limiting the overall functionality of the
aspect ratio converter.

A more comprehensive approach
involves using aspect ratio signal-
ing information embedded within
the vertical ancillary (VANC) of the
HDTV content. (See Figure 1B.) AFD
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metadata carries information re-
garding the aspect ratio of the active
picture and can be used to trigger as-
pect ratio conversion devices.

Other existing aspect ratio sig-
naling technologies, such as wide-
screen signaling (WSS), carry limited

HDTV Playout
upconverter

HDTV Aspect ratio Playoutconverter -Pupconverter
with AFD

c
5

C
3 E

HDTV
upconverter
with video/

audio
synchronization

correction

O Pi
0

O E

Aspect
ratio

converter
with AFD

Playout

Figure 1. (A) In a typical HD/SD workflow, content is ingested and stored offline. HD and SD content is then routed toan HDTV
upconverter for playout. HDTV upconverters with automatic input format detection seamlessly allow HD and SD content
to play out without requiring external triggering. (B) For embedded content, AFD is ingested and stored offline. Storage
systems must be capable of retaining the AFD metadata embedded in the VANC. During playout, downstream aspect ratio
converters require AFD for aspect ratio triggering. (C) An offline video/audio synchronization test signal should be propagated
through the ingest transmission path to determine if there are video and audio synchronization issues.They can also be used
throughout the workflow to monitor and correct video and audio synchronization issues.
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information about the active picture
and are used in the SD domain only.
AFD will facilitate the transparent as-
pect ratio conversion of the various
content within the HDTV workflow.
An aspect ratio converter should be
aware of both WSS (for legacy con-
tent) and AFD metadata to be used
effectively in a hybrid facility.

Audio considerations
There are many types of audio em-

ployed in a hybrid facility today. It is
important to understand the differ-
ences between two -channel (stereo)
and multiple -channel (surround
sound) audio processing.

A stereo signal that sounds like
stereo may have inaudible surround

TECHNOLOGIES

True HD MultiViewers

See Mobile Production solutions and more at NAB Booth #2729

ROW Sales
sales@zandar.com

Tel +353 1 450 0901

www.zandar.com

UK Sales
uksales@zandar.com

Tel: +44 2077 383 038

Americas Sales
ussales@zandar.com
Tel: +321 939 0457

sound information encoded in the
stereo signal (e.g. Dolby Pro -Logic II
or Neural Surround). Surround sound
mixes can have four to eight channels,
depending on the format. Typically,
stereo and 5.1 mixes are used.

Additionally, audio content may be
moved around a facility as separate,
embedded or compressed signals.
This adds a level of complexity simi-
lar to the processing of HD and SD
video signals.

When embedding a compressed
audio stream into an SDI signal, it
is critical to ensure alignment of the
compressed audio header with the
SDI frame boundary. When encoding
baseband audio for contribution pur-
poses using Dolby E in a compressed
audio stream, the audio content is de-
layed by one video frame.

The ideal strategy ...
is to have incremental
A/V synchronization

integrity checking
throughout.

For compressed audio embedding,
the audio content delay varies de-
pending on the alignment of the com-
pressed audio. When the compressed
audio packet header leads the video
switching line by less than 10ms, it is
delayed by one video frame plus the
delay required to place the packet
header at the appropriate location
in the video. When the compressed
audio packet header leads the video
switching line by more than 10ms, it is
delayed by the time required to place
the packet header at the appropriate
location in video (no video frame de-
lay added). Therefore, the embedded
audio content delay may vary from
about 1/3 to 1 1/3 frames.

One approach to ease the transi-
tion to a hybrid stereo and surround
sound facility is to use audio meta -
data and identify the associated audio
as stereo or 5.1. When upconverted
HD and SD signals are switched or
mixed through master control, the
audio metadata is used to signal the
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Dolby Digital (AC -3) encoder. An-
other approach is to process the au-
dio just before the AC -3 encoder by
either passing 5.1 or upmixing stereo,
matrixed (Dolby) or watermarked
(Neural Surround) audio signals into
a 5.1 signal.

Audio to video timing
Asynchronous processing delays in

today's HDTV workflow have intro-
duced the possibility of misalignment
of audio and video with respect to
each other. This is otherwise referred
to as lip sync. The ideal strategy for
dealing with this potential issue is to
have incremental AN synchroniza-
tion integrity checking throughout
the workflow. This minimizes the
possibility that any single component
within the signal path can contribute
to A/V synchronization issues.

The use of embedded audio has
minimized AN synchronization er-
rors but has not eliminated them
entirely. Despite careful systemic at-
tention to AN synchronization, lip
sync issues may still occur. Incoming
content with asynchronous transmis-
sion paths may arrive with A/V syn-
chronization errors. Addressing AN
synchronization issues can be done
either online or via offline test signals.
(See Figure 1C on page 68.)

Offline AN synchronization cor-
rection can be accomplished through
test signal generators with synchro-
nized audio and video events. This
synchronized audio and video test
signal can be used by a downstream
device to calculate relative A/V tim-
ing of the signal. The primary advan-
tage of an offline A/V synchronizer
is robustness. The offline test signal
can be applied anywhere in the work-
flow and withstand any conversion
or processing within the signal path.
The main limitation of an offline A/V
synchronization signal is that it can
only be used in a signal path during
a maintenance window when carriage
of content is not required.

A/V synchronization can also be
accomplished with online testing.
This requires insertion of AN mark-

ers within the program content. These
markers must be invisible and usu-
ally take the form of watermarking.
Online A/V synchronization is less
robust, and various types of process-
ing tasks may adversely affect online
AN synchronization markers. These
include noise reduction, signal com-
pression and image scaling.

Hybridization
Transitioning a facility to hybrid

operations introduces many new op-
erational requirements to a processing
infrastructure. A careful understand-
ing of the requirements is essential to
optimize workflow efficiency. BE

Bob Fung is product manager for Harris
Video Processing and Distribution.

CI parly Different...
High Resolution Meets
Easy Installation!

Introducing Brilliance®
RGB Banana Peel® Hi-res
Component Video Cables
From Belden.
1110, unique patented design of Belden's
hi-res RGB video cables eliminates the
need for an overall jacket, simplifying
installation and saving you time
and money.

Belden Brilliance Mini Hi-res Component
Video cables offer true 75 ohm high -
frequency performance, making them ideal
for demanding applications such as high
resolution VGA on large screens, HDTV,
Hi-ras CAD, animation, editing and special
effer:ts. And now, to meet the needs of the
installer, they are offered in Belden's unique
Banana Peel composite configuration.

With no outer jacket, each individual cable
is easy to identify - just peel them off the
center spline and terminate! The elimination
of the oute- jacket also increases the cable's
flexibility aid allows the use of a smaller
site conduit.

But don't trust us, see it for yourself.
Get a FREE product sample and complete
technical information today!

For more information,
call: 1.800.BELDEN.1
0- go to Belden's
Web site at
www.bolden.com

BELDEN
SENDING ALL THE RIGHT SIGNALS

02006. Belden Inc.
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WRDW-TV in Augusta, GA, uses an Avid
inUnity MediaManager asset management
simill 1111 Illii isia 1111

SPECIAL REPORT

Digital asset
management
A guide to broadcast applications and considerations
BY TIM CLAMAN

During the last decade,
broadcast systems have
transitioned away from
physical media and iso-

chronous baseband signals and to-
ward data -centric workflows sup-
ported by standard IT infrastructure.
This evolution has promised many
benefits, including improved produc-
tivity, greater efficiency and reduced
operating costs.

Unfortunately, these potential ben-
efits have been offset by a host of new
challenges. Perhaps one of the most

pervasive challenges facing broadcast-
ers today is the direct result of a an-
other promised benefit: the ability to
repurpose valuable content easily. The
new challenge is how to manage these
increasing libraries of digital media
files and metadata so that they can be
easily accessed, reused and even redis-
tributed by production teams. Once
considered "a solution looking for a
problem," digital asset management
(DAM) has conclusively emerged as a
key component of modern broadcast
workflows. Broadcasters no longer

question the need for DAM, but the
process of selecting and deploying a
DAM solution can be daunting.

DAM at the center
Simply put, DAM is the process

of storing, organizing and retrieving
electronic digital assets such as pho-
tographs, AN clips and graphics. At
the center of most DAM systems is a
database that references a library of
digital assets stored on one or more
servers.

In broadcast facilities, the systems
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SPECIAL REPORT
DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

are typically deployed to manage
digital assets used in the creation of
programs (production asset manage-
ment) or to manage the storage and
retrieval of finished programs (li-
brary asset management). Now that
they have made the transition to data -

centric workflows, broadcasters are
demanding that the DAM solutions

DAM systems employ automated tools
for annotation, including scene detec-
tion, facial recognition and speech -to -

text indexing.
Cataloging - creating logical

groupings of assets. DAM systems typ-
ically offer virtual folders that can be
used to organize and contain groups
of related assets.

With a digital asset management system, a broadcaster can ingest content and search for
assets within the database. The system helps by organizing the assets so they are easily
retrievable.

they implement manage the entire
content lifecycle process, all the way
from planning through production to
archive and distribution.

Broadcast applications
In response, DAM systems have

evolved to integrate many aspects of
broadcast workflows, including:

Ingest - capturing digital assets
into the system. This may involve
transforming real-time AN streams
into digital files or simply register-
ing a pre-existing digital asset in the
database.

Annotation - tagging digital assets
with metadata that describe their con-
tents. Examples include adding text de-
scriptions to assets, drawing graphical
annotations and identifying areas of
interest within A/V clips. Increasingly,

Searching - finding assets with-
in the database. Users can navigate
through a hierarchy of logical fold-
ers or use search tools to locate as-
sets. Searches are typically based on
keywords or attribute values. DAM
systems can also enable queries based
on interrelationships between assets
to find, for example, all the stories that
used a particular graphic.

Browsing- previewing assets within
the database for evaluation. Most DAM
systems provide client software that al-
lows the user to view stills and graphics,
as well as streaming A/V clips. Modern
DAM systems support proxy -based
browsing workflows where low -reso-
lution copies of digital assets are em-
ployed to minimize storage and band-
width requirements.

Rough editing - basic assembly of

digital assets for idea development and
previsualization. Many production -

oriented DAM systems offer tools for
doing basic assembly of assets, such as
shot selection and rough cutting.

Collaborative authoring - sharing
digital assets to enable dynamic, col-
laborative content creation. DAM sys-
tems are increasingly popular among
production teams because they enable
concurrent work. For example, mul-
tiple journalists can access the same
pool of content to create different sto-
ries. Likewise, different disciplines can
work simultaneously on the same sto-
ry, creating graphics, editing clips and
recording voiceovers simultaneously
in a parallel workflow.

Review and approval - providing
stakeholders with access to finished
programs for evaluation. DAM sys-
tems can expose works in progress to
content stakeholders, such as produc-
ers, so they can offer feedback during
the content creation process or sign-

off on finished programs. Increasingly,
DAM systems offer revision manage-
ment capabilities so that each asset en-
capsulates the creative process that led
to its current state.

Storage and media management -
managing the storage of digital assets.
As digital assets proliferate, storage
management becomes a major chal-
lenge. Perhaps the most valuable ap-
plication of DAM systems is the ability
to intelligently identify which assets
can be purged from storage servers or
transferred between online, nearline
and archive storage.

Access control - controlling us-
ers' access to digital assets. In many
broadcast environments, not all users
are allowed access to all content in the
library. DAM systems typically enable
system administrators to create groups
of users and grant them access only to
certain areas of the database. Increas-
ingly, broadcasters ask DAM vendors
to provide tools for enforcing complex
digital rights management (DRM)
rules.

Workflow automation - streamlin-
ing workflow processes by introducing
policy -based behaviors. Beyond simply
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TV Broadcast and Satellite

Engineers: How to Avoid Going
Off Air Unexpectedly

You can easily protect yc ur on -air feed and
be sure to be on -air at all times with an Avenue
Protection Switch. Simply feed your primary on -air
feed and your secondary, back up signal into the
AvenLe protect on switch If the primary should
fail, the secondary signal will take over.

Superior circuitri detects black levels, TRS, audio
presence, freeze and EDH for -ID or SD signals. For ASI
signals PIDs are evaluated. YO..1 set the parameters for
when a switch occurs. You might decide 10 seconds of
signal below 12 IF E or 14 seconds of no embedded audio
should cause a sv\ itch to the secondary feed.

You can use the sophisticated detection system
to your advantage by adjusting the switch's
parameters for your facility's needs. For example,
the black detection system allows you to set both
the threshold and the percentage of non -black pixels.
But that's not all, you can also determine the portion of
the picture to be considered. This allows a corner big to
be either included or excluded in the detection process.

This is the smartest, most reliable protection switch
on the market today. And relay bypass makes it even more reliable.

So consider spending $3000 to save $300,000. Using the Avenue
Protection Switch can save you from unexpectedly going off air, wh ch
can cost thousands. This kind of insurance is well worth the investment.

Try it 10 days for free. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Signal Processing and I

DESIGNS
Tel +1 530.478.1830  www.ensembledesigns.com

PO Box 99 945  USA

NAB SU 2326

nfrastructure - That's All We Do



SPECIAL REPORT
DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Within DAM solutions, such as with Avid Unity MediaManager, users can find, sort
and retrieve media quickly and easily while maintaining secure project -level access
control.

storing and managing digital assets,
DAM systems are becoming increas-
ingly sophisticated. Assets can be tagged
with workflow status indicators to en-
able dynamic status reporting. Policies
can be designed to automate workflow
processes. For example, digital assets
that have not been used actively for a
specified period of time may be auto-
matically archived. Programs may be
sent to on -air servers automatically
once stakeholders have signed -off. This
is an especially exciting and innovative
area of DAM development today.

Choosing a DAM solution
For a DAM system to provide tangi-

ble business benefits, it must be chosen
carefully and tailored to suit the needs
of the customer. There are many con-
siderations that must factor in when
evaluating DAM solutions, including:

Target users and workflows. Ask
yourself Who is going to use the sys-
tem? What are they going to use it for?
Given all the possible applications for
DAM systems, it can be difficult to fo-
cus on these - the most basic of ques-
tions. It may be beneficial to focus on

the top one or two business benefits
for the initial deployment and move
on from there, rather than taking on
too broad a scope.

Cost and ROL Ask yourself: How
much will it cost to deploy this system?
How can I be sure that it will offer good
return on investment? DAM vendors
should consult with you to model the
business benefits of deploying their
solution based on benchmarking your
current workflow compared to real
world deployments of their systems.
If a DAM vendor is not forthcom-
ing with customer references or ROI
modeling tools, you may want to look
elsewhere.

Integration with tools. Ask yourself
What applications are used to create
assets for the DAM solution? How will
users access the system? To realize ef-
ficiency benefits, workflows must be-
come easier, not more difficult. Unfor-
tunately, many DAM solutions require
cumbersome manual processes for
checking assets into and out of the da-
tabase. The best systems operate trans-
parently in the workflow, organically
aggregating and organizing file assets
and metadata.

Integration with other systems. Ask
yourself How do I integrate the DAM
with other legacy systems I have in
place? How do I migrate data into the
DAM solution? Although DAM sys-
tems are evolving to encompass many
different facets of broadcast workflows,
most facilities have systems that need
to integrate with the DAM system, in-
cluding newsroom computer systems,
traffic systems and on -air systems. It is
important to consider the intersection
point between the DAM system and
other systems, and to identify what (if
any) data must pass between systems
or migrate into the DAM database.

Security and authentication. Ask
yourself How do I control user access
to digital assets? How do I integrate the
DAM solution with my IT system for
user management and authentication?
Many DAM solutions are designed for
small teams and do not provide access
control mechanisms or integration
points for standard IT authentication
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PowerLink:

Link two batteries together and double your shooting time.

Never being able to take a break.

Announcing the IDX ENDURA battery with PowerLinkTM, the industry's first linkable

battery system. Attach two batteries together to double your shooting time.

And never miss a shot.PowerLinkTm.Only on the IDX ENDURA.

For more information:1-310-891-2800/www.idx.tv/NAB boot number C-5207

Powering Hi-Def ID



SPECIAL REPORT
DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

When choosing a digital asset management
system, plan for the future by finding out which
standards the system supports.

systems, such as Windows Active Direc-
tory or Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol (LDAP).

Ease of deployment. Ask yourself:
How easy will it be for the target users
to learn how to use the system? What
services are available for consultation,

customization and training? In broad-
cast facilities, DAM solutions typically
require support and buy -in from the
production teams as well as the IT
departments.

System administration. Ask yourself:
How difficult is it to set up and manage
the system on a day-to-day basis? Will
I need full-time specialists to manage
the system? How will we monitor the
health and status of the system? Many
DAM solutions, unfortunately, are very
complex to configure and manage.

Future evolution. Ask yourself: How
will this solution evolve as needs
change? How easy is it for me to scale
up by adding users, storage and servic-
es? Does this system offer interfaces for
customization? Does it support indus-
try standard media and metadata sche-
mas? These questions are important to
explore if you want to ensure that the
system you deploy today does not be-

come another outmoded legacy system
in just a few years.

Conclusion
As the broadcast industry becomes

more dynamic and diverse, DAM sys-
tems are becoming more vital. Built
around core IT database and services
infrastructures, modern DAM sys-
tems form the centralized data hub
for production teams, aggregating
and transforming media and meta -

data throughout the content lifecycle.
The rapid rate of evolution in DAM
systems is nothing short of explosive,
making DAM one of the most excit-
ing and innovative technologies in
the broadcast industry. BE

Tim Claman is director of product design
for Avid Technology. Prior to joining
Avid, Claman worked as a sound editor,
designer and mixer in a variety of post -
production environments.

California 531 5th Street. Unit A San Fernando, CA 91340
Tel: 818.365.2446  Fax: 818.365.0479

New Jersey: 170 Main Street. Second Floor, Fort Lee, NJ 07024
Tel: 201.944.3433  Fax: 201.944.2290

EXPLORE ALL OUR MAT
NM onus PRODUCTS AT
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HFO SPLICE ENCLOSURES

Protect fusion splice connections

Enables easy change of HFO cables

Wall or shelf mounting

Tension member insulated from chassis

Designed for use with LF-2SM9 HFO cable

Discover all our new Optic Products and more!

 Hybrid Fiber Optic Camera Connectors
 Palm -size Camera Cable Checker
 EO/OE Converters and CWDM
 New Mid -size Video Jacks
 Recessed NV Connectors

Visit us on the web: www.canare.com

/.1719E
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The New Broadcast Standar

VRK Series
Brc adcast Rack Systems

Fully welded cabinets

support 2,500 lbs. of

equipment and cable

For 28 years, integrators hove consistently called on Middle Atlantic
Products for professional racking solutions. With racks and accessories
engineered to save time and ensure reliable installations, we provide
a complete line of products for an effective integrated system. Our
commitment to excellence extends beyond our innovative products
to providing service and support that exceed your expectations.

Call us at 800-266-7225 to plan
your next broadcast installation

INTEGRATED
Requ:
the 2'
Mast

architectural thermal cable wer Catal
SOLUTIONS

Superior Cal le Management

Wide variety of HD and data cable
management products, including

riser bases for aised floc r systems
lit

Power Distriaution Sflutions

Extensive selectio I includes configurable
lew-profi e power stripsdi .1

SEISMIC
CERTIFIED C

LISTED

Essential Cade Compliancy
NO EX1RA CHARGE

US

Middle Atlantic Products, Inc.

800-266-7225 I middleatlantic.com
info@middleatlantic.com



NAB2007 has finally arrived, bringing
with it a deluge of new products and
solutions for your facility. Broadcast

Engineering is here to help.
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Last month, we packed the magazine with

NAB survival tools - a map of the exhibit

halls and a categorized company listing

to help you plan your trek. And for NAB
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NAB2007
PRODUCTHIGHLIGHTS

PORTABLE P2 HD MEMORY CARD

Panasonic AG-HPG10

Offers backup recording of HD and
SD content; provides extremely reli-
able, in -the -field performance; the
21b solid-state memory card unit has
a heavy-duty, shock -resistant body;
comes equipped with easy -to -use con-
trols; features a flip -up, 3.5in 4:3 LCD
monitor and speakers for video and
thumbnail clip viewing, selecting or
deleting footage, or shot marking; fea-
tures a two -slot P2 card reader; offers
instant access to recorded content with
playback in multiple formats.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

BOOTH: C3613

HD TELECINE

Thomson Grass Valley Spirit HD

Scans at all SD and HD formats, in
both 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 color resolutions;
outputs are available as SDI, HD -SDI,
dual link HD -SDI and as data; gates
are available for both 35mm and
16mm film; can be upgraded to the
Spirit 2K film scanner on -site in less
than a day, and upgraded to the Spirit
4K in less than two days.

503-526-8150
www.thomsongrassvalley.com

BOOTH: SL2020

GRAPHICS AUTOMATION

Miranda Xmedia Suite

Streamlines both live production and
channel branding graphics work-
flows; ideal for all types of news pro-
grams, including special events such
as elections, as well as for branding
and promotional graphics in master
control; an open and modular archi-
tecture allows scaling from a single
user up to hundreds of users across
multiple locations.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com

BOOTH: SU5220

CABLE CONNECTOR

Neutrik USA EMC-XLR

Designed for EMI protection; com-
prised of three -pole male/female XLR
cable connectors with integrated LC
filters, which avoid the RD interfer-
ence and LF noise; includes a 360 -
degree shield contact on the female
connector to ensure the best possible
shielding and chassis contact.

732-901-9488; www.neutrikusa.com

BOOTH: N8526

AUDIO CONSOLE

Wheatstone D-10

Features 12 programmable switches,
redundant failsafe DSP/CPU card op-
tions, motorized faders, redundant
power supply option, switched meters
with system -wide access, a dedicated
master, and group and DCM faders;
includes 5.1 surround sound plus three
stereo masters, eight stereo subgroup
mixes and eight mix -minus outputs.

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com
BOOTH: N7111

VIDEO IMAGE
CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Snell & Wilcox Protus Ph.0

Allows mobile TV service providers
to increase picture quality and/or re-
duce bandwidth requirements; works
with almost any video compression
encoder and all compression formats;
features image conditioning tools
such as noise reduction and motion
compensated deinterlacing and scal-
ing, which coverts video to the correct
scanning format, picture size and as-
pect ratio with few artifacts and im-
age degradations.

212-481-2416; www.snellwilcox.com

BOOTH: SU4220

NEWSROOM SYSTEM

Harris NewsForce

A newsroom system built on the
NEXIO XS shared storage server ar-
chitecture; includes a new genera-
tion of Harris editors, optimized for
fast cutting and airing of news; with
servers, editors and graphics systems
working directly on the NEXIO stor-
age area network, NewsForce pro-
vides newscasters with a streamlined,
MOS-enabled infrastructure for pro-
ducing, processing, distributing and
managing SD and HD content.

513-459-3400
www.broadcast.harris.com

BOOTHS: N3100, N2502
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In Local News, Weather is
Becoming the Visual Attraction

As broadccsters make the transition to high -defi-
nition television, they're doing so with the un-
derstandir g that local newscasts are heir main
revenue generator and that the weather forecast

segment, with its 3-D immersive maps and forecast graph-
ics, is the most visual entertaining part of the broadcast.

Weather Central, a Madison, Wisconsin -based company
that supplies graphics systems and climate forecasting tech-
nology for local stations and broadcast networks, under-
stands this better than most. The company showed the first
HD resolution graph cs system for weather in 1999 and

today offers advancErl systems that provide live, real--ime,
motion effects across its product line.

Within the past yecr, stations have begun to purchase
HD -ready weather systems, even if they are not planning to
move to HD right away. It j.ist makes economic sense, be-
cause most stations narmally upgrade their weather system
(and many other productior tools) once every five yecrs.

The key for Weather Certral was finding a computer
platform that could provide the horsepower and flexibil-
ity that its sophisticcred so:tware requires. Its 3D:LIVETM,

ESP:LIVETM, 3D:Traffii:Tm and ScreenWRITER® systems are

designed to be resolLtion-inaependent. This mears thct the
architecture was designed hr HD from the start.

Moving to HD graphics processing was no easy tas< for
Weather Central. W-iat wcs needed was an ar2hite:ture

that could delver high perormance by separating the pro-
cessing activiies within the CPU (via multiple busses) and
make them work in parallel -o acf ieve real-time rendering
speed in HD resolution. Ar d it had to do it cost-effectively,
avoiding the L se of ancilla-y components.

Looking around the industry, Wearier Central recognized it
needed to provide its clierts with -eal-time effects using an
industry -standard PC workstation, available on the market
today. It needed a video -centric arcnitecture, one that could
stand up to the rigors of caily processing and instant ren-
dering in a liva broadcast environrent. It needed a power-
ful, proven platform that didn't mcke compromises when it
comes to proc.assing bandwidth -intensive 3-D HD imagery.

Enter the HP xw9400 Wcrkstatior, which is now paired
with all of the HD -capable system! Weather Central ships.
With its unique AMD-based, multi -care processing architec-
ture, the xw9400 provides the high -capacity disc speed,
processing bus throughout and a powerful graphics -render-
ing engine that Weather Central's systems demand. This
helps avoid the data flow kottlenecks that can slow down a
real-time rendering application, whi ch is so critical to a pre-
senter changing an on -screen map to show climate trends.
In a highly rated live newscast, w1 ---re up-to-the-minute data

is being broadcast constantly, rencering speed helps avoid
weather disas-ers.

"The HP xw9400 and all of the HP workstations are de-
signed for high-performarce visLalization applications,"

ADVERTISEMENT



Screen images courtesy
of Weather Central.

said Jeff Wood, director of product marketing for
HP's personal workstation business.

Wood works out of Fort Collins, CO, where HP
maintains a large R&D and qual ty control facility.

"Graphics has always been a very core compe-
tency for us," Wood said. "We've been driving a
lot of very high -end solutions, and the HP xw9400 is
the only tier -1 workstation on the market that supports
two full, PCIe X16 3-D graphics output."

Hewlett-Packard is a company steeped in the video produc-
tion industry, supporting many companies that leverage its
hardware to make their respective HD image processing
and nonlinear editing software systems work. This includes
Avid Technology, Autodesk Media & Entertainment, Adobe
Systems, Grass Valley (Thomson) and Leitch (Harris).

"HP has really stepped up to the plate and provided us with a
platform that gives us a lot of flexJility to develop the kinds of
applications our broadcast clients need," said Victor Marsh,
vice president and CTO at Weather Central. "Because our
system allows for graphics generation on top of live video, we
have to move multiple streams of HD video content in and out
of our box and across the busses without compromise. That's
a tall order for many computer ploiforms."

The system design of the HP xw9400 also allows for rack -
mounting, which is a key issue for stations with limited
space. It also can be ordered Ds a liquid cooling system
to reduce heat and with an innovative "whisper -quiet" fcn
design that enables the workstation to run much quieter.
This comes in handy for statiors that install their weather
systems on the set, where noise can be problematic.

The xw9400 frame also provides ample room to allow
Weather Central to add third -party graphics cards, from
companies such as Blackmagic, Digital Video Systems ard
NVIDIA, which make their weatl-er their systems sing. These

cards facilitate new weather forecasting applications, such
as the company's patented Mag cTRAK® technology, which
allows on -air presenters -using a live camera feed and pre-
built 3-D graphics elements to use their hand like a computer
mouse to click around an on -air weather map, in real-time.

"We've really been happy with the support HP has provided
us through our relationship," Marsh said. "I think the com-
pany really has a handle on the high -end video market ard
what it takes to make our applications run. That can't be

said about
other computer compa-
nies. That's why HP is such a perfect comple-
ment to what we are trying to do with our systems. And our
customers appreciate this unique synergy as well."

Weather Central offers several ways for a station to make
the move to HD. It can buy a full-blown 3D:LIVETM HD sys-
tem (including the HP xw9400 Workstation) and begir
broadcasting in HD immediately. It can buy a lower -cos -
HD system (w/an Intel processor -based HP xw8400 work.
station) and use it in SD mode until it is fully ready. Or,
it can buy the HP xw4400 chassis and populate it with.
SD -only video cards and SD -only video out cards. These
budget -conscience customers can then upgrade the system
with HD -capable cards at a later date, using the same HF
chassis, thereby protecting some of its investment.

"The important thing for us, and our clients, was to make
our HD systems easy to use as the SD versions," Marsl-
said. "Every one of our SD customers has an expectatior
of how easy the system is to use. The HP xw9400 ensures
that they will have the same success in HD."

Added HP's Wood, "From a market perspective, the

broadcasting business is huge, and we feel we're the only
computer company to address the industry with applica-
tion -specific products for moving large amounts of data the
way we have. In order to stay competitive, stations have tc
move to HD, either sooner or later, so we're ready to sup-
port them with cost-effective workstation hardware that wil
make the transition a success."

Thus far, about 360 stations use Weather Central system
on -air in SD, and about 30 have deployed full HD weather
systems (including ABC's "Good Morning America"). It's
clear the potential for new business for both Weather Cen-
tral and HP, this year and in 2008, is huge.

pa®
invent

See the new HP products in action for yourself. What: The HP xw9400 Workstations Where: On
display in the Weather Central booth (#C5334) and the HP booth (#SL3820) at NAB (National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters). Want more? Visit www.hp.com/go/dcc and www.weathercentral.tv

ADVERTISEMENT
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REMOTE PROGRAM MONITORING

Volicon Observer RPM

Designed to help MSO and cable op-
erators monitor the quality of their
broadcasts in central and remote un-
manned headend facilities; monitors
and records 500 or more video chan-
nels for audio and video signal integ-
rity; notifies the operator, by e-mail
or SMS alerts, if the signal does not
conform to prespecified limits.

781-221-7400; www.volicon.com

BOOTH: N3231

HDMI SWITCHERS

TV One 1T-HDMI series

Provide two inputs on the 1T-HDMI-
821, four inputs on the 1T-HDMI-
841 and eight on the 1T-HDMI-881;
feature HDMI, HDCP and RoHS
compliancy; enable control via front -
panel push buttons, IR or RS -232 in-
terface; support HDTV resolutions of
480p, 720p, 1080i and 1080p, as well
as SD 480i.

859-2824303; www.tvone.com

BOOTH: SU7226

LIGHTING FIXTURES

Brightline Ser esONE

Provide performance designed spe-
cifically to work with digital cam-
eras, including HD; feature one, two
or four lamps, color temperatures
ranging from 3000K to 5600K, 55W,
advanced -phosphor lamp formula-
tions and dimming -control options
including phase, DMX and DALI; in-
clude horizontal or vertical yokes and
diverse racking options; automatically
sense and adjust to ambient light.

412-206-0106; www.brightlines.com

BOOTH: SU2422

How does a REI" HD monitor
fit rintra 19" rack ?

(fiuyeaupSua Joyedns ;sril s! Way; alfiew e ;ou s!,;!' tIanisuv)

Desktop Version
V-R201P-AFH0-0T

Now for just un ler $3K 'Can get a 20" High Definition monitor with

all Analog / Digital inputs including HDSDI/SDI, Analog Component

YPrPb, S -Video, Composite, XGA for your computer and even DVI-I for

HD or compute; generated images. All of the Adva iced Features you

will need, like frame markers, safe area, adjustable color temperature

and Pixel -to -Pixel mode for any video format are. intluded. Unique

design allows this monitor to be rack
mounted for video wall applications or

to be used in a lesktop configuration.

V-R201P-AFHD Price: 2999

See
MAO 2007

at
booth #SU1926

Marshall Electronics TE I 800-800-6608
Fix:310-333-0688 LCDracks.com
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TIME DELAY

360 Systems 2470
Broadcast Time Delay

Can be programmed to create any de-
lay time from 20 seconds to 36 hours;
the delay is set in day/hours/minutes/
seconds/frames through a graphic
user interface; will maintain single -
frame accuracy over an indefinite
period of time when connected to a
genlock source; all settings are non-
volatile and are automatically recalled
each time power is applied.

818-991-0360; www.360systems.com

BOOTH: SU9120

PROGRAMMABLE
PATCHING SYSTEM

ADC Pro Patch

Designed for digital audio patching;
features a patented system that in-
cludes individual front -access circuit
programmability with a DIP switch,
light weight and conversion to a
1.5RU space panel with larger des-
ignations; features a 2 x 48 bantam
configuration and 2 x 32 longframe
configuration, without using special
patch cords.

952-917-0279; www.adc.com

BOOTH: N721

HD VIDEO PROCESSOR

Anchor Bay DVDO iScan VP50

Converts SD/HD (including 1080p)
and PC signals from DVD players,
HD-DVD players, Blu-ray players,
HD DVRs, game consoles and PCs
to any output resolution between
VGA and 1080p; features HD Preci-
sion deinterlacing, Precision Video
Scaling II, mosquito noise reduction,
picture enhancement and gamma
correction; converts input frame rate
to optimal display frame rate; de-
tects and removes chroma artifacts
automatically.
408-379-9836; www.anchorbaytech.com

BOOTH: C7847

DUAL-PURPOSE ANTENNAS
Advent FlyDrive

Available in two modes: the 1.5m Fly-

Drive and 1.2m FlyDrive; supports X,
Ku, DBS and Ka band feeds, as well as
C band for the 1.5m; offers full three -

axis motorized control with manual
backup, satellite auto acquisition and
tracking.

978-671-5700; www.adventcomms.com

(30 ?thl

CAPTURE CARD

AJA KONA 3

An uncompressed capture card for
seamless operation with PCI Express
(PCIe) Apple G5 Power Mac or Mac
Pro systems and Apple Final Cut Pro;
supports any uncompressed SD or
HD format, including dual link and
2K; captures and plays back uncom-
pressed 8 -bit and 10 -bit digital video
and 24 -bit digital audio.

530-274-2048; www.aja.com
BOOTHS: SL6113, SU7511

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

ScheduALL ScheduLINK

New teleport package includes a con-
tract manager, compatible resources
verification, antenna array and trou-
ble ticket reporting used in satellite
resource scheduling; allows for de-
tailed selection and setup parameters
that enable rules and technical valida-
tion of uplink and downlink options
using detailed control logic.

954-334-5406; www.scheduall.com

BOOTH: SL2308

LOW RFR ANTENNA

Dielectric Low RFR Pylon Antenna

MobileMedia antenna is designed
for applications where downward ra-
diation is a concern; holds the power
density at all evelation angles up to 50
percent of the MPE limit for occupa-
tional uncontrolled areas (based on
50kW ERP, 6ft observer and 15ft CR);
available with horizontal, elliptical or
circular polarization.

800-341-9678; www.dielectric.com

BOOTHS: C1907, N7421

SOUNDTRACK EDITOR
Abaltat Beat

Allows users to cut pictures first and
then select the best -fit soundtrack by
analyzing the EDL; suggests a series of
possible fits by a comparative analysis
of beats -per -minute and the edited
rate of the picture; features adjustable
time signatures of the drum patterns;
exports in MIDI or QuickTime for
further editing.

+353 91 504 688; www.abaltat.com

BOOTH: SL7424

CAMERA

Abel Cine Tech Phantom

HD model takes as many as 1000fps
at 1920 x 1080 HD resolution, and
700fps when used in 2K applications;
features a digital sensor equivalent
in size to 35mm film and a PL lens
mount; 65 model features a digital
sensor equivalent in size to 65mm
film; takes as many as 120fps at reso-
lutions up to 4096 x 2440.

212-462-0100; www.abelcine.com

BOOTH: C7328

NETWORKED PROMPTING SYSTEM
Autocue OlkIxt

Connects to the prompting application
on the PC over a wired or wireless Eth-
ernet link, allowing local or remote PC
control over an unlimited distance.

203-406-1400; www.autocue.com
BOOTH: SU14612
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Affordable

CHANNEL
HD & SD VIDEO SERVERS

MCS
MULTI -CHANNEL SERVER

Broadcast Time Delay

Sports Slow -Motion

VTR Replacement

Commercial Insertion

Multi -Channel HD Video Servers start at $30,80C
Multi -Channel SD Video Servers start at $9,800

Doremi's MCS Multi -Channel Video Server
Features up to 4 indeper dent video channels,
plus simple playlist creation with selectable
video trans tions (fade, wipe, cut & dissolve)

Reliable aid Upgradeable Design
 Upgadeaple from two .video channels to four
 External RAID5 storage or internal removable drives
 System runs on a decicated video hardware platform
 Redndant power sum) y option

System Compatibilti
 HD -SDI, SDI video input and Output (HD Version)

 SDI, YUV, S -Video anc Composite video (SD Version)
 Sony 9Pir, VDCP, or Odetics remote control

Video Servers - HD MPEG2 Encoders and Decoders - SDI / DVI Converters - HD Video Test Generator

Doremi Labs, Inc. tel. 818 562-1101 info@doremilabs.com wwwilorentilabs.com d remi
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PRODUCTHIGHLIGHTS

HD WEATHER GRAPHICS SYSTEM

AccuWeather

Produces graphics on every layer in
every format - 2-D, 3-D, HD/SD
- live in real time; allows access to
graphics tools in a wizard -based
mode or power user mode, providing
complete creative control; imports
data and graphics from numerous
sources; includes 24 weather fore-
casting models, 22 types of local ra-
dar - both NEXRAD Level II and
III - and the company's four-hour
PredictiveRadar.

814-235-8600; www.accuweather.com
BOOTH: C6412

DUAL -LINK SDI CONVERTER

ADS Tech

A 1394a bidirectional device that
converts DV audio/video to and from
SDI video; can be used with a por-
table battery pack, making it ideal for
on -location news and event broad-
casts; provides a cost-effective means
for Betacam transcoding, transport-
ing content for NLE production and
connecting to studio SDI network
backbones or affiliate matrices.

562-926-1928; www.adstech.com

BOOTH: SL7910

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM

ANT Group Garda System

Allows broadcasters to completely
monitor and control site equipment;
connects any product and presents the
collected data, alarms and events in a
standard, comprehensive interface; all
communication passes through the
control center.

+39 0365 34558; www.antgroup.it
BOOTH: C2936

LI-ON CAMERA BATTERY

Anton/Bauer EIipZ 10k

A 7.2V Li -Ion battery that delivers all -
day operating times for a 10W hand-
held camera; frees the operator from
being cabled to a beltpack or adapter;
uses the underside of the camera as
a mounting surface, away from the
operator controls; requires no volt-
age conversion circuitry; provides a
strong and secure structural founda-
tion for the camera.

800-422-3473; www.antonbauer.com
BOOTH: C5929

TEST PATTERN GENERATOR

OmniTek LAB

Provides digital video generation
and analysis; combines a full -mo-
tion video test pattern generator with
comprehensive data analysis capabili-
ties; contains the ability to capture,
store and play out video images or se-
quences complete with the associated
blanking interval data, which may
contain audio, time code or any other
ancillary data packets.

+ 44 118 988 6226; www.omnitek.tv

BOOTH: SL9705

DMX LIGHTING

Kino Flo Mega 4Bank DMX

Can harmonize light levels in a fixture
array or switch tubes independently
of one another from a DMX control
board; the system includes a fixture,
mounting plate, extension cable and
Mega4Bank DMX Ballast; the Bal-
last operates 4Bank fixtures, double
fixtures, single fixtures and the com-
pany's Blanket-Lite; the lighting is de-
signed to run on high output 8ft and
6ft True Match lamps.

818-767-6528; www.kinoflo.com

BOOTH: C10213

SUPER 16 FILM CAMERA

ARRI ARRIFLEX 416

Features a 35mm-style optical view-
finder, low sound level and lightweight
ergonomic design; includes integrated
electronic accessories and compatibili-
ty with the same lenses and accessories
used by 35mm cameras.

845-353-1400; www.arri.com

BOOTH: 010017

STOCK FOOTAGE

Artbeats

New royalty -free collections and solo
clips include religion, sports, land-
scapes, nature and weather; available in
HD 1920 x 1080, D1 NTSC 720 x 486,
D1 PAL 720 x 576 and SD resolutions.

1-800-444-9392; www.artbeats.com
BOOTH: SL8012

RACK

APWMayville Stantron E -Rack

The modular design allows users to
configure their own rack systems;
removable, quick -release side panels
and cable chase panels provide easy
access for cable management, reduc-
ing installation time for large-scale
installations; multiple lacing points
located every 6in along the rack sup-
port heavy bundles; other standard
and customizable features include
heavy-duty shelving, filler panels and
temperature control.

800-558-7297; www.stantronracks.com
BOOTH: SU7220
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BROADCAST HD OVER FIBER.
Just one of the many options available

with the OptivaTM Platform.

OptivaTM offers the most comprehensive optical

communication solution for broadcast control rooms,

studios and OB stations. With its integrated patent -

pending Daisy Chain technology, OptivaTM provides

a truly configurable and upgradeable solution.

By using the Product Configura:or at opticomm.com,

you can easily plan your fiber network. Choose any of

our video, audio or data signals to design the perfect

system tailored to your needs. Manage your projects

and test configurations, all at tie touch of a button.

Come see us at NAB I April 16-19 I Las Vegas, NV I Booth N2931

Optiva
DAISY CHAIN

TECHNOLOGY
80000pLICOMM000 travel by light'
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AUDIO MULTIVIEWERS

Avitech ACC -8000 series

Multi -audio processing modules de-
signed to monitor analog stereo and
AES/EBU audio inputs; can be used
either as standalone units, or cascad-
ed together to provide facility -wide
audio monitoring capabilities (up to
15 modules); the ACC -8000 can be
cascaded with the MCC -8004 and/or
VCC-8000 series, offering users the
ability to monitor both video and au-
dio on the same display.

877-284-8324; www.avitechvideo.com
BOOTH: SU13215

WEATHER SYSTEM UPGRADE

Baron Services VIPIR

Designed for covering severe and
daily weather; offers radar display
and hurricane tracking in one com-
puter; upgrades include an easy -to -
use interface, sleek visuals and so-
phisticated weather analysis; features
HD capability and a voice recogni-
tion tool to allow meteorologists to
work directly from the weather wall
by voicing their commands.
256-881-8811; www.baronservices.com

BOOTH: C7017

DOWNSTREAM LINEAR KEYER
Eyeheight keyEyesMDi

Incorporates all the facilities needed
for generating matte overlays; enables
overlays to be located anywhere on the
video display as a solid or transparent
image; provides fill and key inputs
with adjustable horizontal timing,
matte generators, wipe, independent
main and preview keyers, and EDH
reinsertion; supports 1080i, 720p, 625
and 525 operation.

+44 208 255 2015; www.eyeheight.com

BOOTH: SU2823

MONITORING SYSTEM

Teranex ClearVue

Includes a ClearVue processor
matched to a 24in 16:10 WUXGA TFT
LCD panel; employs HQV technology;
offers Teranex technology such as Pix-
elMotion Deinterlacing and Multi -Di-
rectional Diagonal Filtering, as well as
proprietary algorithms that reproduce
incoming signals accurately.

407-858-6000; www.teranex.com

BOOTH: N2531

BNC AND RCA CONNECTORS

Belden

Part of the Belden Brilliance line of A/
V products; available in both straight
and right-angle versions; feature a
solid, one-piece construction, plated
in either nickel or gold with gold-
plated center pins; two independent
compression points seal and hold the
connector onto the miniature coaxial
cable and ensure electrical contact.

765-983-5815; www.belden.com

BOOTH: C9441

DISTRIBUTED ROUTING SWITCHER

QuStream PESA Cheetah DRS 64x64

Offers all AES/analog/time code or
mix with 64 AES or analog inputs by
64 analog or AES outputs; features in-
clude Dolby E routing, soft switching
and delay functionality in the input
and output frames; delays an incom-
ing frame -synced video signal com-
ing into the router; allows processing
delay in the video to be matched with
audio output delay.

631-912-1301; www.qustream.com

BOOTH: N3418

PORTABLE SURROUND MIXING
SYSTEM

Beyerdynamic Headzone

Provides headphone -based 5.1 sur-
round -sound reproduction for
broadcast, post production, recording
studios, mobile recording and video
game sound design; offers ultrasonic
tracking system that locates the ori-
entation of the listener's head with
respect to the source material and ad-
justs the audio accordingly; offers an
advanced room simulation program
that allows the operator to create an
ideal auditory space in which to mon-
itor the surround audio.
239-283-7880; www.beyerdynamic.com

BOOTH: N9014

VIDEO FORMAT CONVERTER

CloseVU CloseVU Producer

Gives editors the ability to quickly
adapt conventional HD/SD media for
viewing on mobile devices; features
Smart Zoom, resulting in video that is
properly scaled, zoomed and focused
on the critical action.

+972 525 4211 15; www.closevu.com

BOOTH: SL10520

AUTOMATION SYSTEM

Sundance Digital Intelli-Sat v4.0

Automates the scheduling and cap-
ture of incoming content from sat-
ellite and live sources; brings greater
usability to the wizard -driven option
for Titan and FastBreak.

972-444-8442

www.sundancedigital.com
BOOTH: SL1410A
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Your audience is waiting. You are expected to
invest millions of dollars and deliver a

flawless digital wor<flow solution. Now you
must decide on the core of your operation -
your content storage maiagement system.

No preure. Just order a command performance
of DIVArchive 6.0, our newest release.

Built on software p -oven in more than 160
installEtions worldwide, DIVArchive 6.0 offers
more functionality and nteroperability than
ever before. Choose the global team at Front
Porch Digital. We will make your media sing,
and ensure that you receive rave reviews.

wwwfcdigital com
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STORM TRACKER

Baron Services FasTrac

A Windows -based storm tracker; us-
ers can create a manual storm track
by clicking and dragging the mouse in
the direction they want; a storm track
instantly pops up, with a list of com-
munities that lie in harm's way, as well
as the time the storm should arrive;
features include live weather sensors,
live weather cameras, multiple mobile
GPS, multiple NEXRADs, real-time
lightning and multiple live radars.

256-881-8811; www.baronservices.com

BOOTH: C7017

CONTROL STATION COMBINER

Bird Technologies Group

Multichannel combiner provides fre-
quency -agile operation across entire
frequency range; reduces the number
of antennas required on any commu-
nications site; ensures radio -to -radio
isolation; features analog and digital
compatibility; available for 132MHz
to 150MHz, 150MHz to 174MHz,
380MHz to 450MHz, and 450MHz to
520MHz.

440-248-1200

www.bird-technologies.com
BOOTH: N5738

DECKLINK CARD

Blackmagic Design DeckLink 5.7 for
Windows

Allows users to choose uncompressed
online JPEG video that's full -resolu-
tion HD, includes high -quality 4:2:2
color sampling and a low compres-
sion rate; fully compatible with Adobe
Premiere Pro, After Effects and other
DirectShow software; users working
with online JPEG will see a significant
reduction in disk space and band-
width requirements.

408-954-0500

www.blackmagic-design.com
BOOTH: S111020

VIDEO TIME AND DATE GENERATOR

ESE ES -206U

A video time and date inserter that ref-
erences an internal standalone clock;
the clock is line -frequency referenced;
an internal DIP switch allows selec-
tion of a crystal time base reference;
six digits of time and six digits of date
are superimposed onto a video signal
looped through the unit; on -screen
menus allow time setting, adjustment
of the display size and position.

310-322-2136; www.ese-web.com

BOOTH: C1839

MEDIA ROUTER

Broadcast Microwave Services
TCII Media Router

Offers extended network capabili-
ties to mobile ENG field units using
the BMS Truck -Coder II digital mi-
crowave system; transmits recorded
video files back to the studio while
live on -air; allows the operator to
send prerecorded program segments
as files to the studio over the digital
radio link.

858-391-3050; www.bms-inc.com
BOOTH: C1607

HD VIDEO TRANSPORT

Streambox SBT3-9100

Provides full -motion, full -frame
1080i/720p HD broadcast video and
audio in real time over satellite and
IP-based networks; the HD encoder/
HD decoder works seamlessly with
the full range of Streambox systems
and solutions; built on the company's
ACT -L3 codec, which provides HD
video quality at data rates ranging
from 512Kb/s to 20Mb/s.

206-956-0544; www.streambox.com

BOOTH: SU15515

PATCH PANEL

Jampro RCPU

Features low insertion loss and a
positive lock mechanism for quick
redirections of RF signal paths, as
well as an optional signal -flow indi-
cator panel, dual -line power splitter
or power measuring VSWR; appli-
cations include patching RF feeds to
emergency antenna, alternate main!
auxiliary transmitters, filter bypass,
master station combiner reroutes and
test point insertions.

916-383-1177; www.jampro.com

BOOTH: C2515

BROADCAST MONITORING SYSTEM

Barco Networked Broadcast
Monitoring System

Allows high -quality, low -latency dis-
tribution of video sources and meta -
data over an IP network toward mul-
tiple screens, even in different control
rooms; consists of rear -screen projec-
tion modules or LCD panels, the NG
System hardware and the Networked
Broadcast Monitoring Suite software
package; one rear -screen projection
module is capable of simultaneously
displaying multiple analog and digi-
tal video feeds together with related
metadata, audio metering informa-
tion and computer applications.

678-475-8000; www.barco.com

BOOTH: SL4320

PRODUCTION SWITCHFRS

Broadcast Pix Slate series

New AutoAspect software enables
16:9 and 4:3 inputs, clips and graphics
to be used interchangeably and mixed
together in the same live production,
while maintaining the native aspect
ratio of each element, rather than
stretching them; the new HD -SD I/O
board enables all new and existing
Slate switchers to add HD cameras
and produce an HD show.

781-221-2144; www.broadcastpix.com
dOOTH: SU14215
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www.for-a.com
Head Office (Japan): Tel: +81 (0)3-3446-3936

USP Western (CA): Tel: +1714-894-3311

USA Eastern & Midwest (NY): Tel: +1212-861-2758

USP Southern (FL): Tel: +1 352-371-1505

LatinAmenca & Caribbean (FL): Tel: +1305-931-1700

CANADA (Toronto) Tel: +1 416-977-0343

UK London) Tel: +4 (0)20-8391-7979

ITALY (Milan) Tel: +39 02-254-3635/6

KOREA (Seoul) Tel: +82 (0)2-2637-0761

INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO
and AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

All in One Signal Processor
Introducing FOR -A's FA -9000, THE Processor.
Born from a Icng history or original -echnology in
frame synchronization and signal processing.

FA -9000 ''THE Processor" NEW

We are proud to irtroduce a new signal processor that supports all formats: HD, SD, analog, digital,

plus audio. The FA -9000 uses 12 -bit internal processing for high quality images. The FA -9000

goes beyond the r3alm of a typical signal processor featuring numerous options like an up/down-

converter, color corrector, HDV/DV interfaces, logo generator and Dolby E decoder.

THE Processor is fire next generation multi purpose signal processor.

 Input/Output of at ID, SD, digital and analog formats;

HD/SD-SDI, HD/SD-analog component, ED Y/C and

SD analog composte

 Digital/Analog audb support

 Superb frame synoronization

 Star dard support for SNMP monitoring

 Optional up/Own converter, colo- corrector

 HD \.../DV interlaces, Dolby E decoder and logo

generator fun 3tiOnS will be available as option

HDV and HDV logo are trademarks of Soy Corporation aid Victo Company of Japan Limited JVC).

Dolby is a register -Ed trademark of Dolby Laboratories.

See us at NAB Booth # C4234
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REMOTE AES I/O BOX

Calrec Audio JB5607

A 3RU unbalanced AES I/O unit with
32 AES inputs and 32 AES outputs
on BNC connectors; also available as
a 11011 XLR-based 4RU variant; has
built-in PSU redundancy with single
or optional dual IEC power connec-
tions; interfaces to the Calrec Hydra
Network with dual Cat 5e GigE ports
for audio and control redundancy up
to 90m; supports duplex fiber GBIC
connectors.

+44 142 284 2159; www.caIrec.com
BOOTH: N8529

HD STUDIO LENS

Canon DIGISUPER 22xs

Maintains
mensurate to that of other portable
production cameras, weighing one-
third a typical HD box lens; features
a 105mm input optical port, which
produces a high sensitivity, high con-
trast, optimized uniformity of bright-
ness across the image plane.

800-321-4388; www.usa.canon.com

BOOTH: SU3020

ENCODER/DECODER CARD

SAMMA Systems MJPEG2k

A video and audio encoder/decoder
card; creates real-time lossless com-
pressed video files and synchronized
uncompressed audio files; lossless
compression supported by the Mo-
tion JPEG2000 standard is a com-
pletely, mathematically lossless pro-
cess on the video stream.

212-738-9417; www.sammasystems.com

BOOTH: SU7130

THREE -CHIP DLP HD PROJECTOR

Christie Roadie HD+30K

Features 30,000 ANSI lumens at 2K
resolution (2048 x 1080), a split -body
design, a scooped hood for improved
airflow, built-in rigging points, and
body handles or optional stacking/
rigging frame.

800-407-7727; www.christiedigital.com

BOOTH: SL5413

CAMERA SUPPORT SYSTEM

Chrosziel MatteBox

A support system for DV and HDV
cameras; features a modular configu-
ration, which allows quick reaction;
offers new supports and adaptor rings
for the Canon XHG1, JVC GY-HD250
and Sony HVR-V1 series cameras; the
adaptor rings protect against spill
light and fix the proper alignment of
the system; the vertical and horizontal
adaptation of the support rod system
aligns the MatteBox with the optical
axis of the lens, preventing unwanted
stress from the lens.

+49 89 90 10 91 0; www.chrosziel.de

BOOTH: TBA

AUDIO PROCESSOR

Linear Acoustic AEROMAX-DTV

Six -channel television audio proces-
sor; the fully integrated, entry-level
unit controls loudness and ensures
stable audio imaging for 5.1 -channel
broadcasts; accepts 5.1- or two -chan-
nel audio inputs, plus a dedicated
EAS input via four BNC connectors;
audio is processed by the DSP core;
two -channel audio then can be mixed
up if triggered by front -panel or GPI
control.
717-735-3611; www.Iinearacoustic.com

BUU1H: 01048

CHANEOVER SWITCH

MicroFirst Engineering ICS -3200

Provides real-time redundant change-
over control of two MicroFirst MPC-
1600 and MPC-3200s; provides a
series of 32 A/B switch ports; has an
additional integral 10/100 Ethernet
port, designed for residing on a stan-
dard network infrastructure; using
the internal switchover design, a de-
tected failure routes data to the other
ports, thus passing the appropriate
data at the exact moment required,
providing a redundant -data system.

201-651-9300; www.microfirst.com

BOOTH: SU727

ASI TRANSPORT STREAM
MANAGEMENT TOOL
Visual Europe Transflow

Provides stream conditioning and
correction of ASI streams; reduces
bandwidth and headroom require-
ments in MPEG-2 ASI transport
streams; increases available band-
width by buffering data in the trans-
port stream layer without transrating
or transcoding.
+44 1722 333074; www.visualeurope.com

BOOTH: C9844

PLAYOUT APPLICATION

Masstech MassChannel

Integrates with MassStore for trans-
mission playout; stores file -based
content and plays out frame -based
content for automated environments;
allows managed playout of content
and automated playout; the playout
device has full access to all file -based
content in the facility.

905-707-2614; www.masstechgroup.com

BOOTH: SU12712
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Your Single Source Visit Us in Booth N11419
At NAB2007

For Broadcast Solutions

.
4,

TRASAR° High Power
._UHF Antenna

Your Source for HELIAX°
Coaxial Cable and Elliptical
Waveguide System
Components and Installation
Accessories.

Standar d Line and
MACXLine*Rigid Line
with Bello

ERI is your single source
foc the broadcast industry's
best antennas, filter and
combining systems,
transmission line and RF
components, and towers
ar_d structural products.
Our professional team
of engineers, designers,
fabricators, project managers,
ar_d installers take pride in
cc ntributing to your success
by delivering products and
services to meet all of your
RF and structural needs.

UHF and VHF Television
Filter and Combining

Systems

r ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.j

Visit Online at www.eriinc.com  Call Toll -free at 877 ERI-LINE
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AUDIO AND DATA MULTIPLEXER
Claratech CTP1000

Accommodates up to eight full du-
plex audio and data channels plus
eight general-purpose inputs/outputs
in 1U; these are multiplexed onto
one optical channel for transmission
along single -mode or multimode fi-
ber; the single -mode version can also
operate in duplex, enabling simulta-
neous bidirectional communication
along a single fiber; ideal for carrying
program audio; can also be used for
intercom links.

+441234 271053; www.claratech.com

BOOTH: SU9307

WIDESCREEN LCD MONITORS

Sony LUMA

LMD-2030W 20in model features
WSXGA+ 1680 x 1050 resolution,
HDMI input connectivity for HDV
camcorders and decks in portable ap-
plications; supports composite video,
Y/C, RGB component as standard and
optional DI -SDI; LMD-2450W 24in
and LMD-2050W 20in models ac-
cept 1080/60P signals via a standard
DVI input; feature 10 -bit processing,
waveform monitoring and audio lev-
el meter display; support composite
video, Y/C, RGB, component as stan-
dard and optional SDI.

800-686-7669
www.sony.com/professional

BOOTH: SU906

HDMI TO HD -SDI SCALER

Gefen

Allows digital video sources equipped
with HDMI connectors to link to
HD -SDI displays; housed in a small
box; accepts HDMI data and trans-
mits it to the display using HD -SDI;
works with multiple formats, includ-
ing NTSC, PAL and SMPTE; the scaler
is compatible with most LCD, plasma
and HD displays that support SDI.

818-884-6294; www.gefen.com

BOOTH: S12305

NETWORK INTERFACE CARD

Clear-Com E -FIB

Extension to the Eclipse range of
products; offers users a nonblocking
high-speed audio connection between
isolated locations; a dual concentric
fiber ring provides full redundancy
while maintaining audio links, even
if the main fiber pair is fully discon-
nected; runs at full audio bandwidth,
allowing intercom matrices to share
audio resources as if they were local.

510-496-6600; www.clearcom.com

BOOTH: C5912

BELTPACKS

Telex/RTS BP -319, BP 325
and BP -351

Portable user stations for use with
RTS Two -Wire intercom systems;
BP -319 is a microprocessor -controlled
one -channel intercom beltpack;
BP -351 is a microprocessor -con-
trolled two -channel select intercom
beltpack; BP -325 is a two -channel
fully selectable intercom beltpack.

800-323-0498; www.telexintercoms.com

BOOTH: C5329

ROBOTIC HEIGHT DRIVE

Shotoku TI -12

Provides extra elevation and the abili-
ty to move and mount the height drive
on a wide variety of legacy pedestals;
its capability to extend the range of
possible shots in robotic studios from
a single camera position makes it ide-
al for news, sports, current affairs and
virtual set studios.

310-782-8491; www.shotoku.tv

BOOTH: C7432

OUTDOOR TWT AMPLIFIER
MCL MT3600

Features an event log, remote and
computer interface, auto power
control and status and redundancy
through a 1:1, 1:2 or phase combined
system; supports applications at
125W, 150W, 175W and 250W; allows
customization to include an L -band
block upconverter, internal linearizer
or internal Ethernet interface.

630-759-9500; www.mcl.com

BOOTH: C4741
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Program Sources

SDI & COMPOSI

3 VDCP CONTROL CHANNELS

Automation

REMOTE WORKSTATIONS

Ingest Trim Playlisting

12 AUDIO CHANNELS

Non -Linear Editor Network Storage

LARGE SCALE SERVER. SMALL SCALE PRICE.
700 HOUR STORAGE

RAID -6 RELIABILITY

REDUNDANT POWER

REDUNDANT COOLING

# MPEG & DV CODECS

TARGA GRAPHICS

AES/EBU AUDIO

+4 ANALOG AUDIO

EMBEDDED AUDIO

 SDI & COMPOSITE

I FAST ETHERNET XFERS

* REMOTE WORKSTATIONS

*at 12 Mb/sec.

Three years ago, 360 Systems started
a trend with our affordable Image
Server 2000. Now we're continuing
that good idea with MAXX 6T, today's
most affordable large server. It delvers
over 700 hours of internal storage,*
protected by an advanced RAID -6 drive
array that'll keep you on air, even if
you should lose two drives. MAXX 6T
even has total redundancy on power
and cooling.

Take a closer look, and you'll find a full
complement of features to enhance
workflow and content quality. Like
Remote Workstation software that
lets you create separate work areas for
ingest, trimming, playlisting or review
- anywhere you need them. New net-
work transfer tools that move content
fast between NLEs, external storage
and other servers. And MAXX imports
and exports more forms of video than
ever before.

Whether you're ri nning a national
network, naid-market station or a cable
access charnel, ff-e new MAXX 6T
delivers the expanded storage you
need, with the quality and reliability
you expect from :E.-'60 Systems. Stop by
our web she for the complete story on
360 Systems' new 6-Terabyte MAXX.

BROADCAST
www.360Systems.com

Tel: 818-991-0360
E-mail: MAKX@360systems.com

©2007 360 Systems
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EXTERNAL HOLOGRAPHIC DRIVE

Ikegami HDS-300R

Enables users of Ikegami's Editcam
and EditcamHD camcorders to trans-
fer edited or camera -original video
content via network interfaces to
highly stable 300GB cartridges with
all the advantages of tapeless non-
linear archiving and retrieval; offers
high storage densities, fast transfer
rates and a 50 -year shelf life.

201-368-9171; www.ikegami.com

BOOTH: C4226

CABLES

Comprehensive XHD HDMI cables

Industry -supported, uncompressed,
all -digital A/V interface cables pro-
vide signal transfer and a high -reso-
lution interface between any HD A/V
source and display; support standard,
enhanced or high -definition video
such as 720p, 1080i and 1080p, as well
as eight -channel digital audio with
bandwidth to spare on a single cable.

800-526-0242
www.comprehensiveinc.com

BOOTH: SL2520

DIGITAL VIDEO ROUTER

NVISION NV8256-Plus

A digital video router suited for mis-
sion -critical applications in which
downtime is not allowed and where
NVISION's HD -SDI super wide -
band signal transport technology is
required; easily expands from 256 x
256 to 512 x 512 without distribution
amplifiers; users can start with a sin-
gle 256 x 256 frame and add a second
frame to make the router 512 x 512;
future -proofing includes support for
HD -SDI, SDI and analog signals in
either 525 or 625 line formats and
3Gb/s capability.

530-265-1119; www.nvision.tv

BOOTH: SU9605

CLOSED CAPTION
SOFTWARE ENCODER

CPC

6 tau BON 9 0

Cuts the cost of captioning videos, en-
hances the captioning process work-
flow and enhances the quality of cap-
tioned video, compared with the use
of hardware encoders; runs on both
Windows and Mac computers; allows
the complete captioning process to be
done on the computer, eliminating
the need for videotape.

301-738-8487; www.cpcweb.com

BOOTH: C9436

ASPECT RATIO CONVERTER

Crystal Vision ARC-10MC

Offers 10 -bit processing and motion -
adaptive video deinterlacing; maxi-
mizes the picture's vertical resolution;
chooses the best processing method
based on the video content; performs
conversions to 4:3 full screen, 14:9 pil-
larbox, 4:3 pillarbox, 16:9 full screen,
14:9 letterbox and 16:9 letterbox; has
a one -frame fixed video delay.

+44 1223 497049; www.mystalvision.tv

BOOTH: N2935

MPEG TRANSPORT STREAM
TIME SHIFTER

Pixelmetrix DVShift

OV Shift Calf 1g 1,0w.
=mamomis

on

neylist Two

Provides real-time user controllable
delay of MPEG transport streams;
features time delayed rebroadcast
across time zones, international pro-
gram distribution, real-time program
screening and filtering, and two hot-
swappable power supplies with au-
tomatic input voltage selection; in-
cludes either a 500GB or 1TB RAID
disk array.

954-472-5445; www.pixelmetrix.com

BOOTH: SU12109

COLORED CODING RINGS

For use with the XX series; provides
faster and easier connections for au-
dio and instrument applications; new
coding rings expand to fill the void be-
tween the rear boot and the front shell/
housing for a more secure, durable fit;
insert does not have to be unsoldered
to change the color coding.

732-901-9488; www.neutrikusa.com

BOOTH: N8526

PAN AND TILT HEAD

Shotoku S -DASH

Designed for shooting high-speed
movement, such as sports, motor rac-
ing and horse races; its pan -bar con-
troller takes the form of a small pan
and tilt head that can carry a view-
finder monitor TV and standard lens
hand controls; the other control op-
tion, the joystick, is a desktop unit for
use in production areas, OB trucks
and other confined areas.

310-782-8491; www.shotoku.tv

BOOTH: C7432
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THE GREEKS ADDED ALL THOSE COLUMNS
TO THE PARTHENON BECAUSE THE

ARCHITECTURE DEMANDED IT.

Igo _4-7266

C2-1260 0.1 Channel W66 tv

 11116
111.1161111
10/416   is    ihrii[11 till mi  !Li smiliII

/6 IP

TV ONE ADDED EIGHT HD -SDI INPUTS TO THE C2-7260
BECAUSE TECHNOLOGY DEMANDED IT.

Willi all the new HD video sources hitting the market, it only makes sense to have more HD -SDI inputs it a video processor. TV Ore's C2-7260 is a Dual Channel, 17 Input
Video Processor that is perfect for the broadcast market. If the C2-7260 doesn't dazzle you with the 17 inputs alone just ta,m a look atalt the other features that it has to
offer:

- Seventeen Video Inputs -8 SD/HD-SDI, 3 DVI-I Ws] RGB, YUV, YPbPr), 3 Composite and 3 YC (S -Video)
- Two Independent Output Channels (each with SD/M-SDI, Composite, YC and D1/1-1)
- Two CORI020 Independent Video Processors
- loalog to HD -SDI Up and Down Conversion
- 5)1 to HD -SDI Cross Conversion
- Cmputer Resolutions to 204802048
- Aialog Resolutions up to 1080p and HD -SDI to 1088
 G itch -Free Seamless Switching between formats with Cuts, Fades and Effects
- Uirestricted Dual PIP - Any Input over any other
- Edge Blending
- Flexible Control with RS -232, IP Interface, Windows Control Panel, TV One's CC -300, or control it directly on the front with the CCRIO EXP Front Pane

Frmware Based for easy field upgrades
- Cenlock any Video Input to any other
- Multiple Layering and Windowing Capability
F exible Key Layering - Background Lock Source can be moved to the Foreground

- Z 30M up to 1000% with full Positioning

- !nage Shrink to 10% with full Positioning

toll free: 800-721-4044  sales@tvone.com  www.tvone.com
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MULTICHANNEL MONITOR RACK
Custom Consoles Media Wall

Incorporates height -adjustable hori-
zontal beams suspended between 2m
silver anodized aluminum supports;
uses pivoting VESA and plasma-

mount fittings for the attachment
of large and small panels; enables
expandable housing of power and
video wiring with a horizontal cable
duct beneath each monitor mounting
beam routed to a vertical coil.

+44 1525 379 909

www.customconsoles.co.uk
BOOTH: SU9011

MOBILE 8VSB APPLICATION
Triveni Digital

Mobile infotainment system for in -

car applications; distributes digital
video content to mobile receivers and
provides for local geographical cov-
erage on a DMA basis at high data
rates; the application is based on the
content -distribution platform Sky -
Scraper, which reaches more than 54
percent of the U.S. population over
the existing DTV infrastructure.

609-716-3500; www.trivenidigitacom
BOOTH: SU8525

CONFORM STATION
da Vinci Resolve

Enables users to perform conform-
ing, proxy -generating and QC pro-
cesses from a fully integrated parallel
workstation; quickly generates lower
resolution (proxy) files using da Vin-
ci's Transformer technology.

954-688-5600; www.daysys.com

BOOTH: SL2615

HD AN MONITORING SYSTEM

Wohler Technologies VAMP AC -3/M

Features a 4.3in widescreen NTSC/
PAL autosensing LCD monitor and
video controls for color, tint/hue,
brightness and contrast; monitors
Dolby Digital, AES/EBU and HD-
SDI/SDI video and audio; isolates
individual channels of Dolby Digital
and decodes Dolby Digital and AES/
EBU embedded in HD-SDI/SDI.

510-870-0810; www.woh I er.com

BOOTH: N3426

HD STANDARDS CONVERTER
Snell & Wilcox Alchemist Ph.0 - HD

INEMMEMMINNIM= vs N. 

Offers HD frame -rate conversion
for both 1080i and 720p standards;
performs SD standards conversion
between 50Hz and 60Hz material,
and HDTV upconversion, downcon-
version and crossconversion; pro-
vides two outputs that can be used
for transmission of program feeds in
multiple standards or formats.

212-481-2416; www.snellwilcox.com

BOOTH: SU4220

OPEN MEDIA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Dalet Digital Media Systems
DaletPlus Enterprise Edition

Designed for open broadcast work-
flows; customizable to any media -

driven environment; offers a range of
production and media management
functionalities; Web -services -based
API allows integration to service -

oriented architectures for users to
embed digital media services within
the corporate data backbone of their
customers.

212-825-3322; www.dalet.com

BOOTH: SL4305

REMOTE NEWSROOM COMPUTER
SYSTEM

OCTOPUS Newsroom Field Reporter

All incoming information, such as
wires, Web feeds, media, faxes and
e -mails, are organized and ready
to be used as ideas for last -second
news coverage; offers a global search
engine, keyboard shortcuts for fre-
quently used actions and saved screen
layout recall; features a new service
for transferring stories and whole
rundowns, allowing channels to share
their assets between offices around
the world.

+420 221 181 511

www.octopus-news.com
BOOTH: N413

STORAGE CONTROLLER

DataDirect Network S2A9550

Designed for high-performance,
high -capacity network storage appli-
cations; delivers 3GB/s and 560TB in
one storage system; provides optimal
block level and file system perfor-
mance for highly scalable, open -sys-
tem computing environments; offers
eight plug -and -play FC-4 and/or In-
finiBadn 4X DDR (SCSI RDMA pro-
tocol) host side connections and 20
Fibre Channel or SATA disk drives.

800-837-2298; www.datadirectnet.com
BOOTH: SU5605

MULTIFORMAT AUDIO MONITOR
Tektronix AMM768

A scalable platform that monitors
analog, digital and Dolby audio; pro-
vides a picture display option to facil-
itate video and audio coordination; a
four -tile display and a picture moni-
tor of the video that's associated with
the audio enables operators to make
quick decisions to maintain the qual-
ity of the on -air material.

800-833-9200; www.tektronix.com

BOOTH: N2519
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fast scalable multi-res integrated broadcast quantel.com
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More and more broadcasters are doing
brilliant business with Quantel technology
Broadcasters the world over are turning to Quantel technology to improve

workflows and boost revenue. Our technology is enabling them to achieve

their goal by maximising the potential and productivity of their people,

their systems and the new media opportunities that are transforming

the business of broadcast.

Quantel - technology that means business
0

Quante!
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HD PRODUCTION WORKSTATION

Dayang D3 -Edit HD9

Performs five -layer HD stream play-

out in real time with 3-D DVEs active
on the top four layers; incorporates
12b real-time chroma and luma key,
graphics and title key matte extrac-
tion, including fine mask adjustment;
provides four upconversion modes
(window, box, margin and zoom) and
three downconversion modes (box,
margin and zoom); supports IEEE -
1394 devices (miniDV, DVCAM and
DVCPRO25/50), Panasonic P2/P2 HD
and Sony XDCAM/XDCAM HD.

+852 2730 2117; www.dayang.com

BOOTH: SU10205

COMPRESSION PRODUCTS

Harris

The suite of HD MPEG-4 part 10
compression products address the
contribution, distribution and trans-
mission needs of the television in-
dustry; leverage the latest advances in
compression algorithm technology;
enable new applications and services
by allowing lower -bandwidth opera-
tion of HD services over satellite, ter-
restrial and IPTV delivery platforms.

513-459-3400

www.broadcast.harris.com
BOOTHS: N3100, N2502

NEWS PRODUCTION
CONTROL SYSTEM

Digital Broadcast NewsCommand

Automates the news production pro-
cess by controlling production switch-
ing, cameras and pedestals, audio con-
soles and other ancillary equipment
used in newscast production.

352-377-8344; www.dig ita lbcast.com

BOOTHS: SU13310, SU13510

RED -WHITE LED
OBSTRUCTION BEACON

Dialight

The medium -intensity beacon is de-
signed for marking broadcast and
communications towers; offers a
solid-state design that enables 20,000
candela flashing white combined with
a 2000 candela steady or flashing red
all -LED obstruction light; designed to
withstand high levels of vibration and
the most severe environments.

732-919-3119; www.dialight.com

BOOTH: N8035

PORTABLE SURROUND
MICROPHONE

Holophone H4 SuperMINI

Comes equipped with an integrated
multichannel preamplifier, monitor
and encoder; offers six microphone
elements with a bandwidth of 20Hz
to 20KHz, a matrix -encoded stereo
analog output and six line -level ana-
log outputs, which are available at one
per channel from three stereo 3.5mm
female jacks.

416-362-7790; www.holophone.com

BOOTH: N6034

PLAYOUT SYSTEM

DNF Controls Flex Control Network
Station Playout System

On -air commercial and program
playout system for TV broadcast sta-
tions; provides control over one or
more channels of video server play -
out; offers ingest, an as -run log and
optional redundant operations.

818-898-3380; www.dnicontro I s. c o m

BOOTH: N1526

PYLON -STYLE ANTENNA

Dielectric Broadband Omni
CP Pylon Antenna

A MobileMedia antenna suited for
the lower 700MHz band; uses one-
third of the radiators, feed systems
and connections typically used in a
panel -style antenna; designed with
short element spacing; features a low
RFR, a VSWR of less than 1.2:1 and
low windload; incorporates discrete,
circularly polarized, truncated broad-
side helical elements.

800-341-9678; www.d i e I ectri c.com

BOOTHS: C1907, N7421

AUDIO METER

DK-Technologies MSD 600M

New features include the latest LEG
loudness measurement protocol, an
upgraded Jellyfish surround -sound
display that provides more informa-
tion, improvements in Session Log-
ging and LEG Logging and graphing
with SMPTE time code, and improve-
ments to DK-Level Read - the PC -
based long -format logging and docu-
mentation software.

831-335-5299
www.dk-technologies.com

BOOTH: N1835
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Our FOCUS is you.
With over three billion dollars in commercial revenue delivered per
year through Florical automation who else would you trust?

New to AirBossTM: S.M.A.R.T. CentralTM: The System Management And Reporting Tool Center is
the new web based gateway into all parts of the automation system.

Automated Traffic InterfacesTM: Why wait for SMPTE S-22 BXF? Use our transitional bridge
from traditional traffic interfaces to the new Broadcast Data Exchange.

TimeShifterTM: An innovative time delay feature in the newly designed AirBoss presentation suite.

Parking LotTM: Live production feature in AirBoss presentation suite fnat allows the user to drag
and drop server material as needed during live news or sports programming.

352.372.8326 www.florical.com NAB Booth #SU720
fLORI(111.
SYSTEMS

Copyright 2007 Florical Systems, Inc All R,ghls Fleserved.Ftencak Florical Systems, AirBoss, Central. TimeShifter and Parkinn101 are trademarks okFlornAl System,
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ENCODER

Dolby Media Encoder SE

A cost-effective single -computer soft-
ware encoding solution that offers the
same level of high -quality encoding
capabilities as the original Dolby Me-
dia Encoder network version; encodes
all Dolby audio technologies used in
packaged media applications, includ-
ing Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital Plus,
Dolby TrueHD and MLP LosslessTM;
produces audio files for DVD-Video,
DVD-Audio, HD DVD and Blu-ray
Disc.

415-645-5000; www.dolby.com

BOOTH: N2513

AUTOMATION SYSTEM

MicroFirst Engineering Digital
Automation System (DAS)

Designed to provide efficient and
reliable metadata management and
device control; offers powerful me-
dia management, sophisticated log-
ging functionality, integration with
any traffic system, full -functioned
graphical device control, distributed
or centralized IP control, monitoring
and maintenance of WAN television
systems, and interfaces to nearline
storage and archive management
systems.

201-651-9300; www.microfirst.com

BOOTH: SU727

DIGITAL SOLID-STATE UHF
TRANSMITTER
LARCAN Magnum

Users can choose between 2.5kW,
5kW, 10kW, 15kW or other options;
features versatile air-cooling and
multiple regulated power supplies; in-
cludes intuitive advanced diagnostics
and an extensive monitoring system
designed to simplify maintenance; fits
in 10kW of power in 25sq ft of space.

905-564-9222; www.larcan.com
BOOTH: C1916

HD VIDEO PLAYER

Doremi Labs NuggetPro

411111111111161
A standalone HD video player; plays
back video from its internal hard drive
to its HD -SDI video output; using the
new Doremi Asset Manager software,
users can transfer a variety of video
clips, such as MXF, QuickTime and
Windows Media; can be used in fixed
install applications for playback to
high -resolution projectors, LCD and
plasma displays; can also be used to
run a looping video clip or playlist.

818-562-1101; www.doremilabs.com

BOOTH: SU3608

HD MPEG-2 TS ENCODER

DVEO NCoder HD

Compresses HD -SDI video from HD
cameras in near real time; features IP
output, DVB-ASI output or simulta-
neous DVB-ASI/IP output; encodes
1080i, 1080p or 720p HD; features
compatibility with PAL or NTSC vid-
eo formats.

858-613-1818; www.dveo.com

BOOTH: SU5026

CHANNEL INGEST
TV Magic i/olngest

Offers users an ingest channel for cap-
ture of footage from tape- or file -based
media; allows users to view the feed at
the same time it is being recorded with
Apple QuickTime, as well as add as
many record, edit and playback chan-
nels as desired; captures direct -to -local
or shared storage; can perform long
captures at varying durations.

858-650-3155; www.tvmagic.tv

BOOTH: N406

INTERCOM SYSTEM

Riedel Performer CR-4

A 19in, four -channel, 1RU master sta-
tion; any combination of beltpacks,
split -boxes or desktop -panels can
simply be plugged to the master sta-
tion using XLR microphone cables;
provides noise- and hum -free, high-

quality digital audio with side -tone
nulling; features integrated power
supplies to power up to four beltpack
lines.

818-563-4100; www.riedel.net

BOOTH: C9428

DISPLAY PROCESSOR

e-mediavision.com
X -View DPX range

New multiviewer range to X -View, a
modular/scalable display processor
that can be configured to provide up
to 36 display outputs at resolutions
up to 1600 x 1200 on each output,
enabling an overall common wall
display resolution of 57,600 x 43,200
pixels; enables 64 computer -based
source inputs and 144 video inputs
to be displayed as mosaic windows
across the entire wall display.

+44 20 8755 2014

www.e-mediavision.com
BOOTH: C9538

WIRELESS CAMERA TRANSMITTER
Elber WLCT-01

A mobile transmitter, ideal in situa-
tions where portability and mobility
is important; the system incorporates
MPEG-2 and COFDM technologies;
features an optional 36MHz IF fre-
quency output and a frequency range
from 2.1GHz to 2.5GHz; supports
6MHz, 7MHz or 8MHz bandwidths;
features low -power consumption.

+39 0185 351 333; www.elber.eu

BOOTH: C1628
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www.tandbergtelevision.con

Whether it's advanced compression.
on -demand or interactive television,
we deliver the technology and expertise
that's moving digital media forward.

et Copyright 2007 TANDBERG Television

See us at NAB, Stand #SU4211

TANDBERG telEvision
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UHF TV ANTENNA

Electronics Research (ERI) AGW
Quick Deploy Standby Waveguide

A low-cost emergency standby an-
tenna for UHF television applica-
tions; the simple design can be tuned
quickly to the desired operating chan-
nel; includes mounts and associated
hardware; the antenna is constructed
so it can be permanently mounted as
a main or auxiliary antenna.

877-ERI-LINE; www.eriinc.com
BOOTH: N1119

MEDIA ARCHIVE
EMC AVALONidm v3.2

Includes an open, Linux-based archive
and integrated transcoding; provides
lower server platform costs to new
clients using Linux Redhat to manage
and transfer files; supports the MXF
OP 1A file standard, the SUN T10,000
tape drive, the Quantum SDLT600A
tape drive and the Centera Universal
Access node.

580-249-6207; www.emc.com

BOOTH: SU6824

ENCLOSURE SYSTEM

Emcor Enclosures ESQ

Houses electronic equipment; features
fully welded construction and a load
capacity of up to 6001bs; available in
19in, 24in and 30in panel widths; fea-
tures seven vertical opening heights
and three depths, including 30.75in;
frame types include vertical, slope
front, low silhouette, wedge, instru-
ment, riser and turret; features adjust-
able front -to -rear mounting angles.

507-287-3535

www.emcorenclosures.com
BOOTH: TBA

HD/PC TO HDMI VIDEO SCALER

TV One 1T-AVPC-HDMI

Outputs resolutions up to 1080p; ac-
cepts analog PC inputs to WUXGA
at 60Hz, analog YpbPr/YcbCr HDTV
inputs to 1080p, digital HDMI and
DVI-D signals up to 165MHz and
digital PC RGB signals up to UXGA
at 60Hz; features 3:2 pulldown, 2:2
pulldown detection/recovery and
3-D noise reduction; integrates ana-
log stereo audio, PC stereo audio or
an auxiliary stereo audio input into
the HDMI output data stream.

859-282-7303; www.tvone.com

BOOTH: SU7226

SIGNAL INTEGRATION SYSTEM

Ensemble Designs Avenue

Includes HD video/downconverters,
logo inserters, protection switches, au-
dio embedders and video converters;
an expandable, modular tray -based
signal integration system housed in a
1RU or 3RU frame; allows any combi-
nation of HD video, SD video, DVB-
ASI and audio modules in the same
frame; PC software and touchscreens
allow users to control and monitor
every module from any location.

530-478-1830

www.ensembledesigns.com
BOOTH: SU2326

ROUTER

Evertz EQX

A 576 x 576 router, expandable to 1152
x 1152; accepts digital signals from
19.4 (SMPTE 310M) through SDI,
ASI, HD/SDI and up to 3Gb/s; features
a modular, hot-swappable, redundant
design, independent monitoring bus,
SNMP interfacing, advanced system
control, and source -by -source intelli-
gent autoconfiguration.

905-335-3700; www.evertz.com

BOOTH: N1713

CAMERA BATTERY

IDX System Technology
ENDURA ELITE

Li -Ion V -Mount battery; designed for
mobile, HD ENG/EFP broadcast, pro-
duction and professional applications
with 142WH capacity; features a re-
placeable twin power cartridge design
that extends continuous operation
time to 3.5 hours (using a 40W HD
ENG/EFP camera); complies with
current IATA and UN A45 aircraft se-
curity regulations.

310-891-2800; www.idx.tv

BOOTH: 05207
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               pro bel

Our new entry-level automation may
leave you with some time to kill...

Media Management

Master Control

Control & Monitoring

Routing

Router Control

Modular Infrastructure

...and some money to spare

Pro-Bel's Morpheus automation system drives some of the world's largest
and most complex playout operations. Major companies like Turner
Broadcasting choose Morpheus because it provides them with the tools
they need to de iver their content in winning and totally reliable ways.

Now, Morpheus =c undation offers all of Pro-Bel's automation expertise in
a single, entry-level system which delivers best -of -breed capabilities at an
entry-level price. Morpheus Foundation is an out -of -the -box solution which
provides no -compromise channel automation. It comes pre -configured to
drive your choice of video server, logo generator and closed -captioning
system. Interfaces for Store and Forward solutions and EAS are supported
as well as a wide variety of scheduling systems. Morpheus Foundation is
flexible and sca able and offers a variety of options for advanced
redundancy and media management as well as a choice of ingest tools.
And the price will certainly give you something to smile about!

To find out more visit www.pro-bel com             
Engineering The Broadcast Future
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ARCHIVE SOFTWARE

EVS XFile

The latest software module of the Xfile
delivers IMX OPla media files onto re-
movable HDD during the feed record
in the XT[2] video production server;
as soon as the recording process starts,
the material is simultaneously ingested
on the XT[2] server and transferred
on the station's shared storage; the
Xfile acts as a gateway to post produc-
tion and is responsible for all copy and
transfer requirements during ingest.

+32 4 361 70 00; www.evs.tv

BOOTH: C3607

BNC CONNECTORS

Canare BCP-PC

The 75S1 connectors are designed for
SD -SDI applications; include a longer
body, making them easier to grip; fea-
ture a three-piece crimp design, mak-
ing assembly and field -replacement
easy; models are available for several
industry -wide popular cables, with
26dB or less return loss at 1Ghz and
20dB or less at 1.5GHz.

818-365-2446; www.canare.com

BOOTH: SU4805

RACK -MOUNT
TEMPERATURE DISPLAY

Middle Atlantic TEMP -DEC Decora

A rack -mounted temperature display;
monitors internal enclosure tempera-
ture and provides an LED readout;
fits into any Decora-style opening;
features adjustable over -temperature
setting and local and remote over -
temp notification.
973-839-1011; www.middleatlantic.com

BOOTH: SU7826

AUTOMATION

Florical Automated
Join in Process (JIP)

Featured in the AirBoss presentation
controller; fully automated to provide
potentially unattended join in progress
of local recorded programs based on a
remote signal from the network.

352-372-8326; www.florical.com
BOOTH: SU720

HD -SDI DATA LINK

Eyeheight enigmaHDi

Allows RS -232 data to be transported
via an HD -SDI link and carrier lines
to be blanked to conceal data from
downstream devices or viewers; ap-
plications include camera pan/tilt
data forwarding to effects equipment,
caption data forward and tape meta -

data delivery.

+44 208 255 2015; www.eyeheight.com

BOOTH: SU2823

DIGITAL AUDIO WORKSTATION

Fairlight SatelliteAV

t
L2

Features integrated video, plug -ins and
mixing designed to streamline and
simplify all aspects of the audio for
video post -production process; now
includes the company's CC -1 media
engine, which can deliver up to 230
channels each with eight bands of EQ,
three stages of dynamics, 192 track re-
cording and editing, as well as a com-
plete multiformat mixing system.

+61 2 9975 1777; www.fairlighteu.com

BOOTH: 514010

AUDIO ROUTING PANEL

Telex/RTS ARP -32

Audio routing panel establishes
audio input and output paths by
forcing crosspoints across an inter-
com system; works closely with the
crosspoints screen in AXedit to allow
users to enable, force or inhibit ports
in an easy -to -use interface.

800-323-0498; www.telexintercoms.com

BOOTH: C5329

DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER

Fast Forward Video Xi series

Delivers broadcast -quality digital
video in either single- or dual -chan-
nel models; offers fixed or removable
SATA hard drives, optional SDI, full
variable speed playback control and
USB 2.0 download ports; all models
in the series feature QuickTime file
formats, composite and Y/C I/O, RS -

422 control and scalable motion JPEG
compression rates from 4:1 to 20:1.

949-852-8404; www.ffv.com

BOOTH: C9720

DUAL HD MONITOR SET

Marshall Electronics V-R72P-2HDA

Features high -resolution, 1.2 mil-
lion pixel screens with digital signal
processing; designed specifically for
analog applications; accepts DVI and
HDMI computer or video signals,
and all SD and HD analog video stan-
dards and signal types.

800-800-6608; www.lcdracks.com

BOOTH: SU1926

IMAGE -PROCESSING
TOOLS FOR SHAKE

The Foundry Furnace 4

Version 4 offers a suite of more than
30 image -processing tools for use
with Apple's Shake, many of which
automate time-consuming processes
in the creation of digital effects.
+44 20 7434 0449; www.thefoundry.co.uk

BOOTH: SL14413
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Avocent introduces the future of
editing environments.

The NEW Avocent EmergeTM ECMS2000U
Digital Workstation Extender.

Now Showing
DVI and USB over IP

Share use of expensive HD audio -video eciting systems

I Control ambient noise in the edit suite

I Prevent bootleg media from leaving the ecit suite

I Seamless extension of dual -channel CD quality audio

ra..8200,1i

Try the Emerge ECMS2000U
Extender for 30 -Days.
Call Avocent at 800-275-3500 or
954-746-9000, x. 7110
Visit www.avocent.com/broadcast for details.

--DIIIIIIIb
Wor.atio,

Alro.

Visit us at NAB 2007
Booth # SL13016

.14 Avocent.

Avocent, the Avocent logo and Emerge are traaemarks or registered trademarks of Avocent Corporation or its affiliates.
All other marks are the property of their respective owners. © 2007 Avocent Corpora:ion.
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SIGNAL PROCESSOR

FOR -A FA -9100

A new HD/SD FA series signal pro-
cessor; a more advanced version of
the FA -9000; supports all formats,
including HD, SD, analog, digital and
audio; uses 12 -bit internal process-
ing for high -quality images; features
numerous options such as an upcon-
verter, downconverter, color correc-
tor, median -based noise reduction,
logo generator and Dolby E decoder.

714-894-3311; www.for-a.com

BOOTH: C4234

CHANNEL BRANDING
Orad 3DPIay

Combines 3-D real-time graphics,
videos and audio in one solution; of-
fers a turnkey, easy -to -use multichan-
nel control over multiple downstream
and upstream channels; enhances a
station's graphics and its workflow
efficiency; promotes asset reuse for
images, video clips, audio and anima-
tions; offers a consistent graphical ap-
pearance and operator interface while
defining multiple networks.

212-931-6723; www.orad.tv
BOOTH: SU3614

HDTV CAMERAS

Hitachi Z -series

Employ the latest generation of 2/3in
CCD imagers with full raster HDTV
resolutions (1920 x 1080 or 1280 x
720) without compromising resolu-
tion performance or picture fidelity.

516-921-7200; www.hitachikokusai.us

BOOTH: C5017

FIBER-OPTIC
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Communications Specialties Pure
Digital Fiberlink 7500 Series

Transmits all single -link DVI resolu-
tions up to 1920 x 1200 and stereo
audio over one single -mode, nonpro-
prietary fiber; supports distances up
to 15km; features a DVI loop-thru
for monitor and EDID; provides two
DVI outputs.

631-273-0404; www.commspecial.com
BOOTH: SL2826

NEWS SYSTEM

Quantel Newsbox HD

The self-contained news system is
ready to go on -air straight out of the
box; available in both HD -now and
HD-upgradable configurations, al-
lowing broadcasters to manage their
HD investments; works with all the
latest HD acquisition formats; allows
users to ingest material, view rushes,
choose shots, edit stories, review fin-
ished pieces and play them out to air.

+44 1635 48 222; www.quantel.com

BOOTH: SL720

UHF ANTENNA

ER! TRASAR UHF

Dual -channel transmitting antenna;
allows stations with N+1/N-1 or ad-
jacent DTV assignments to share one
antenna; can be top- or side -mount-
ed, or used as a structural member in
the company's STACKER optimized
antenna structure solution; offers 12
azimuth patterns to choose from; fea-
tures a maximum of 6MHz per chan-
nel for NTSC.

812-925-6000; wwww.eriinc.com
BOOTH: N1119

DIGITAL WORKSTATION EXTENDER

Avocent ECM2000U

Provides hardware -based digital ex-
tension of video, keyboard, mouse,
USB media and audio signals over
UTP cabling; part of the company's
Emerge series; consists of a computer
node and user node interconnected
point-to-point at GigE rates using IP
over a single UTP cable; allows back -
rack broadcast -quality servers without
affecting post -production operations.

800-275-3500; www.avocent.com
BOOTH: SL13016

HD FILTERS

Formatt Filters

HD Clear Soft filters soften with mini-
mal loss of detail and contrast; HD
Soft Gold Enhancing filters subtly
soften the image with great skin tone
enhancement; HD Supersoft Gold En-
hancing are designed for skin tone and
facial enhancement, as well as for the
removal of hard lines and blemishes.

+44 1685 870 979; www.fonnatt.co.uk
BOOTH: C5917

CONTENT STORAGE MANAGEMENT

Front Porch Digital DIVArchive

Software middleware enables interop-
erability between large digital media
storage devices, video servers, editing
systems and digital media workflow
applications; enhancements include
broader interoperability with Front
Porch Digital's key partners' emerg-
ing technologies, enhanced perfor-
mance for network -based API clients,
file -system -interface refinements and
enhanced error messaging.

303-440-7930; www.fpdigital.com
BOOTH: SU14915
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FUMILM FUJINON

Small Size...Big-Time Performance.

Fujinon's Next Generation of Studio Lenses
 Wide Angle 7mm

Precision Zoom/Focus

 Minimum Focus Breathing

 Lightweight (13.2 lbs.)

 Robotic Interface
 Removable Hood

f".DIGITAL

Broadcast and Communications Products Division

www.fujinon.com FUJINON INC. 10 High Point Dr., Wayne, NJ 07470-7434 Phone: (973) 633-5600, FAX: (973) 633-5216

FUJINON CORPORATION 1-324 Uetake, Kita-Ku, Sabina City, Saiama 331-9624 Japan Phone: 81-48-668-2152
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SIGNAL MAPPING
Z Technology DSS5800 DriveTest

New software release for DSS5800
DTV signal coverage measurement
and mapping system, which incorpo-
rates an NIST traceable field -strength
meter, ATSC/8VSB decoder, WAAS-
enable GPS receiver, 12VCD/AC
power system and a Windows laptop
running DriveTest; runs in Windows
Vista; provides signal coverage mea-
surement and mapping for analog
and digital signals.

-613-9832; www.ztechnology.com

BOOTH: C3039

INTERFACITLITY MEDIA SHARING

BitCentral OASIS
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A file-sharmg program for broadcast
news production that facilitates user
collaboration and media sharing; blends
client/server distribution with peer -to -

peer distribution; enables streamlined
filesharing between HD and SD sta-
tions within a group; uses any com-
modity storage to inexpensively archive
at a cost far lower than tape.

800-214-2828; www.bitcentral.com

BOOTH: SL7715

PORTABLE HMI LIGHTING
Frezzi

The line is designed for newsgather-
ing and field production, and for sta-
tions and networks converting to the
HD format; includes the sleek, light-
weight 18W and 24W HMI as well as
the highest output 200W and 400W
HMI lights; balanced for natural day-
light at 5500K with a 92 -color render-
ing index.

973-427-1160; www.frezzi.com

BOOTH: C5422

HD TELEPHOTO LENS

Fujinon XA88x8.8BESM

Features 88X magnification with
the widest focal length of 8.8mm to
777mm telephoto; ideal for large
sporting events; captures wide-angle
shots or long-range close-ups in 16:9,
4:3 HD or SD; comes equipped with
Fujinon's GO -Technology, which im-
proves image resolution and chro-
matic aberrations at all focal lengths.

973-633-5600
www.fujinonbroadcast.com

BOOTH: C4208

MICROWAVE RECEIVER

MRC MDR -2

A portable, dual -diversity digital mi-
crowave receiver that may be rapidly
deployed to cover sports, news and
outside broadcasts from ground lo-
cations, from the air, or from a mov-
ing vehicle; the ideal companion to
a camera -mounted COFDM trans-
mitter; uses the latest maximal ratio
combining technology to optimize
the quality and usable range of the
transmitted signal.

978-671-5700; www.mrcbroadcast.com

BOOTHS: 0E300, C2907

MULTIUSER KVM SWITCH

Fujitsu Components America FS -8000

AIM
Allows up to eight remote users to ac-
cess up to 32 servers over Cat 5 UTP
cabling between the main unit and
the user console unit; enables remote
users to access servers up to 300m
away while maintaining support for
XGA and SXGA monitors, and from
200m away for UXGA monitors;
supports PS/2, USB, SUN MD8 and
SUN USB server interfaces, as well as
keyboard hot -key switching and on-
screen display.

408-745-4900; http://us.fujitsu.com/kvm

BOOTH: C7807

TRANSCODING

Telestream FlipFactory MetaFlip

Helps content owners capitalize on
new revenue opportunities by meet-
ing the unique data requirements
of iTunes, RSS and CableLabs VOD
workflows; transforms metadata
along with video and audio files for
submission to content aggregators
and distributors; offered as a standard
feature with FlipFactory Mobile and
an option for all other FlipFactory
workflow automation applications.

877-257-6245; www.telestream.net
BOOTH: SL9214

VIDEO-OVER-IP PLATFORM

Hewlett Packard HP IPTV

A standards -based video-over-IP
platform; enables service providers
to deploy a high -quality video deliv-
ery service that enables subscribers to
watch live broadcasts or on -demand
video content.

800-752-0900; www.hp.com

BOOTH: SL3820
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When only the best will do:

HPby Forte! Bri

 Automated Up/Down/Cross Conversion
 Aspect Ratio Conversion
 Dolby E embedding, synchronizing, and de -embedding
 HD Synchronization
 HD Color Correction
 HD Legalizer
 Support for up to 16 channels of audio
 Optional QuadraCombTM conversion for A to D
 Full VBI Support

Based on its patented digital signal processing, Integrity delivers to HD
the same uncompromised signal quality you have come to expect from
Forte! DTV. Available in 1RU or modular configurations, Integrity HD
can be tailored to meet any user need. Our comprehensive range of
conversion products are controlled by the full-fea-.ured Integrity Control
System -a responsive, easy to read, and intuitive interface for
operator control. When only the best will do: HD by Forte! 1371/.

Find Out More on Fortel DTV Products at salesteam@pesa.com
www.pesa.com or www.rorteldtv.com

Integrity HD 1RU frame supports

the fell line of feature -rich signal

processing cards

Rugged, easy to read Control Panel

Integrity HD frame holds up to

18 cards in 4RU

- froentiovr.
24 Vi:xibineAve Suite 16 port NY, USA 11768

Tel +1(631) 91:-1301  Fax +1 (631)912-1302 To: Free USA: 800-328-1008
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THREE -CHIP DLP HD PROJECTOR

Christie Roadster HD18K

Delivers 17,500 ANSI lumens; features
a HD 1920 x 1080 engine and 1600-
2000:1 full -field contrast ratio; offers
built-in stacking and rigging points
for easy setup for redundancy or to in-
crease brightness and user -replaceable
low -power -consumption bulbs.

800-407-7727; www.christiedigital.com
BOOTH: SL5413

HD -SDI TO HDMI SCALER

Gefen

Enables a direct connection between
HD -SDI sources and HDMI displays;
provides a cost-effective alternative
to using SDI displays; HD resolu-
tions are scaled and supported up to
1080p.

818-884-6294; www.gefen.com

BOOTH: SL2305

PLAYLIST AND CUE MANAGER

Hi Tech Systems Q -Tracker

. ly ,

OA. '
1it.

A VDCP controller based on the
Q -Tracker touch -screen interface;
intuitive control surface for non-
technical operators; enables fast, easy
playlist building from up to six video
sources; cue capture is achieved by
touching the source display; the cue
is stored as a thumbnail image with
user -definable metadata.

+441256 780880; www.hitechsys.co.uk
BOOTH: N710

MEDIA STORAGE NETWORK

Avid Unity ISIS

Features four-way scalability, from
8TB to 192TB of storage and redun-
dant, hot-swappable system compo-
nents; supports up to 150 dual -stream
50Mb/s clients and up to 1000 user
accounts; delivers real-time SD and
mastering -quality DNxI-ID media
in formats up to 145Mb/s; employs
standard GigE technology.

800-949-2843; www.avid.com
BOOTH: SL106

MCR DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEM

Pharos Communications Pilot

MODAIIM Source Test SD

Ho Lev UP 4411

.C90

Allows operators to deploy settings
instantly for SD, HD or multidefini-
tion broadcasting via a single touch -

screen, including aspect -ratio switch-
ing, A/V synchronization and audio
channel manipulation; features in-
clude HD/SD tone and bar enabling
via GPI, presets for A/V timing, color
correction, ARC and up-/downcon-
version, and audio monitor switching
between Dolby 5.1 and stereo.

+44 118 950 2323
www.pharos-comms.com

BOOTH: SU8905

TELECINE EDIT PACKAGE

da Vinci Telecine Pre -Programmer

Controls a telecine's transport and
color parameters in a dailies environ-
ment; leverages the telecine's own
color capabilities; includes a complete
telecine edit package.

954-6 -5600; www.daysys.com
BOOTH: SL2615

WIRELESS HEADSET INTERFACE

HME HSI6000

A headset interface for use with the
DX series wireless intercom systems;
allows users to connect a standard
2.5mm cordless or cell phone head-
set to an HME BP200 beltpack; this
adapter makes it more cost-effective
for users of the HME DX series sys-
tems to replace headsets or add new
users.

858-535-6060

www.hme.com/proaudio.cfm
BOOTH: C11632

MIC SNAKE

Holophone Side Winder -6

When used in combination with any
Holophone mic, the unit easily encodes
a 5.1 surround recording into a stereo
recording; a 3ft Monster cable attached
to the side of the mic snake terminates
in six Neutrik 6 -pin XLR connectors;
the matrix -encoded surround output
created by the module can be trans-
mitted, shared and processed via any
surround infrastructure.

416-362-7790; www.holophone.com

BOOTH: N6034

COMPACT FLUORESCENT
LIGHTING UNIT

Videssence P110-255BX Power Key

Provides 110W coverage using two
55W Biax lamps; features a simple ad-
justment mechanism that moves the
lamp within the fixture for 60 -degree,
70 -degree or 90 -degree spread, and an
adjustable rotating mounting yoke;
available in dim and nondim configu-
rations; UL/CUL/CE approved.

626-579-0943; www.videssence.tv

BOOTH: C8212

Continued on page 119
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5
Great Reasons
Your Station Needs
Bitcentral NOW!

1. Upgrade to a complete,
nonproprietary digital solution
- ingesting, editing, newsroom
integration, play -out and
archiving

2. File stories faster - Edit on
notebooks, submit stories
anytime, anywhere, over
broadband or microwave

3. Produce for multiple platforms
- TV, mobile phones, websites,
video on demand, 24 -hour
dedicated news channels, etc.

4. Distribute and share HD/SD
content with anyone,
anywhere - quickly and easily

5. Archive using inexpensive
commodity storage devices

0
bitcentral Ofi

Go Digital with us and see what
your newsroom's been missing.
n a sudden turn of events, newsrooms across America
are discovering the incredible new opportunities
created by Bitcentral's exciting ronproprietary, digital
news production system. From ingest and edit to
newsroom integration and archiving, Bitcentral gets
stories on -air faster and manages the news easier than
ever before.

Precis - Bitcentral's fully integrated, end -to -end,
open architecture solution - eliminates videotape
and dozens of expensive, time-consuming steps. With
Precis, field contributors are able to edit stories on
laptops then submit them, ready to air anywhere, via
broadband.

Precis lets stations distribute and manage the news
across multiple platforms and formats. So now it's
possible to simultaneously deliver stories to anyone and
everyone, anytime and arywhere - all with just a click
of a mouse.

Oasis - Bitcentral's digital archiving and distribution
system - makes it easy for newsrooms to archive
their stories on digital storage devices and then
instantly and automatically share them across
groups or across the country via broadband.

It's simple to schedule an onsite or online presentation
plus receive a FREE GIFT* - a $170 value, just call
800-214-2828 and speak with a representative, or visit
us at NAB BOOTH # SL 7715

bitcentral news. anytime. anywhere.



Precis transforms digital news production - makes remote
contribution simpler and faster

In a move that's revolutionizing
the news industry, Precis from
Bitcentral is taking stations out of
the videotape age and into the
digital millennia.

Suddenly, news managers are
able to get their stories on air
faster, easier and from more
places than ever before.

Precis' fully integrated, end -to -end,
non-proprietary digital system will
provide newsrooms with a totally
complete solution - one that
includes ingesting, editing,
newsroom integration and cost
effective archiving.

"We thoroughly surveyed the market and found no other
competing product to be as comprehensive, easy to install or
attractively priced as Precis."

Dan Billings, Director of Engineering Et Technology, Waterman Broadcasfing

With Precis, field contributors can edit stories
on location using notebooks, then submit
those stories immediately over broadband or
microwave - ready to air from anywhere.

Precis also allows broadcasters to produce
for multiple platforms, including 1V, mobile
phones, websites, video on demand, and
24 -hour dedicated news channels. Stories
can be distributed simultaneously to anyone,
anywhere, all at just the click of a mouse.

Precis also simplifies story management by
using a single interface for national and local
stories. Plus it integrates with the most popular
newsrooms systems, including iNews, ENPS, and
all editing software.

Additionally, the system offers the first true
end -to -end HD news production system.

Get an Onsite or Online demo by calling
800-214-2828 - or visit us at NAB Booth # SL 7715

bitcentral news. anytime. anywhere.
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Oasis stuns newsrooms - dramatically improves distribution and
archiving [Simplifies Sharing, Slashes Costs]

Oasis, Bitcentral's digital sharing and
archiving solution has burst on the
scene, and news managers
everywhere are being wowed by its
ability to leverage their news assets.

With Oasis, newsrooms are able to
quickly, easily and cost-effectively
share stories across groups and
across the nation - all at the click of
a mouse.

Oasis connects with existing news
production systems (whether they
are proprietary or tape -based) and
saves stories as digital files on
commodity &Drage devices,
allowing journalists to instantly and

"For the first time - Oasis makes it practical to share video content
across a region and the nation"

David Folsom, Vice President, Technology, Raycom Media

automatically share stories over their existing
bandwidth without the traditional dub and
feed process.

Advanced search features automatically tie
scripts and slugs to the video. And there's a
visual directory of all available news assets,
making it easier than ever to locate and
share stories with participating stations.

Oasis also allows newsroom groups to share
content between HD and SD stations.

Because Oasis archives stories digitally on
commodity storage devices - instead of
videotape and restrictive, proprietary
equipment - stations are reaping incredible
savings in time, money and physical storage
space.

And since Oasis' stories can be transmitted using
a station's existing bandwidth, there are even
greater savings. As a result newsrooms are
seeing a return on their investments in just a few
short months.

Bitcentral's onsite & online demonstrations are
available immediately by visiting us at NAB
Booth # SL 7715

bitcentral news. anytime. anywhere.
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"Precis doesn't just digitize the workflow - it redefines the
workflow."
Craig Porter, Director of Engineering, Broadcast Systems KRON4/Young Broadcasting

WRAL in Raleigh NC, the nation's leader in HD news, uses Precis to simultaneously
produce for multiple platforms. This includes their 24 hour a day cable News Charnel
pictured above.

Let Bitcentral introduce you to the innovative world of DIGITAL
NEWS PRODUCTION! [NAB BOOTH # SL 7715]

bitcentra I news. anytime. anywhere.
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Continued from page 114

HD BOX CAMERAS

Ikegami HDL-45 and HDL-45P

Feature advanced 14 -bit analog -to -
digital conversion; are designed to
deliver superb 1080i and 720p HD
image -capture, respectively; feature
a built-in servo -filter that enables in-
sertion of a neutral density or other
filter by remote control.

201-368-9171; www.ikegami.com

BOOTH: C4226

MEDIA SERVER

Omneon MediaDeck

Integrates media storage, system
management, GigE connectivity, and
SD or HD video I/O modules in a
2RU package; consists of eight 500GB
SATA disk drives with dual -parity
RAID, providing 3TB of usable stor-
age with protection even in the event
of two drive failures; is designed for
small stations and other users requir-
ing a standalone server that is afford-
able, reliable and compatible with ex-
isting automation systems.

408-585-5000; www.omneon.com

BOOTH: SU1326

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

Vizrt ViziVideo Wall ER

A software solution that automati-
cally distributes scenes from any Viz-
rt graphic software application to a
shared cluster of VizlEngine renderers;
the VizlEngines output graphics of un-
limited resolution to a large-scale vid-
eo wall for live operation; can be used
interactively in a live broadcast.

212-560-0708; www.vizrt.com

BOOTH: SL4810

DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER

Fast Forward Video Omega HD

Records SD and HD video with high -
quality JPEG2000 compression up to
300Mb/s; allows users to simultane-
ously record, play and store multiple
SD and HD video files; allows users to
create video clips, loops and playlists
using the front panel for many appli-
cations, including graphics and key
fill, spot insertion, and sports/instant
replay.

949-852-8404; www.ffv.com

BOOTH: C9720

QUAD SPLIT VIDEO PROCESSOR

Image Video VxV-4HD

The processor is powered by Gen-
num VXP technology for unmatched
de -interlacing and upconversion; fea-
tures HD-SDI/SDI inputs, frame rate
conversion of 50Hz sources for DVI
output, and embedded audio meter-
ing for HD -SDI and SDI sources; is
compatible with Image Video tally
controllers.

416-750-8872 www.imagevideo.com

BOOTH: SU3305

VC-1/WM9 ENCODER

Inlet Technologies Spinnaker

Designed for live media delivery, in-
cluding broadband TV, Web stream-
ing and IPTV enterprise; is compat-
ible with existing cable, broadband
and streaming infrastructures, as well
as with new IPTV middleware; sup-
ports resolutions from Web to HD
quality; provides real-time encoded
output delivered in the SMPTE VC -q
and Windows Media formats.

919-856-1080; www.iniethd.com
BOOTH: SL10410

PLAY -TO -AIR STORAGE SYSTEMS

SeaChange MediaLibrary
BML6000ex and BML24000ex

Ensure reliable playout without fail-
ure; provide centralized online access
to any video or audio file on any de-
vice, which helps to streamline opera-
tions from capture to on -air; real-time
video I/O bandwidth is guaranteed by
the company's streaming engine over
IP accelerator GigE ports; the systems
scale by adding nodes for incremental
increases in bandwidth and storage.

978-897-0100; viww.schange.com

BOOTH: SU10812

PORTABLE ENCODER

ViewCast Niagara GoStream

A portable, streaming encoding appli-
ance designed to make capturing and
streaming video a simple, easy -to -use
process; this single -channel encoder
is designed to allow even novice users
to operate it; features three EZStream
buttons that allow users to select from
predefined encoding profiles.

972-488-7200; www.viewcast.com
BOOTH: N2131

NEWSROOM EDITOR

JustEdit vsnscenes

The low-cost editor allows low -reso-
lution proxy preview in variable
speeds directly from the chosen for-
mat (XDCAM or P2) and a selection
of a list of clips or subs; automatically
uploads high -resolution content to
shared video se -vers.

+34 93 734 99 70; www.vsn-tv.com
BOOTH: N717
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PROTECTION SWITCHER

ISIS Group HD -212

A 2 x 2 HD, SDI and ASI protec-
tion changeover switch for network,
transmitter inputs, or satellite and
cable headend operations; detects
signal presence on both its A and B
inputs and transfers to the offline in-
put upon failure of the primary feed;
provides relay bypass protection of
the A input to the main online output
in case of power failure or processor
board removal (with the return -to -A
function providing automatic return
to the primary input signal upon its
restoration).

888-622-4747; www.isis-group.com
BOOTH: SU3313

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
Jampro JLCP

Includes stacking harness and 2in pole
mount; features a helix design and
VSWR 1.5:1 or better +/-150kHz; is
field tunable from 88MHz to108MHz;
applications include low -power FM,
translator and booster stations.

916-383-1177; www.jampro.com

BOOTH: C2515

HDTV UPCONVERTER

Snell & Wilcox Quasar Ph.0

Uses motion -estimation techniques
to produce HD outputs from a vari-
ety of SD inputs; combines four Snell
& Wilcox technologies in a 1RU pack-
age, including Ph.0 motion estima-
tion, DEFT 3:2 cadence correction,
Prefix compression preprocessing and
FormatFusion HDTV conversion.

212-481-2416; www.snellwilcox.com
BOOTH: SU4220

COLOR ANALYZER SET

DK-Technologies PM5639

Measures both CRT and LCD moni-
tors; includes an LCD probe, a CRT
probe and a display unit; the LCD
probe has a stand to hold it steady in
front of the monitor screen; the CRT
probe comes with a suction cup to se-
cure it to the screen; is packaged in a
suitcase, making it easy to transport
and offering it protection when it is
not in use; ideal for facilities mak-
ing the switch from CRT to LCD
monitors.

800-421-0888
ww.dk-technologies.com

BOOTH: N1835

DIGITAL AUDIO MIXER

Euphonix System 5-B

Comprises a control surface, digital
processing core, digital and analog
interfaces, and a system management
software application called eMix; de-
signed for high -quality sound, with
full support for 24 -bit I/O and in-
ternal processing at 40 -bit floating
point; 96kHz sample rate operation
is available.

650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com

BOOTH: N4021

DIGITAL MPEG TEST PLATFORM

JDSU DTS

New test capabilities include the abil-
ity to log DPI -related events, trigger
stream capture on DPI events and
trigger report generation on events;
performs comprehensive analysis of
all SCTE-35 metadata and messaging
in the transport stream, allowing us-
ers to validate DPI, digital ad splicing
systems and equipment.

317-614-8027; www.jdsu.com

BOOTH: N926

WIRELESS AUDIO INTERFACE

JK Audio Daptor Three

Daptor Three
Wireless Audio Interface

JK Audio'

MI`In t OW

Uses Bluetooth wireless technology;
allows balanced and unbalanced con-
nections to the user's cell phone; con-
nects the user to a cell phone like any
other Bluetooth wireless technology-

enabled headset; also connects to any
other product, such as a laptop, that
allows a similar headset connection.

815-786-2929; www.jkaudio.com

BOOTH: N9426

LIP SYNC MEASUREMENT
K -WILL QuMax-2000

Automatically detects video and au-
dio errors in real time, including lip
sync; can tell how far off lip sync has
drifted, down to the frame level, with
room for up to 12 input boards, sev-
eral samples can be taken.

310-512-6910
www.kwillcorporation.com

BOOTH: N1531
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One vendor.
One solution.
No worries.

BAMS

C.:3ARON
SERVICES

The Weather Solutions Company

BARON WxWoRx
RADAR

There's something about going with the industry leader

for your end -to -end weather system. You get Baron's

renowned storm tracking, sure. But more and more

stations across the country are turning to Baron for their

daily weather needs-complete solutions featuring vivid,

powerful graphics, radar display, BAMS forecasting data

and even web integration. Not to mention the industry's

most advanced Doppler radar designs.

Baron Services is setting
entirely new standards

Headaches caused by juggling multiple vendors? Not

anymore. When you've got a question, you know who

to ask. We also make sure that your equipment will

grow and change along with your station, even as the

years go by.

Baron Services is setting entirely new standards in flexibility

and long-term value. And making your life a little easier

while we're at it.

Visit us at NAB 2007!
Booth # C7017

www.baronservices corn
256-881-8811
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INTERNET/INTERCOM INTERFACE

Production Intercom IP900 Connect

Internet To Intercom

Provides any Internet -capable device
the ability to become part of the user's
intercom system; the remote party
can communicate with the click of
a mouse, stylus or any input device;
easily connects to an intercom system
with three -pin XLR; connects to the
LAN/WAN using Cat 5 cable; software
is provided on a USB memory stick.

800-562-5872; www.beltp a c k.c o m

BOOTH: N2235

CAMCORDER

JVC GY-HD110U

The latest version of the HD100 series
of Pro -HD camcorders; features the
same design and features as the GY-
HD100U; additional features include
a black -and -white viewfinder display
mode, simultaneous use of both eye-
piece viewfinder and tri-mode LCD
display when powered by an Anton/
Bauer or IDX battery system, select-
able mirror mode on vertically flipped
LCD display and adjustable setting of
focus assist function.

800-526-5308; www.jvc.com/pro

BOOTH: C4217

iTV GENERATOR

Strategy & Technology TSDeveloper

Provides an integrated solution for
generation and playout of interactive
TV applications in the authoring, ap-
plications development and test en-
vironments; is housed in a portable
desktop unit; accepts output from au-
thoring tools; generates an RF output
that connects directly to target receiv-
ers and set -top boxes with support of
DVB or OCAP/ETV standards.

303-926-4933; www.s-a n d -t. co m

BOOTH: SU9306

UP-, DOWN- AND
CROSSCONVERTER

Crystal Vision Up -and -down -A

Combines up-, down- and crosscon-
version for HD or SDI sources con-
taining embedded audio; upconver-
sions are SD to 720p and 1080i at both
50Hz and 59.94Hz; downconversions
are 720p and 1080i to SD at 50Hz and
59.9Hz; crossconversions are 720p
to 1080i and 1080i to 720p; will pass
two groups of embedded audio, de -
embedding the two lowest numbered
groups and then re -embedding them
with the same group number.

+44 1223 497049; www.crystalvision.tv
BOOTH: N2935

STUDIO LIGHTING

Kino Flo VistaBeam 600 and 300

Large area studio soft lighting fix-
tures; feature DMX control systems
and ability to produce daylight or
tungsten balanced light from the
same fixture and flicker -free, remote
operation; VistaBeam 600 delivers the
equivalent of a 6000W spacelight, but
uses only 10 amps of power.

818-767-6528; www. k in oflo.com

BOOTH: C10213

ACTIVE CONTROL MONITOR

Klein + Hummel M 52 D

Offers a flat frequency response and
a common mode rejection ratio of
more than 50dB; includes switchable
inputs for both analog and digital
signals in AES/EBU and S/PDIF for-
mats; features front -panel controls, a
transformer -balanced XLR connec-
tor, a DC connector for use with 12V
to 20V, clear high -frequency repro-
duction, low -distortion bass repro-
duction and a reference monitor for
broadcast vans.

860-434-9190; www.klein-hummel.com
BOOTH: N7117

DVB ANTENNAS

Kathrein, Scala Division, DVB-T
and DVB-H antenna series

Lightweight, low windload, verti-
cal polarized, UHF omni antennas;
available with 3dBd up to 7dBd gain;
designed for low- and medium -pow-
ered applications.

541-779-6500; www.kathrein-scala.com
BOOTH: C2213

3GB/S CAPABILITY

Harris

Enables broadcasters to migrate from
the existing 720p and 1080i HDTV
standards to the emerging 1080p for-
mat; is available throughout Harris' sig-
nal processing and distribution prod-
ucts, including the X75 HD multiple -
path converter/synchronizer, distribu-
tion amplifiers in the 6800+ modular
core processing platform, the Panacea
routing switcher, and the Platinum and
Platinum MX routing switchers.

513-459-3400

www.broadcast.harris.com
BOOTHS: N3100, N2502
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Drive your digital workflow the way you want.
Proven in production and tailored to your needs.

MESOFT MEDIA ENGINE

Mcdalar, Powerful & Integrated Systems

Digital Asset Management

Hign Volume Media Logging

On Set HD Review

Mufti -Format Dailies Delivery

Accelerated File Transfer

Native AvidTM & Final Cut ProTM Integration

TM

Features I Television I Reality TV

Offices in Los Angeles and now in New York

,t LARGEST" ELEC....CHIC MED. SHOW

Stop by the MESoft booth # SL13505 and SL1413J at NAB 2007 / Las Vegas

rriecrift For more information call 818.260.08E8 2815 W. Olive Avenue Burbank, CA 91505 wvivo.-nesoft.,:on- sales@-nesoft.com
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LOW -POWER UHF TRANSMITTER

LARCAN MXi Series

Supports analog, digital, DVB and
DVB-H standards; outputs 10W to
200W digital; touch -screen LCD dis-
play provides telemetry and control;
is frequency agile; features a broad-
band design using LDMOS ampli-
fiers and regulated power supplies;
its compact housing with integrated
cooling system supports operation
under extreme conditions.

905-564-9222; www.Iarcan.com
BOOTH: C1916

CONSOLE

Lawo MC266

Broadcast and production console
has lightweight construction, low -
power consumption and compact
dimensions; in combination with the
routing matrix integrated in the core,
it offers maximum flexibility for I/O
interfaces and DSP resources; has a
matrix capacity of 8192 mono inputs
and outputs and 512 DSP channels.

+49 722210020; www.Iawo.de

BOOTH: N7030

ARCHIVE MANAGEMENT

Front Porch Digital DIVAnet

Allows users to leverage DIVArchive
to provide content replication, disas-
ter recovery and business continuance
functionality across multiple facilities;
provides a toolset for content -life -
cycle control for effective multi -site
content storage management.

303-440-7930; www.f pdig itaLcom

BOOTH: SU14915

RASTERIZER

Leader LV7700

The multiformat SD and HD -SDI
rasterizer conforms to 17 SD and HD
standards; accommodates two SDI in-
puts; waveform, vector, audio, picture
and data monitoring functions can
be displayed individually or in several
screen combinations; XGA output
provides for excellent display clarity
and resolution; error detection and
error logging facilities include gamut
detection and settable error limits.

800-645-5104; www.Ieaderusa.com

BOOTH: C5022

AUDIO WIRELESS TRANSMITTER
Lectrosonics SM

"Super Mini" transmitter delivers
107dB signal-to-noise ratio and flat
frequency response to 20kHz; in native
Digital Hybrid Wireless mode technol-
ogy, both 24 -bit digital audio and ana-
log FM signal transmission methods
can be used to encode a digital signal
into an analog format for transmis-
sion over a UHF FM carrier; receiver
captures the signal and DSP circuitry
recreates the original digital audio.

800-821-1121; www.Iectrosonics.com

BOOTH: N8116

TELCO SOLUTION

TANDBERG

Offers an IPTV headend video pro-
cessing solution that includes MPEG-2
SD encoding, MPEG-4 AVC HD and
SD encoding, MPEG-2 to MPEG-4
transcoding, MPEG-2 transrating,
and picture -in -picture service genera-
tion; is designed to deliver bandwidth
improvements of up to 50 percent
over previously deployed MPEG-4
AVC units.

+44 2380 484000; www.tandbergtv.com

BOOTH: SU4211

DATA TAPE DRIVE

Quantum ProVideo A -Series

With a built-in GigE port, drives are
network -attached so they can be di-
rectly connected to any network and
accessed by every edit workstation,
networked server, graphics device and
other computer -based video equip-
ment on the network; is MXF-aware,
allowing videotape -like access to sub -

clips by time code.

719-536-5263; www.quantum.com

BOOTH: SU13809

TV AUTOMATION SYSTEM
CONTROL!

LEIGHTRONIX TCON3

Allows users to manage up to 16
channels of digital video playback;
interfaces with the LEIGHTRONIX
TCD/NX, as well as third -party serv-
ers; controls a wide variety of resourc-
es, including DVD players, recorders
and VCRs; includes WinLGX network
management software for scheduling,
immediate system control, user ac-
count management, system configu-
ration and site management.

800-243-5589; www.Ieightronix.com
BOOTH: SU3811

SERVER CONTOL ADDITION

Hi Tech Systems Stacks

An enhancement to the Flier range of
server controllers; allows sub playlists
of up to 99 clips to be inserted into a
playlist; a stack can be assigned to one
key on a shotbox for easy playout of
multiple clips with one keystroke.

+44 1256 780880; www.hitechsys.co.uk

BOOTH: N710
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At Daytona they called on the professionals

NEXTEL
TOWER

MEW (11!)

And the professionals called on...

DAL
Game Creek Trucks/Daytona 500

audio

GAME CREEK VIDEO RELIED ON
DALE PRO AUDIO

TO INTRODUCE THE NEW
OTARI LIGHTWINDER SYSTEM

TO THEM.

AN ENORMOUS SELECTION OF PRODUCTS
ALONG WITH SOUND ADVICE
AND COMPETITIVE PRICES

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SALES FOR ALL
Mari LightwinderIGame Creek System YOUR BROADCAST NEEDS Otari Lightwinder/Game Creek Rack

DALE PRO AUDIO
22 WEST 19TH 2ND FLOOR NEW YORK, NY 10011 212.475.1124

www.daleproaudio.com
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MEDIA MANAGEMENT

MESoft SELECT

The software allows users to store,
manage and access their media simply
and powerfully; features and easy -to -

use client interface on the front-end
and MESoft's patent -pending server
technology on the back end; is de-
signed to deliver reduced production
process costs and increased post -pro-
duction speed.

818-260-0858; www.mesoft.com

BOOTHS: SL1413J, SL13505

AUDIO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Linear Acoustic StreamStacker-HD
High -Density e2

Imo =II
Allows up to 16 channels of audio and
associated data to be kept together
in a single, easy -to -manage package;
the StreamStacker-HD bitstream can
be edited on AES frame boundaries;
keeps audio and video tightly syn-
chronized via built-in compensating
video delay; emission rate audio pro-
grams such as AC -3 can replace some
or all of the PCM channels, allowing
a custom mixture of formats most
suited for a given application.
717-735-3611; www.Iinearacoustic.com

BOOTH: C1048

WIRELESS CAMERA SYSTEM
Link Research L1500

The unit is to replace the company's
existing range of 2GHz, 3.5GHz and
7GHz wireless camera systems; its
base unit is an SD wireless camera
transmitter with a keypad and dis-
play similar to Link's previous wire-
less camera systems; high definition is
added with a simple software upgrade;
offers a choice of user -exchangeable
RF modules.

+44 1923 474060; www.Iinkres.co.uk

BOOTH: C2907

HD DOWNCONVERTER

LYNX Technik C DX 5624

Multiformat module offers both
analog and digital video and audio
outputs; auto-detects/senses and self -
configures to the input signal (SD or
HD) it is connected to; integrates em-
bedded audio processing; conserves
Dolby E audio quality.

611-251-8600; www.Iynx-technik.com

BOOTH: SU15209

MPEG-2 TS ANALYSER

Manzanita Systems MP2TSA v3.0

MPEG-2 transport stream analyzer
now includes H.264 support, user -
configurable profiles for CableLabs,
DVB and ATSC compliance verifica-
tion, and enhanced visibility into the
transport stream.

858-679-8990
www.manzanitasystems.com

BOOTH: SU7524

MEDIA SERVER

Omneon Spectrum HD

Combines high -quality HD playout
capability with flexible features to al-
low facilities to efficiently migrate to
HD broadcasting; MediaPort play -

out modules can support one or two
channels of HD MPEG playout of
4:2:0 and 4:2:2 material at bit rates up
to 78Mb/s; handles DVB/ASI streams,
so the user's network feed can be in-
gested directly into the media server
for playout.

408-585-5000; www.omneon.com

BOOTH: SU1326

ARCHIVE AND ASSET MANAGMENT

Masstech MassStore

Now features commercial assembly to
automate the flow of satellite -deliv-
ered content into the broadcast envi-
ronment, including automatic prepa-
ration of content (e.g. trimming, color
bars, slate); offers increased transcod-
ing capability, supporting intelligent
transcoding of all popular formats;
now supports Avid Unity and Inter-
play, as well as Final Cut Studio.

905-707-2614; www.masstechgroup.com

BOOTH: SU12712

COAXIAL CABLE TEST KIT

White Sands Engineering

Designed to simplify the testing and
remote identification of coaxial cable
assemblies; adapter cables enable the
tester to be used with a variety of AN
connectors, including F, BNC, RCA
and SMB; includes a TSTL-3A cable
tester, seven adapter cables, one F -fe-
male adapter, one AAA battery and a
carrying case.

623-581-0331
www.whitesandsengineering.com

BOOTH: C1736

HD VIDEO MONITOR
Matrox Electronic Systems MXO

Provides portable HD monitoring for
Final Cut Pro; turns a cinema display
into an artifact -free video display; of-
fers frame -accurate, broadcast -qual-
ity HD/SD output, real-time HD
to SD downscaling and WYSIWYG
video output from QuickTime-based
applications.

514-822-6364; www.matrox.com/video

BOOTH: SL2015
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Broadcast the best results.
introducing the all new Scan Do® HD.

DVI Computer Video to HD/SD-SDI Scan Converter
with Genlock Input and Fiber Optic Output.
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When it comes to HD Scan Conversion, there
is only one brand to turn to. The brand that
continues to set the benchmark that all others
are measured.

The award -winning Scan Do', of course!

The all new Scan Do' HD converts your high -

resolution DVI computer sources into a SMPTE

standard HD or SD -SDI signal for broadcasting on air

or integrating into a professional video production
system. Best of all, Scan Do' HD does not require that

you install any special software or hardware on your

computer. Simply plug it in, set your resolution and

your broadcasting the best results... in HD or SD!

What else would you expect from a Scan Do?

Tune in to Scan Do® HD today at scandohd.tv
or call 631-273-0404 for more information.

CSICommunications
Specialties, Inc.

cornmspecial.com

Features at a glance:

Converts DVI-D (up tc 1920x 1200) to HD/SD SDI.
Advanced scaling algorithms and 10 bit processing
provide exceptionally clean and accurate broadcast
quality output.

Supports HD SDI resolutions up to 1080i per
SMPTE 292 and SD SDI resolutions per SMPTE 259.

Genlock with full phasing control locks HD/SD SDI
output to tri-level sync or black burst.

Ethernet port enables control via your facilities
LAN or via the Internet.

Includes fiber optic cutput (SMPTE 292 and 297)
arid two coaxial outputs (SMPTE 292 and 259).

Complete set of Image processing controls
Built-in variable flicker reduction.

Zoom & Shrink horizontally and vertically while
maintaining the aspect ratio or set each
independently!

Precisely position your image horizontally
and vertically.

Quickly store and recall your favorite
configurations through the remote control ports!

Learn more at scandohd.tv

Scan Do, CSI Logo and the triangle designs are trademarks of Communications Specialties, Inc. 02007 All Rights Reserved. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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VIDEOCASETTE

Maxell HDCAM

Uses binder systems to achieve du-
rability and exceed the compulsory
storage performance demands of
long-term archiving; incorporates su-
per -fine ceramic armor metal parti-
cles (0.1µm) to surpass the low -noise
requirements of HDCAM's 7:1 com-
pression algorithm; lineup includes
6-, 12-, 22-, 32- and 40 -minute cas-
settes; large cassette lineup includes
tapes that run for 34, 64, 94 and 124
minutes.

800-533-2836; www.maxell.com

BOOTH: C7736

MULTI -IMAGE PROCESSOR

Miranda Kaleido-X

Allows unlimited signal repetition
over eight monitors; all the multi -
image outputs can be grouped to
create large, highly integrated moni-
toring systems; can be controlled
independently for multi -room envi-
ronments, using one or more remote
control panels; layout configurations
can be changed instantly; can moni-
tor up to 2304 channels of audio, in-
cluding embedded, discrete AES or
discrete analog.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com
BOOTH: SU5220

DIGITAL AUDIO ROUTER

NTP Technology 625

The multinorm audio routing ma-
trix can be installed either as a master
control room matrix system or asso-
ciated to user surfaces and/or control
panels for use in studios.

+45 4453 1188; www.ntp.dk

BOOTH: N3213

CAMERA LIGHT

Anton/Bauer ElightZ

A 6V on -camera light specifically de-
signed to work with a handheld cam-
era battery without power converters,
adapters or cumbersome belt packs;
weighs 6oz; draws 10W (both 5W and
15W bulbs are available) and outputs
more than 75ft candles at 5ft; its fold-
ing design features a two -stage arm
that can be adjusted to a wide array
of positions in order to adjust light
angles and avoid lens shadowing.

800-422-3473; www.antonbauer.com

BOOTH: C5929

OUTDOOR TWT AMPLIFIER

MCL MT2300

Features an event log, continuous at-
tenuator adjustment in decibel and
available redundancy in 1:1 and phase
combined configurations; allows cus-
tomization to include L -band block
upconverter and internal linearizer;
supports Ku -band applications at
125W or 200W.

630-759-9500; www.mcicom
BOOTH: C4741

TURNKEY WEATHER SYSTEM

AccuWeather Severe Weather
Warnings Decoder

Monitors the National Weather
Service's NOAA WeatherWire and
NOAAport as delivered over five dif-
ferent data channels, including both
satellite and terrestrial; processes 122
types of watches and warnings for
immediate display as soon as they ar-
rive; allows local broadcasters to turn
on or off the display of certain types
of warnings depending on location.

814-235-8600; www.accuweather.com
BOOTH: C6412

MASTER CONTROL

Media 3 BureauCam BCS-3500

A redesigned audio board digitizes all
incoming signals at the point they en-
ter the system and keeps them in the
digital domain until the point they
leave, resulting in dramatic improve-
ment of the sound quality; a new
monitor panel features two 8in, high-

resolution SD 16:9 aspect ratio LCD
monitors; the GUI has been reconfig-
ured for simpler operation.

212-983-5200; www.Iiveshots.com

BOOTHS: C10514, C10613

ASSET MANAGEMENT
NETIA Manreo

Allows for ingest, digitization, ar-
chiving, indexing, intranet search and
browsing of all types of audio and
video files; users can publish this con-
tent directly to multiple formats, such
as the Internet and mobile phones, as
well as to third -party systems, and can
define their own rules for automatic
publishing of content; can be set up
so that publishing triggers automatic
encoding of the video to the proper
target format, such as video formats
used in mobile phone applications.

+33 4675 90807; www.netia.com

BOOTH: N5721
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LIGHTWEIGHT MATTE BOX

ARRI LMB-15

Accommodates horizontal use of
standard 4in x 5.65in filters; features
include compatibility with LMB-5
filter trays, adapter backs and light
shields, and a new clamping back to
allow the use of clamp -on adapter
rings from the ARRI MB -20 system.

845-353-1400; www.arri.com
BOOTH: C10017

LIGHT PEDESTAL

Vinten Osprey Light

A 40kg (881bs) capacity pedestal;
improves wheel/floor interface with
crab -only steering for creative shot
development; has the ability to be
broken down into skid and column
modules; is easy to transport; can be
pressurized in any location with its
manual integral pumping system and
also comes with standard four -bolt
interface, allowing simple attachment
of any flat base head or bowl adapter
for spherical based heads.

954-572-4344; www.vinten.com
BOOTH: C5923

STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXING
SYSTEM

Modulus Video StatmuxlP

Designed for the ME2000 family of
HD/SD MPEG-4 AVC video encod-
ers from Modulus Video; supports
both HD and SD operations; delivers
efficiency improvements of up to 40
percent for multiprogram transport
stream applications such as direct -to -
home satellite distribution.

408-245-2150; www.modulusvideo.com
BOOTH: SU14909

CONTROL SYSTEM
MicroFirst Engineering Near Line Storage (NLS)

Automates the hierarchical storage and retrieval process of video clips existing
on nearline networked attached storage (NAS) disk arrays and on professional
online video file servers; automatically decides what media needs to be stored on
the NAS, as well as when media should be copied from the NAS to a video server
in time for playout based on the digital automation system program schedules.

201-651-9300; www.microfirst.com

BOOTH: SU727

Smart Thinking.

I

With Sundance Digital, good broadcasting aad good business go
hand in hand. Using our automaticn softwa:e, you can improve the
efficiency, accuracy, produc:ivity and profitability of your broadcast
and news operations. By integrating digital television and information
technologies, we give you the capat ility to manage your entire broadcast
workflow. As a result, you'll get greater control, more flexibility and
unpreceden:ed speed. That's what we mean when we say we'll improve
your on -air product - and your b Atom line.

How's that for smart thinking?

And speaking of great ideas, we've combined everything you expect
from Sundance Digital - exceptional service, open technology, reliable
products - and added the power of an industry leader. Now, as part
of Avid, we have even more resour:es to serve your business.

Smart. Real smart.

www.sundancedigital.com
972.444.8442

SUNDkNCE
DIGITAL

BROADCAST AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

A part of Avid.

Color indicates advertisers

See us at NAB Booth #SL1401A
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MULTIFORMAT VIDEO ROUTER

Network Electronics SL-HD3232

Compact 32 x 32 video router sup-
ports SD -SDI and HD -SDI; offers re -
clocking on all standard video rates;
includes support for dual -link 3G for
1080p50 and 1080p60 HDTV for-
mats; supports 1.5Gb/s HD formats,
including 720p50, 720p60, 1080i50
and 1080i60.

800-420-5909

www.network-electronics.com
BOOTH: SU10605

STUDIO CONDENSER MICROPHONE

Neumann TLM 49

Mic has a linear frequency response
up to the upper midrange, with a
presence boost up to 3dB above
2kHz; operates at sound pressure lev-
els of up to 114dB without distortion;
provides a dynamic range of 102dB;
transmits extremely low -frequency
signals without coloration; features
elastic suspension EA 3 and a rubber
shock -mounted capsule.

860-434-5220; www.neumannusa.com

BOOTH: N7117

STREAMING VIDEO CARD

Barco

Supports multiple vendor and com-
pression standards; allows digital
streaming video simultaneously
within the controller; nonstandard
compression techniques and other
stream transport can be ported to the
platform; may be used alongside Bar-
co's other interface cards, allowing for
simultaneous deployment of multiple
video technologies.

678-475-8000; www.barco.com

BOOTH: SL4320

HANDHELD WIRELESS
RECORDING SYSTEMS

Zaxcom TRX800 and ZFR800

The ZFR800 handheld wireless re-
corder and TRX800 handheld wireless
microphone with internal recording
provide internal recording capabilities
for applications where sound quality
and mobility are equally important;
the mic uses digital modulation and
produces a time code -referenced re-
cording that serves as a back-up; offer
audio quality equivalent to AES audio
on a hard -wired cable.

973-835-5000; www.zaxcom.com
BOOTH: N9017

CHASSIS CONNECTORS
Neutrik USA DLX series

The enhanced version of the DL XLR
chassis connectors features compact,
all -metal housing for RF protection
and electromagnetic shielding; du-
plex ground contact provides contact
integrity between chassis and cable
connector; offers a male connector
designed with a metal retention bar
for improved pull-out force.

732-901-9488; www.neutrikusa.com

BOOTH: N8526

VIDEO -DRIVEN SOUNDTRACK
COMPOSER

Abaltat Muse

Exploits artificial intelligence by mea-
suring different selected elements
in a moving picture and composing
music to them; uses a combination
of picture windows, timelines and
keyframes to compose music; plays
composed music out using a MIDI
sampler and virtual instruments.

+353 91 504 688; www.abaltat.com

BOOTH: SL7424

TAPELESS RECORDING MEDIA

Maxell Professional
Disc for XDCAM

!a nVCPRGI:.

126
Of

Optical media for XDCAM high -

definition video systems; is designed
for professional video and broadcast
direct -to -disc tapeless recording; pro-
vides 23.3GB of high -capacity stor-
age, fast transfer rates and a high -pre-
cision polycarbonate plastic cartridge
to protect against dust, scratches and
fingerprints; offers 122 minutes of re-
cord and playback time in the MPEG
HD LP mode, more than 65 minutes
in the MPEG HD HQ mode, about 45
minutes at 50Mb/s in the MPEG IMX
mode, and up to 85 minutes in the
DVCAM mode.

800-533-2836; www.maxell.com
BOOTH: C7736

MEDIA SERVICES

Ascent Media

Provides integrated outsourcing so-
lutions for the technical and creative
requirements of its clients, from con-
tent creation and other post -produc-
tion services to media management
and transmission of the final product
to broadcast TV stations, cable system
headends, and other destination and
distribution points.

310-434-7000; www.ascentmedia.com
BOOTH: SU6811

MEDIA ANALYSIS SERVER

Harris Videotek QuiC

Now features data -analysis parameters
and file -correction tools; enables cus-
tomers to analyze files during ingest,
correct certain file problems on -the -fly
with no operator intervention; is de-
signed to improve workflow efficiency.

513-459-3400

www.broadcast.harris.com
BOOTHS: N3100, N2502
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CIRCULARLY POLARIZED ANTENNA 440MHZ ROUTING SWITCHER MOBILE WORKSTATION

Dielectric Broadband Sierra Video Systems Sierra Pro XL NextComputing NextDimension
CP Panel Antenna Evo HD

A high -power, circularly polarized
UHF MobileMedia antenna; has up to a
16kW average input power rating; cov-
ers the entire lower 700MHz band; uses
multilayer parasitic patch technology to
transmit a high -power circularly polar-
ized signal; features a low windload and
VSWR of less than 1.1:1.

800-341-9678; www.dielectric.com

BOOTHS: C1907, N7421

Routing switcher features IP connec-
tivity for control via a standard TCP/
IP socket connection; offers five -

channel video measuring 450MHz at
-3dB in matrix sizes from 8 x 4 to 32 x
32; frames can be five -channel RGB-
HV, four -channel RGBS, three -chan-
nel RGB/YUV, two -channel S -video
(Y/C) systems or a custom video -only
configuration.

530-478-1000; www.sierravideo.com

BOOTH: SL6105

ONIMMIMIIIMIII. WWI

Enables on -site mobile video capture,
editing and streaming; features an in-
tegrated high -resolution 1920 x 1200
display, four PCl/PCIe slots for video
capture and playback and graphics
cards, hot-swappable hard drives to
320GB, up to 2.3TB of storage, dual -
core AMD Opteron processors and
up to 16GB of RAM.

603-886-3874; www.nextcomputing.com
BOOTH: TBA

Legendary Teranex Processing
VC100:Frame Synchronizer a Format Converter

TEP A NE X

World Headquarters
12600 Challenger Parkway, Suite 100
Orlando, FL 32826
T. 407.858.6000
F. 407.858.6001
www.teranex.com

Exceptional Up/Down/Cross Conversion EL Noise Reduction

HD/SD Standards Conversion

Extensive Analog Et Digital I/O

Easy Setup with Intuitive User Interface

Two Fully Independent Processing Channels

Front Panel LCD Serves as Video I/O Monitor Et Menu Display

Legendary Teranex processing in a space saving one rack unit frame.

eranex
A Division of

Ctix

me See Our Latest Innovations at NAB North Hall, N2531
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DATA ENCODER

Norpak TES9 HD -SDI VANC

4141111.0

Adds multilanguage captioning sup-
port and automatic data module con-
figuration; enables the insertion of
two languages from a single caption
server or from multiple caption serv-
ers; inserts audio metadata, a broad-
cast flag, active format descriptors
and captions; adapts its data encoding
to the input video type automatically.

613-592-4164; www.norpak.ca

BOOTH: C2230

IP FILE TRANSFER SYSTEM

Nucomm Messenger

Supports native file transfer for ENG
applications; supports both raw and
edited news footage, while also mak-
ing it possible to transmit live video
and file transfers simultaneously over
an ENG truck line.

908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com

BOOTH: C2529

LIGHTING FIXTURES

Brightline CycSeries

Saturate cyclorama walls as wide as
16ft with even color values; feature
a lamp life to 10,000 hours; are dim-
mable to 1 percent through standard
protocols, including DMX-512 and
DALI; offered in six- or 12 -lamp
models that use 28W or 54W RGB,
single -phosphor T5 lamps with color
sleeves; include optional automated
48- or 144 -channel, programmable
DXG playback controller.

412-206-0106; www.brightlines.com

BOOTH: SU2422

DUB STATION

NVerzion NGest

Dubs content frame -accurately from
one media form to another, including
between tape and digital file formats;
users assign the source, destination,
encoding rates and other clip -specific
values into the system; the system
then automatically creates the digital
video files.

801-293-8420; www.nverzion.com

BOOTH: SU4228

DEDICATED VCS

NVIDIA Quadro Plex Visual
Computing Systems (VCS)

System is available as a desktop or
dense 3RU configuration; can power
multiple streams of 4K high -defini-
tion video, 3-D styling, design and
rendering, and visual simulation
applications.

408-486-2000; www.nvidia.com

BOOTH: SL325

MULTIFORMAT BROADCAST
MONITORING
OmniTek TQ

Designed for a broadcaster's video,
audio and metadata needs; contains
high-res waveform and vectorscope
displays, full audio monitoring capa-
bilities, audio and video delay mea-
surements, error logging and MPEG
macroblock detection; features touch -
screen controls for simple, flexible
operational control.

+44 118 988 6226; www.omnitek.tv

BOOTH: SL9705

ROUTER CONTROL SYSTEM

NVISION NV9640

The X-Y/multidestination control
panel provides extensive control and
status display capabilities in a 2RU
package that is less than 2.5in deep;
features next -generation LCD but-
tons capable of showing three lines
of display with up to eight charac-
ter mnemonics on each line; flexible
panel configuration allows the user to
choose from many button colors.

530-265-1119; www.nvision.tv

BOOTH: SU9605

NEWSROOM COMPUTER SYSTEM
OCTOPUS Newsroom OCTOPUSS

information, such as
wires, Web feeds, media, faxes and
e -mails, is organized and ready to be
used for last -second news coverage;
offers a global search engine, key-
board shortcuts for frequently used
actions and saved screen layout recall;
features a new service for transferring
stories and whole rundowns, allowing
channels to share their assets between
offices around the world.

+420 221 181 511

www.octopus-news.com
BOOTH: N413

HD VIDEO PATCHBAY

Switchcraft MVP series

Features two rows of 34 jacks (rated
to 3GHz and for 30,000 mate/un-
mate cycles) in a 1RU patch panel;
options include normalled or non-
normalled with 75f/ termination or
non -termination.

773-792-2700; www.switchcraft.com

BOOTH: 07507
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MXF TOOLKIT

OpenCube Technologies MXFTk Toolbox

Version 2.0 includes new features that give users the ability
to rapidly handle the MXF format as defined by SMPTE;
these functions include the management of MXF files
with external references, the support of MXF D -Cinema
formats based on MXF DCP creation, and guaranteed in-
teroperability with most camcorders, NLEs and broadcast
servers.

+33 561 285 606; www.opencubetech.com

BOOTH: SU8530

EDITING SETUP

TV Magic i/oEdit

Base configuration includes two Apple Mac Pros with Fi-
nal Cut Studio installed; is available with shared storage
option using Apple's Fibre Channel solution or the latest
GigE technology; integrates with other modules of the
company's i/o product line using a TCP/IP connection.

858-650-3155; www.tvmagic.tv

BOOTH: N406

KVM EXTENDER

Opticomm RGB-4000 series

A multifunctional KVM extender offering RGB H/V
(VGA), stereo audio, keyboard and mouse, and RS -232
serial data, all over one fiber; ideal for high -resolution
video applications; simplifies cabling infrastructures
and provides LED indication for optical link status, sig-
nal status and power monitoring; features multimode or
single -mode operation; reduces fiber count from five to
one fiber.

858-450-0143 ext. 242; www.opticomm.com

BOOTH: N2931

TRIAX CONNECTOR

Fischer Connectors 1053

A fiber-optic HDTV connector; combines the technology
of Fischer broadcast triax connectors with the technology
of Corning UniCam fiber-optic contacts; is simple, conve-
nient and economical for assembling HDTV camera con-
nectors in the field in only 30 minutes.

800-551-0121; www.fischerconnectors.com

BOOTH: N409

NEED A *44
SLAM DUNK tidh

NEXT INSTALLATION _?444iN YOUR

Introducing

BN

itiPier"
oft

CTM

Broadcast Connectors

Features
 Exceed SMPTE Ferformance

Requirements

 High Return Loss

 Reliable, Labor -Saving,
One -Piece Design

 Compatible with Mini, RG59
and RG6 Precision Video
Cables

 Available in:
 BNCFPSL6B - RG6
 BNCFPSLC59B - RG59

 BNCFPSLCB - Mini RG59

Specifications
Electrical

Impedance: 75 t 1.50
Return Loss: -26dB max

at 3GHz
VSWR: 1.1@ 3GHz
Valtage Rating: 500 Vrrns
Frequency Rarge:

0-4 5GHz

Physical
Body Material: Brass, Dark

Nickel Plating
Contact Material: Gold -
Plated

Beryllium Copper
Cable Retention Force:

40 lbs. min.
Center Pin Retention:

150 grams, min.

Visit Us at Booth C1736 For More Information
- -800-JUMPERS www.wt itesandsengineering.com

BELDEN CERTIFIED ASSEMBLER"
PROGRAM

RoHS
Compliant
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HD/SD VIRTUAL SET SYSTEM
Orad ProSet

An HD/SD virtual set system; relies on
Orad's HDVG video graphics render-
ing platform, which allows complex
virtual sets to run in real time; up to
eight full scene anti-aliasing samples
and other sets of graphic features en-
sure photo -realistic results; integrates
seamlessly with all of Orad's tracking
systems; features seamless integration
between virtual set and on -air graph-
ics both controlled from the same ap-
plication, up to six full -resolution HD
video inputs and up to 12 SD inputs.

212-931-6723; www.orad.tv

BOOTH: SU3614

3-CCD HD CAMERA

Panasonic AK-HC3500

A 2/3in 2.2-megapixel 3-CCD cam-
era designed for studio and electronic
field production usage; the 9.91b cam-
era features an advanced single -chan-
nel transfer system and spatial offset
processing for reduced aliasing and
higher HD resolution (1100 horizon-
tal lines); offers pristine HD images in
1080/59.94i and 1080/50i signals; fea-
tures a newly developed 38 -bit digital
signal processor (DSP), 14 -bit A/D
converter and 12 -axis color matrix to
ensure exceptional image quality.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

BOOTH: C3613

JIB ADAPTER

Panther Broadcast Foxy Jib

Euro-Foxy adapter allows any existing
Foxy crane to be used like a jib arm;
for use with Panther dollies as a base,
such as the EvoPlus, Evolution, Clas-
sic or Super Panther; overall maxi-
mum length is 4m (13ft); can carry as
much as 65kg (143Ibs).

+49 89 613 900 33; www.panther.tv

BOOTH: C7328

GLOBAL EXTENSION

Pathfire On Demand

A new extension for the Pathfire Dig-
ital Media Gateway (DMG); allows
content to reach a global audience
and remain available for as long as
the content is needed; combines the
Pathfire DMG with online archives,
allowing users to request content on
demand and have it sent directly to
an existing Pathfire system; for non-
Pathfire DMG users, provides access
to a multitude of file formats suitable
for use by any media outlet.

770-619-0801; www.pathfire.com
BOOTH: SU7405

TRANSCEIVER SYSTEM

Telecast Fiber Systems Telethon

Combines the functionality of Tele-
cast's Python II series of transmitters
and receivers with the CWDM wave-
length functionality of the company's
Teleport system; accepts both optical
and electrical digital signals, ranging
from 19.4Mb/s up to 1.5Gb/s un-
compressed HD/SDI; multiplexes the
signals for transmission in either or
both directions, with up to 16 optical
signals on one fiber.

508-754-4858
www.vvww.telecast-fiber.com

BOOTH: C4937

DIGITAL NEWSROOM SYSTEM

JustEdit vsnnews

News management system allows text
and video to be edited in the same
application; integrates the rundown
planning and assigning of resources,
text editing, material ingest, storage
and cataloging, archive integration,
and shared editing of video and audio
with voice-over from journalist work-
stations, graphics in real time and the
automatic publication of news on the
Web; integrates with most NLEs.

+34 93 734 99 70; www.vsn-tv.com

BOOTH: N717

TRANSPORT CASE

Pelican Products 1630

Features nearly 8250 cubic inches of
storage space with two double -hand
side grips and dual sets of rugged
polyurethane wheels with stainless
steel ball bearings and nylon hubs and
an extension handle; includes a lid
equipped with a polymer 0 -ring for
dust -proof and waterproof seal, an
automatic pressure equalization valve
that keeps moisture out and prevents
vacuum lock and stainless steel rein-
forced padlock protectors.

800-473-5422; www.pelican.com

BOOTH: C9125

CELLULAR DIVERSITY RECEIVE HUB

Nucomm

Hub is capable of receiving up to four
ASI receiver inputs simultaneously;
auto -selects the best ASI stream at
the packet level and passes that to
the built-in all -format low -latency
MPEG-2 decoder; can be configured
to receive two separate video feeds,
making it ideal for multifeed news op-
erations; also offers built-in spectrum
monitoring of all receive antenna sys-
tems, any of which can be viewed at
master control over an Ethernet or
RS -232 connection.

908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com

BOOTH: C2529
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MAM SYSTEM
Pharos Communications Mediator

Features MPEG-4-based video brows-
ing, automated robotic ingest and a
virtual VTR; enhances stored media
by the addition of components, such
as extra audio files to support mul-
tiple language soundtracks; allows
generation of specific management
reports, such as ingest lists, picklists
for transmission, transferred items or
missing material.

+44 118 950 2323
www.pharos-comms.com

BOOTH: SU8905

DUAL -CHANNEL DIGITAL
DOWNCONVERTER

LYNX Technik D VD 5602/5604

Offers two fully independent down -
conversion channels on one card;
accommodates up to 20 downcon-
version channels in one 2RU frame;
includes three mixed modes of op-
eration: dual -channel HDTV/SDTV
reclocking distribution amplifier,
dual -channel downconversion plus
reclocking distribution amplifier and
dual -channel multiformat digital vid-
eo test generator.

611-251-8600: www.Iynx-technik.com

BOOTH: SU15209

REMOTE STATION MONITORING

Miranda iControl RSM

Enables a network operations center
to monitor multiple regional stations
using rich visual and acoustic moni-
toring; uses Kaleido-Alto-HD multi -
image processors at each remote sta-
tion for signal monitoring and prob-
ing, with the signals streamed back
using Allegro encoders as full -mo-
tion video and audible audio to the
desktop monitoring station; can be
expanded to all monitoring of up to
16 locations.

514-333-1772; www.miranda.com
BOOTH: SU5220

Broadcasters have saved both for over 35 years using ESE
precision master clocks and timing -related products. ESE
products accurately synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time.

Spend a few seconds on www.ese-web.com to discover a
complete array of timing systems that are designed for
easy installation, set-up and operation.

dik

Save Both
with

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA

Te : (310) 322-2136

FaK: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-web.com

Visit us at NAB Booth #C1839
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TEST STREAM GENERATOR

Pixelmetrix DVStorIP-Gen

Features a Web -based GUI control;
generates up to seven unique trans-
port streams simultaneously and up
to 900Mb/s of IPTV traffic; supports
single -program TS and multiple -
program TS generation as well as both
UDP and RTP streaming; streams TS
at the original bit rate based on its
PCR time stamp or at a user -defined
bit rate.

954-472-5445; www.pixeImetrix.com

BOOTH: SU12109

PORTABLE JIB -ARM

Polecam

Polecam is a single -operator, light-
weight, portable jib -arm and broad-
cast system; features a 5ft to 20ft reach;
weighs a maximum of 441bs; can be
rigged in 10 minutes and de -rigged
in five minutes with no setup tools;
mounts on a standard lightweight
tripod/dolly or on the supplied body
harness for complete mobility.

973-812-3858; www.polecam.com

BOOTH: TBA

HIGH-RES DISPLAYS

Zandar Technologies Predator HD
Multi Viewers

HD4, HD8, HD12 and HD16 offer
HD images, driving high -resolution
displays up to 1080p with auto -detect
of SDI and HD -SDI signals; include
audio and video monitoring, UMD
and tallies, clock display, and LAN
control; offer control options, such
as the Z-Configurator layout edit-
ing software, on -screen display, GPI
and ZRP remote pane; can output
dual HD across two displays at vari-
ous 50Hz resolutions using the ZdHT
Zandar dual -head display feature.

+353 1 450 0901; www.zandar.com

BOOTH: SU2729

VIDEO ARCHIVEAL

Primera Technology Bravo
SE Disc Publisher

Automated duplication and print-
ing systems for CDs, DVDs and Blu-
ray Disc formats; uses a robotic arm
to burn the disc using the built-in
Pioneer DVR-111 DVD±R/CD-R re-
corder; prints full -color, photo -qual-
ity images directly onto the surface of
the disc; is compatable with Mac OS
X and Windows 2000/XP/Vista.

763-475-6676; www.primera.com

BOOTH: SL12405

UHF BROADBAND PANEL ANTENNA
Propagation Systems PSIUP1266C-46

Antennas are stacked in a customiz-
able array to fulfill a customer's pat-
tern requirement; models include
directional and nondirectional, using
panels and slots for television and
panels; features include pattern opti-
mization, customization, multistation
antennas, filters and combiners.

814-472-5540; www.psibroadcast.com

BOOTH: C1920

ROUTER

Pro -Bel Cygnus

Compact, 1080p 3Gb/s native rout-
er; offers up to 576 x 576 routing in
26RU housing (including PSUs) with
industry standard BNC connectors;
a 288 x 576 in 18RU is also available;
features redundant crosspoints and
dual -redundant power supplies and
controllers, as well as four reference
inputs for multistandard operation.

631-549-5159; www.pro-bel.com
BOOTH: SU8511

ACS HEADSET

Production Intercom DMH 948 ACS

Features durability, lightweight com-
fort, concealed wiring, adjustable
head bow and trimness of design; the
ear speakers have pleasing frequency
response; the muffs are deep and
covered with a plush material for su-
perior comfort; includes a supply of
washable or disposable covers.

800-562-5872; www.beltpack.com
BOOTH: N2235

ENCODING PLATFORM

Scopus UE-9410

AIM
The second -generation H.264 encod-
ing platform features improved com-
pression capabilities, enhanced picture
quality, and DVB-S/S2 and IP trans-
mission schemes; is part of Scopus'
UE-9000 universal encoder series.

609-987-8090; www.scopus.net
BOOTH: SU5408

MATTE BOX

ProSource/BMI MB -450

Designed for HD and film cam-
eras; can accommodate lenses up to
144mm; front hood features a rigid
compartment that can house a matte,
a fourth filter frame or an optional
tilt -shift tray; a 138mm fifth filter, is
mounted inside an adapter, which at-
taches to the rear of the system; pat-
ented eyebrows can be operated and
locked from the outside of the carbon
fiber hood.

203-335-2000; www.prosourcebmi.com
BOOTH: C9735
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AUTOLOADER

Quantum SuperLoader 3A

IMP
Holds up to 16 tape cartridges; pro-
vides up to 4.8TB of removable net-
worked storage in a 2RU chassis; each
300GB cartridge, which can hold
more than six hours of 100Mb/s HD
content, is accessible by navigating
the file directories with any browser
or FTP tool of choice; MXF-aware
capabilities permit video tape -like ac-
cess to subclips by timecode.

719-536-5263; www.quantum.com

BOOTH: SU13809

HEADSET

Riedel AIR

The ultra lightweight, single -ear head-
set is designed for digital intercom ap-
plications; the Coolmax exchangeable
ear cushions provide comfort for long
hours; the rotatable gooseneck allows
the microphone to be worn on either
the left or right side.

818-563-4100; www.riedel.net

BOOTH: C9428

WIRELESS AUDIO SYSTEM

Beyerdynamic Opus 900

Offers a wide variety of transmitters,
including the DM 960 S, DM 960 B
and the DM 969 S dynamic transmit-
ters, the EM 981 S and the CM 930
B condenser transmitters, and the
TS 900 M and TS 900 C pocket trans-
mitters with rechargeable contacts
- which are also outfitted with an
ACT infrared interface for frequency
setting; offers three receivers with
99 preprogrammed frequencies, in-
cluding the NE 900 S single channel,
NE 900 D dual channel and the NE
900 Q quad channel.

239-283-7880; www.beyerdynamic.com

BOOTH: N9014

VISIT
AT NAB, AK& 1619, 2007

607- LAS VEGAS

... it's smart to make productions
instantly.

The closer your event is to going
live, the more you'll value the
reliability and speed of the XT2
server. The greater the volume of
material, the more you'll appreciate
its agility and the more complex your
workflows, the more you'll like the
dedicated production applications
like IPDirector.

Sport, news and entertainment
programmes all benefit from the
power of the unique XT2.

So when time is critical, choose
EVS. Instantly.

www.eves.tv

When time is critical...

Scalable

Reliable

XT®

W4
Agile

Multiple formats & codecs Fast

Full HD support

Instant tapeless technology
USA FRANCE I HONG KONG I ITALY I UNITED KINGDOM

EVS Broadcast Equipment Inc - Tel : +1 973 575 7811 - Fax : +1 973 575 781 - E-mail : sales@evs.tv
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A-TO-D/FRAME SYNC INPUT
CONVERSION CARD

QuStream PESA Cheetah I/O
Conversion Card

Converts analog NTSC/PAL to SDI
at the input to extend the analog gear
life; corrects and locks all signals com-
ing into the router on the input card
when the frame synchronizer option
is added.

631-912-1301; www.qustream.com

BOOTH: N3418

ASPECT RATIO CONVERTERS

Evertz 7710ARC and 7710ARC-F

Assist in transitioning SD widescreen
and SD/HD facilities; with the
7710ARC, users can take an SD source
in and convert it to a properly config-
ured widescreen; with the 77 1 OARC-F,
users can add a fill input for side -pan-
el keying; both products are modular,
support WSS and VI, and can be con-
figured through SNMP.

905-335-3700; www.evertz.com

BOOTH: N1713

L -BAND PANEL ANTENNA

Radio Frequency Systems

Designed for digital video broad-
casting -handheld and digital audio
broadcasting applications; is verti-
cally polarized; supports applications
across the entire broadcast L -Band
- 1452MHz to 1675 MHz; features
a high -power handling capability (up
to 750W); is available in 65- or 90 -de-
gree horizontal beamwidth with mul-
tiple mounting arrangements.

877-737-9675; www.rfsworld.com
BOOTH: SU13809

SATELLITE MODEM BOARD

Radyne DMD1050

Operates in the 950MHz to 2050MHz
L -band range; supports data rates
from 2.4Kb/s to 20Mb/s in single -bit
steps, as well as BPSK, QPSK, OQPSK,
8PSK and 16QAM operation; includes
input connectors for BUC and LNB
voltages, built-in MIL 188-114A and
Ethernet data interfaces and optional
DVB to EN301 -210 and EN300-421.

602-437-9620; www.radyne.net

BOOTH: SU5529

TRANSCODING APPLICATIONS
Rhozet Carbon Coder and
Carbon Server

New versions of the Carbon line in-
corporate several new features, in-
cluding multi -machine rendering for
faster performance and new device
support for Panasonic P2, Sony XD -
CAM and Avid MediaStream; these
formats are supported for both im-
port and export and will manage SD
and HD video.

408-246-3338; www.rhozet.com
BOOTH: SL3716

ARCHIVAL AND STORAGE SYSTEMS
INTEGRATION

Crispin ArchiveManager

The archival and clip retrieval tool
now integrates with the Omneon
MediaGrid active storage system;
provides a view of video server and
archive content through an integrated
database; allows for quick drag -and -

drop asset transfers.

919-845-7744; www.crispincorp.com

BOOTH: SU6205

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION

ScheduALL

New advanced tool set manages and
integrates media and asset manage-
ment systems with intradepartmental
scheduling applications.

954-334-5406; www.scheduall.com
BOOTH: SL2308

DVB-ASI TO IP CONVERTER

DVEO ASI2IP

Converts DVB-ASI to IP, allowing us-
ers to broadcast MPEG-2 transport
streams over dedicated IP networks;
accepts an incoming single or multi-
program DVB-ASI MPEG-2 stream,
converts the stream into UDP IP pack-
ets and sends it out over a 100BASE-T
Ethernet connection; supports IP
unicast and multicast.

858-613-1818; www.dveo.com

BOOTH: SU5026

TAPE CLEANER

SAMMA Systems Cleaner

Robust tape cleaner -inspector system
is designed to delicately clean older
master tapes quickly; reports clean-
ing problems as metadata via USB;
the cleaner contains several types of
optional sensors to detect many types
of tape problems, from stuck hubs, to
broken leader, to stretched or folded
tape.

212-738-9417; www.sammasystems.com

BOOTH: SU7130

UMD/TALLY

Image Video IMD-HD

Features HD/SDI input, HD/SDI
525/625/output formats, HD/SDI
DVI ouput, embedded audio demux/
metering for HD/SDI sources, in
video keying of UMD/tally data and
audio meters, and user -adjustable
transparency; is fully compatible with
Image Video tally controllers.

416-750-8872; www.imagevideo.com
BOOTH: SU3305
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HD/SD VIDEO EDITOR

Matrox Electronic Systems Axio

Integrates with Adobe Production
Studio; features Windows Vista sup-
port and real-time HDV 1080p edit-
ing at 23.98fps, 25fps and 29.97fps for
the Sony HVR-V1U and in 24f and
30f mode for the Canon XLH1.

514-822-6364; www.matrox.com/video

BOOTH: S12015

MIC HEAD

Sennheiser MD 5235

Designed for Sennheiser's RCM 5200
RF wireless microphone; is rugged;
cuts through high on-stage levels; can
be used with all handheld transmit-
ters of Sennheiser's 5000 series; com-
bines powerful sound with exception-
al feedback rejection.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com

BOOTH: N7117

UHF STEREO TRANSMITTER

Screen Service SCT 100U/S 10W

Transmitter has a modular construc-
tion, conventional cooling, and AGC
and ALC controls; features three -
slope linearity pre -correction; can
program the local oscillator from the
front panel; has a preset for precision
OFFSET; offers a soft -start circuit,
low power consumption, a SAW ves-
tigial filter and Sync restore.

+39 030 3582225; www.screen.it

BOOTH: C1624

DV131- S2
SATELLITE

-1

Leading DVB-S2 Azimuth
modulator and demodulator
series

Proven Efficiency
DVB-S2 reduces your satellite operating costs by
up to 40% or saves on the size and power of your
uplink and downlink equipment

Proven Interoperability
Newtec's DVB-52 modulator has already been
successfully tested with demodulators from 4
different vendors

Proven Reliability
The Azimuth product line has years of track record,
thousands of units delivered and a stellar
reputation throughout the industry

Proven Flexibility
With more than 25 interface and processing
modules to chose from, customize your Azimuth
device according to your exact needs

Proven Scalability
Buy only the configuration and the performance
you need and upgrade when necessary with a
simple password. You can even start with DVB-S
and upgrade to DVB-S2 later!

QPSK, 8PSK, 16 AP5K and 32 APSK
55kbps to 68Mbauds
CCM, VCM and ACM

U -

Visit us Et
NAB 2007

booth SJI 023
April 6-19

LasVegis.JSA

Save up to 40%on your space segment
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Newtec Productions NV. Newtec America Inc. Newtec Diamond S.CLtd. Newtm MENA Newtec Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd Neater South America Newtec AS.%

Sint-Niklaas.Belgium Starnford.CT, USA Beifing,China Dubai, UAE 561cl4P0. Sao Paulo,BraOI Johmnesburg.South Africa
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CABLE!

Comprehensive XHD
VGA/UXGA cables

Provide HD performance; the X3V
VGA/UXGA cables use an oxygen -

free copper center conductor con-
struction to ensure low attenua-
tion and maximum signal transfer
- even over long distances; heavy-
duty HD15 connectors with 24k gold
precision machined contacts provide
maximum conductivity and reduce
distortion caused by inferior connec-
tors; multiple individual high -reso-
lution shielded coax cables transmit
video signals to deliver bright and vi-
brant images on HD plasma and LCD
monitors.

800-526-0242

www.comprehensiveinc.com
BOOTH: SL2520

SERVER CODEC

SeaChange MediaClient 6000

Codec is built for SD; can establish
an HD -powered transmission server
for an economical migration path
to HD; is optimized to harness the
power of Intel's dual -core Xeon 5100
series processors to drive bit rates up
to 80Mb/s with MPEG-2 4:2:2 Long
GOP; consumes half the bandwidth
typically required by solutions that
use Intra-frame coding.

978-897-0100; www.schange.com

BOOTH: SU10812

AVC HD DECODER

Scientific Atlanta D9854

Supports PowerVu and multiple
third -party conditional -access sys-
tems; for IP-centric headends, deliv-
ers MPEGoIP capabilities to support
delivery of IP video streams; DVB-S2
modulation functions help expand
the content capacity of existing satel-
lite bandwidth by up to 30 percent.

800-433-6222

www.scientificatlanta.com
BOOTH: SU9613

POV HD CAMERA

Iconix Video HD-RH1

High -definition POV 3-CCD remote
camera system features a 1/3in pro-
gressive 16:9 image sensor, backed by
a 1/3in 3-CCD prism system for op-
tics, using 14 -bit quantization at the
A/D conversion and processing steps;
prism leverages an asynchronous sig-
nal processing architecture that runs
the CCD imagers at a different clock
rate from the output signal; captures
and outputs video in NTSC and PAL
formats in all HD resolutions, while
supporting frame rates of 24fps,
25fps, 30fps, 50fps and 60fps.

800-783-1080; www.iconixvideo.com

BOOTH: SU15512

STORAGE CONTROLLER

DataDirect Network S2A8500

Designed for large-scale video broad-
cast, post -production and film DI; de-
livers 1.5GB/s of sustained through-
put, with scalability, reliability and
management capabilities.

800-837-2298; www.datadirectnet.com

BOOTH: SU5605

HD MONITOR

Marshall Electronics TFT-MegaPixel

Provides high -pixel density for 10.4in
to 3.5in displays in one-, two-, three -

and four -screen configurations; new-
ly developed proprietary technology
delivers a completely digital image
process onto each screen; features
improvements in brightness, contrast
ratio and viewing angles; configura-
tions are available with HD -SDI, SDI,
DVI, component HD/SD and com-
posite video inputs.

800-800-6608; www.Icdracks.com

BOOTH: SU1926

ON -CAMERA UHF
WIRELESS SYSTEM

Azden 300LT

Consists of the 300UPR receiver and
3OBT bodypack transmitter; is de-
signed for small DV cameras; pro-
vides a choice of 240 UHF frequencies
in the 794MHz to 806MHz band for
interference -free performance; fea-
tures a mini -jack balanced mic-level
output, a headphone monitor output
and an LCD display that provides in-
formation such as frequency selected,
reception quality and battery life.

516-328-7500; www.azdencorp.com

BOOTH: N482b
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TEST SECTION

Jampro JTS

Allows access to either the antenna or
the coax system without a tuned el-
bow complex; includes fixed bullets
for input/output, one 0 -ring, hard-
ware set, pass -through connection
and test turn; available for low -band
TV, FM, high -band TV and UHF TV.

916-383-1177; www.jampro com

BOOTH: C2515

CAMERA MOTION CONTROL SERIES ANALOG ROUTING SWITCHER

Shotoku CMC-400 Sierra Video Systems Lassen XL

Allows pan -and -tilt heads to be inte-
grated with the most current Shotoku
systems, eliminating the compatibility
and support issues commonly associ-
ated with legacy equipment mainte-
nance; is designed to be a cost-effec-
tive upgrade; interfaces with other
manufacturers' pan and tilt heads by
directly accessing the existing motor
and potentiometer connectors.

310-782-8491; www.shotoku.tv

BOOTH: C7432

Improves on the previous models of
Lassen analog switchers with the ad-
dition of an IP port for Ethernet con-
nectivity and improved video boards
with increased bandwidth; improved
XL video board; allow for increased
bandwidth to 300MHz at -3dB; is
available in sizes from 12 x 4 to 3
2 x 32, with redundant power sup-
ply optional in 32 x 16 and 32 x 32
models.

530-478-1000; www.sierravideo.com

BOOTH: SL6105

Fair and Balanced Co
It's true. Kinc Flo's telegenic
ParaBeam 400 studio fixture
delivers 3,000 Watts worth of

tungsten soft light on 2 Amps-with-
out the heat and without compromis-
ing your picture's color quality! The
ParaBeam 's cool brilliance owes to

a special parabolic reflector that pratticajly_ ;_tains
light waves into projectiles.

As for image quality, the fixture uses Kino Flo
designed True Match lamps that display profes=
sional tungsten and daylight balanced illumination
(CRI 95). A center mount lets ycu rotate between a
horizontal and vertical beam. Elide in your choice
of focusing louvers to spot the beam down to a
90°, 60° or 45° pool of light.
DMX, analog and manual ccn-
trols can dim the light to black.
Like all Kino Flos, the ParaBecm
is flicker free and dead quiet.

If you think the ParaBeam
looks good on paper, wait 'til
you see how it looks on video.

Lr177a7111011M

2840 North Hollywood Way Burbank (A 91505 818 767 6528 voice 818 767 7517 fa< www.k n of lo.c o m
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VIDEO STORAGE

SGL FlashNet 6

Designed to provide a scalable sys-
tem with unlimited storage capacity,
redundancy and resilience; the clus-
tered architecture of the system is ful-
ly scalable to serve the smallest call -
letter station or the largest of global
entertainment companies; is the ar-
chive provider to Avid Technology's
Interplay nonlinear workflow engine.

+441635 44991; www.sgluk.com

BOOTHS: SU8607, SL1413E

DIGITAL VIDEO ROUTER

NVISION NV8288

Ideal for mobile production trucks
or facilities, the router incorporates
NVISION's HD -SDI super-wideband
signal transport technology; delivers
density with exceptional signal qual-
ity; can be future -proofed with 3Gb/s
capability; HD -SDI and SDI compos-
ite monitor outputs offer complete
format flexibility; a 288 x 576 router
in IORU and 12in of depth in a stan-
dard EIA 19in rack; 576 x 576 requires
20RU.

530-265-1119; www.nvision.tv

BOOTH: SU9605

SCHEDULING AND MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

SintecMedia OnAir

Manages airtime sales and traffic
operations, as well as content acqui-
sition, broadcast rights, long-term
and detailed schedule planning, and
promotion planning; new features
include an automated sales proposal
generation tool that makes better
use of inventory, automated brand
allocation functionality and virtual
inventory.

866-746-8321; www.sintecmedia.com
BOOTH: N2535

AUTOMATED CONTENT
REPURPOSING WORKSTATION

Snell & Wilcox iCR

Enables users to create high -quality
digital masters of their content and
repurpose them for distribution on
multiple, revenue -generating plat-
forms; integrates image conditioning,
content mastering, quality control
and content repurposing functional-
ity; features concurrent processing
capabilities that eliminate the need
for separate encoding and transcod-
ing, and performs these functions as
part of a single workflow.

212-481-2416; www.snellwilcox.com

BOOTH: SU4220

MPEG OVER IP GENERATOR

Sencore MIP 1664

Plays out hundreds of media streams
simultaneously from the system RAM
or directly from the system hard
drives; features seamless looping, easy
stream duplication, network stressing
capabilities to ensure system QoS, and
timestamp capturing; applications
include verifying VOD server perfor-
mance, monitoring IPTV and digital
cable QoS, and network stress .

800-736-2673; www.sencore.com
BOOTH: C1646, N1113

OEM MODULATOR

TeamCast MFL-1000/2000

Features full compliance with FLO
technology, efficient TS input man-
agement for redundancy, high modu-
lation performance (MER, RF stabili-
ty, shoulder level and low phase noise),
nonlinear digital precorrection, three
compact sizes for easy OEM integra-
tion and a single 12V voltage supply.

312-263-0033; www.teamcast.com
BOOTH: C2639

ON -AIR SWITCHER

Sonifex RB-0A3

The 1RU unity gain on -air switcher is
capable of switching four stereo pairs
between three studios; each studio
can control the transmission path,
two peripheral paths for equipment
such as a codec or hybrid, and a last
studio to offer bus; a sustain mode
also allows for a sustaining system,
such as a PC automation system, to
control the broadcast.

+44 1933 650700; www.sonifex.co.uk

BOOTH: N4928

DIGITAL CONSOLE UPDATE

Soundcraft Vi6

A new processing card brings Lexicon
effects and BSS audio equalization to
the console; card uses eight custom
Lexicon DSP engines to provide eight
mono or stereo effects units, which
may be patched to aux bus outputs
and then back into a channel input,
or inserted into input or output chan-
nels; card provides a 30 -band graphic
EQ on every output (35 outputs),
controlled by the first 30 channel fad-
ers once the output graphic EQ icon
is pressed.

818-920-3212; www.soundcraft.com
BOOTH: N7715
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CAMERA

Sony F23 CineAlta

Uses three 2.2Mb 2/3in progressive
CCDs and a 14 -bit A/D converter;
supports 1080/23.98P, 24P, 25P,

29.97P, 50P, 59.94P, 50i and 59.94i
formats; captures and records vari-
able speed images from 1P to 60P (1P
to 30fps at 4:4:4 and 1P to 60fps at
4:2:2) at 1920 x 1080 HD resolution.

800-686-7669

www.sony.com/professional
61.10 111: SU90t,

HDTV CAMERAS

Hitachi SK series

Employ 2/3in CCD imagers with full
raster HDTV resolutions of 1920
x 1080 or 1280 x 720; feature 24, 25
and 30 progressive frame capture
modes and improvements in sen-
sitivity (F11 at 20001x), signal-to-
noise (greater than 56dB HDTV) and
resolution (greater than 1000TVL in
1080i, greater than 700TVL in 720p);
the SK -3200 model features 10 opti-
cal filters on two turrets and is de-
signed for use with large box lenses;
the SK -3020P is a lower cost version
with four optical filters on one turret;
the SK -32B comes without intercom,
program audio, dedicated viewfinder
and analog video output options.

516-921-7200; www.hitachikokusai.us
BOOTH: C5017

MICROPHONE SYSTEM

Soundfield DSF-2

Provides both the surround and ste-
reo soundscape at large-scale outside
broadcast events; the multichannel
audio it generates from a single point
source is completely phase coherent;
this enables the broadcaster to col-
lapse the surround to stereo or mono
for TV feeds without loss of infor-
mation, frequent' imbalance or any
other phase problems associated with
spaced microphones or multi -capsule
dummy head arrangements.

+44 1924 201089; www.soundfield.com

BOOTH: N9421

Ingest - NRCS - Newsroom - Playout - Scheduling -Archive (MAM) - Graphics - SMS TV - legal Compliance

n to
taneless.tv

TV AUTOMATION FROM ONE SINGLE COMPANY

DEVELOPED UNDER CUSTOMERS' REQUEST

OPEN COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE

STANDARD IT HARDWARE

STABLE & COST-EFFECTI V E NitY 3 0 0  0 0 SNOW SM.

Booth: N717w w w.tapelEss.tv t E I +34 937 B 4 9 970
vsn
TAPELESS TELEVISION
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BROADBAND DIRECTIONAL
COUPLERS

SPINNER

Cover attenuation ranges of 3dB,
6dB, 10dB, 20dB and 30dB; feature
water/corrosion resistance, stable
passive intermodulation values of
less than -160dBc, a power rating of
up to 1000W and a three -stage design
that ensures flat attenuation behavior
from 800MHz to 2500MHz; applica-
tions include mobile communication
base stations.

+49 891 2601 0; www.spinner.de

BOOTH: C8828A

FIELD MIXER

JK Audio RemoteMix 4

The four -channel field mixer and
headphone amplifier features a phone
line hybrid and keypad, a PBX hand-
set interface, and a 2.5mm cell phone
interface; is ideal for sports remotes;
can be used as a phone line hybrid,
calling into the user's studio talk show
hybrid; can also be used as a front end
mixer for the user's POTS, ISDN or IP
codec.

815-786-2929; www.jkaudio.com
BOOTH: N9426

PLAYLIST DELIVERY

NVerzion NControl

Playlist software directs digital feeds
by serving them to air in a controlled
sequential order of events; automati-
cally rolls through video server or
VTR content and produces a continu-
ous stream of aired video; allows us-
ers to control audio playback devices
for voice-overs, downstream keyers,
logo inserters and more from within
the playlist.

801-293-8420; www.nverzion.com

BOOTH: SU4228

RAC!-

APWMayville Stantron
Presentation Rack

Ideal for pro AV facilities and also
useful as a broadcast rack in smaller
facilities and backup applications;
available in two models; both mod-
els are fully customizable to fit the
requirements of integrators and end
users; front- and rear -door access
simplifies equipment reconfigura-
tion and routine system care; features
vertical lacing bars for efficient cable
management.

800-558-7297; www.stantronracks.com

BOOTH: SU7220

BROADBAND POWER SPLITTERS
SPINNER

Feature a frequency range of 330MHz
to 2700MHz, an even split, a flat fre-
quency response, a low VSWR and
stable passive intermodulation values
of less than -160dBc; split up to 450W
and resist voltage spikes up to 1800V;
include integrated lightning protec-
tion on the antenna side and DC
break on the input side; are available
for splitting ratios of 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4.

+49 891 2601 0; www.spinner.de

BOOTH: C8828A

OPEN STANDARD MODULATOR

Radyne DM240XR

Includes DVB-S2 CM, VCM and
ACM mode support, and DVB-S and
DVB-S2 compliancy; enables data
rates up to 250Mb/s; features a Pro-
MPEG GigE interface; supports ASI,
DVB Parallel, HSSI and G.703.

602-437-9620; www.radyne.net

BOOTH: SU5529

SATELLITE MULTIMEDIA
BROADBAND SYSTEM

Newtec America Sat3Play

The two-way satellite multimedia
broadband system is designed for op-
timizing the delivery of fast Internet
access, VoIP telephony, and video and
audio services; makes it possible to
offer services to consumers in areas
where no terrestrial infrastructure is
available at a competitive price.

203-975-4491; www.newtecamerica.com

BOOTH: SU11023

TRANSPORTER

Strategy & Technology
TSBroadcaster

Allows a broadcaster or network op-
erator to configure and automatically
generate MPEG-2 transport streams
containing DSM-CC object carousels
for interactive TV; the solution is fully
compliant with DVB and OCAP stan-
dards; supports MHEG, MHP, OCAP
and ETV -compliant applications.

303-926-4933; www.s-and-t.com

13001-H:SU9306

VIDEO TRANSPORT SYSTEM

Streambox SBT3-5200

II 14-regilakex al= k
The 1RU video transport system uses
the company's ACT -L3 codec and ad-
vanced proprietary compression tech-
nologies; enables customers to trans-
mit broadcast video in real time over
any IP- or satellite -based network for
live news broadcasts or distribution
to cable headends; measures 1.75in x
19in x 16.25in.

206-956-0544; www.streambox.com
BOOTH: SU15515

VIDEO CARD

AJA XENA 2K

The video card for Windows XP de-
livers uncompressed SD, HD and dual
link HD; enables customers to work
with 2K frames in a flexible and fu-
ture -safe architecture.

530-274-2048; www.aja.com

BOOTHS: 516113, SU7511
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MPEG PORTABLE ANALYZER

Tektronix MTX100B

Now includes real-time monitoring
and offline analysis in addition to
the existing MPEG transport stream
generation and recording capabilities;
is small, light and robust; is ideal for
field installation, commissioning and
debugging of complex MPEG trans-
mission systems.

800-833-9200; www.tektronix.com

UUiH: N1bki

DOLBY E DECODING OPTION

Studer D21m

For use with the Studer Vista and
OnAir 3000 ranges of digital consoles;
a single optional I/O card accepts any
AES/EBU stream containing signals
encoded with Dolby E or Dolby Digi-
tal, decodes the stream within the in-
put stage and then provides up to two
sets of eight channels to the console;
one D21m I/O frame can take up to
12 of these cards in a 3RU space; each
card may contain up to two decoders,
making it possible to decode up to 24
Dolby E streams.

818-920-3212; www.studer.ch

JOU

AUTOMATION SYSTEM

Sundance Digital Titan v3.0

Features remote control functionality,
streamlined GUI and the capability to
control hundreds of playout channels
within a single facility or playlists at
multiple remote locations; offers op-
erator interfaces in French, German,
Italian and Spanish,supports BXF
SMPTE 2010 Standard, including
real-time dub order, content manage-
ment and as -run status updates.

972-444-8442

www.sundancedigital.com
BOOTH: SL1410A

WALL MONITOR SYSTEM

TBC Consoles TracWall

Uses a gird of structural t -slotted alu-
minum to facilitate many variations
of monitor wall arrangements and
upgrades; features a variety of fixed,
tilt/swivel and articulating mounts for
holding displays from 15in to 65in;
channels cables directly into base
cabinets, which also provide space for
equipment and power supplies.

631-293-4068; www.tbcconsoles.com

BOOTH: SU5405

AUDIO MASTERING SOFTWARE

Dolby Media Producer

Support all Dolby audio formats used
in mastering DVD-Video, DVD-Au -
dio, HD-DVD and Blu-ray disc for-
mats; supports multichannel non -
real-time encoding and real-time file
decoding of Dolby Digital Plus, Dol-
by Digital, Dolby TrueHD and MLP
Lossless formats via an intuitive user
interface; is comprised of three sepa-
rate software products: Dolby Media
Encoder, Dolby Media Decoder and
Dolby Media Tools.

415-645-5000; wvvw.dolby.com

BOOTH: N2513

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Pathfire Direct

A point-to-point distribution solu-
tion providing easy integration and
installation with capture and playout
devices; flexible format options; in-
terface designed for TV professionals;
selectable signal or multiple receive
destinations; uses MXF-compliant
metadata; uses dynamic bandwidth
to optimize simultaneous encoding
sessions

770-619-0801; www.pathfire.com

BOOTH: SU7405

Integrity
l'

Anywhere
g ryrr slrt

In Your System

MPEG Monitoring
and Analysis

TSM 1770

- Remote TS Monitoring with
MFEG2 & H.264 Thumbnails

- Now Includes New ATSC
A/78 TS Verification

- Inputs Include ASI, 310M,
8VSB, QAM, and MPEG/IP

MAP 1853

- Full Featured MPEG2 & H.264
Real-time TS Analysis

- High Bitra-e Streaming and
Recording

- H ghly Derailed Off-line
Analysis

IVCC:)1=1
Innovativr, Video Network Solutions

You Partner Since 1951

www.sencore.com
1 -800-SENCORE(736-2673)
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MPEG TRANSPORT STREAM
MONITOR

Tektronix MTM400

The simultaneous monitoring of up
to 500 IP sessions includes critical
MPEG transport stream errors, IP
packet errors and IP timing; features
automatic channel changing capa-
bility to sequentially poll multiple
streams, allowing up to 200 IP ses-
sions to be monitored in-depth.

800-833-9200; www.tektronix.com

BOOTH: N2519

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Front Porch Digital DIVAdirector

Provides a Web -based window into
all assets stored in the DIVArchive
system; enables low -bit -rate proxy
browsing, frame -accurate EDL gen-
eration and export, and metadata
search and management capabilities.

303-440-7930; www.fpdigital.com

BOOTH: SU14915

HD AVC ENCODER

Telairity 13E8000

Uses Main profile Level 4 H.264/
AVC standard; features upgradable
AVClairity compression, MPEG-4
AAC audio encoding and selectable
constant or variable bit -rate encod-
ing options with bit rates ranging up
to 20Mb/s; accepts 720p and 1080i
(4:2:2) uncompressed HD video
and up to four channels of embed-
ded HD -SDI audio inputs; outputs
on an MPEG-2 TS via DVB-ASI or
100BASE-T Ethernet; achieves low
latency and low bit rates of 6Mb/s to
10Mb/s for high -motion sequences.

408-764-0270; www.telairity.com

BOOTH: SU13615

VERIFICATION RECORDER

Digital Broadcast MediaView

Stores up to a year's worth of off -air
feeds per station; provides ongoing
verification and simultaneous com-
parison of multiple station off -air
feeds; allows the user to search the
feeds by date and time, and scrub and
burn materials to a CD or DVD.

352-377-8344; www.digitalbcast.com

BOOTHS: SU13310, SU13510

HEADSET

Riedel PRO

Features an efficient neodymium
magnet system, high reproduction
precision and a balanced sound; the
soft circumaural earcups and the fully
adjustable padded headband are ex-
tremely comfortable; can be optimal-
ly positioned with the flexible goose-
neck; the hypercardioid polar pattern
provides an extremely high gain be-
fore feedback and noise cancellation.

818-563-4100; www.riedel.net

BOOTH: C9428

TRANSPORT STORAGE AND
PLAYBACK SYSTEM

Pixelmetrix DVStor

Augments DVStation family by provid-
ing long-term, continuous loop record-
ing and playback of MPEG-2 transport
streams; provides up to 1TB of storage,
but is also available in a 500GB config-
uration; uses a 1.8GHz Pentium CPU
and Red Hat Linux 8.0; features two
hot-swappable power supplies with au-
tomatic voltage selection.

954-472-5445; www.pixelmetrix.com

BOOTH: SU12109

2K PROCESSOR

Panasonic AJ-HDP2000

Win
Records and processes quality 2K and
HD images to D-5 VTRs for editing,
interchange and distribution; is de-
signed specifically for use with tele-
cine systems and especially within the
rapidly growing DI workplace; uses
JPEG2000 compression; accepts 12 -
bit 4:4:4 2K 2048 x 1080 resolution
film image data, or 12 -bit 4:4:4 sam-
pled 1920 x 1080 HD images; records
to the AJ-HD3700H, AJ-HD3700A
and AJ-HD3700B D-5 HD VTRs for
editing, archiving and distribution.

201-392-4127
www.panasonic.com/broadcast

BOOTH: C3613

PAN/TILT HEAD

Telemetrics PT -LP -S3

Heavy-duty bearings and motors
with isolation mounts provide quiet
operation; manual smooth motion is
accomplished using digital servo con-
trols, with RS -232, RS -422 or Ether-
net for serial control; 255 presets are
available, memorizing pan, tilt, zoom,
focus, track/televator, dolly, iris and
master pedestal; lens connector pro-
vides direct connection and interface -
to -lens functions.

201-848-9818; www.telemetricsinc.com

BOOTH: C4937

ANALOG AND DIGITAL AUDIO
TRUNKING

Telecast Fiber Systems Adder II
BoothPak

Handles analog audio and digital AES
audio while converting between them;
features an integrated signal genera-
tor and analyzer, as well as facilities
for data, intercom and optical redun-
dancy; is designed for easy setup.

201-848-9818; www.telemetricsinc.com

BOOTH: 04937
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MICROWAVE TRANSMITTER
SYSTEM

Nucomm GoPac2

Supports high data rate HD and SD
feeds in COFDM bandwidths from
5MHz to 16MHz; is a multipurpose
transmitter with amplifier docking
station that can be used for virtually
any ENG application; can be detached
and used on an HD or SD camera or
attached to its companion high -pow-
er amplifier for tripod or ENG vehicle
applications.

908-852-3700; www.nucomm.com

BOOTH: C2529

PROGRAM OPTIMIZER

Dolby DP600

Allows cable, satellite, IPTV and ter-
restrial broadcasters to automatically
analyze and correct program loud-
ness; the codec options provide faster
than real-time encoding, decoding
and transcoding of the most com-
mon broadcast media files and audio
formats; normalizes the loudness of
audio programs with no impact on
their original dynamic range.

415-645-5000; www.dolby.com

BOOTH: N2513

ASSET AND WORKFLOW
MANAGEMENT

OBOR Digital Zeus

For physical asset management,
tracks equipment using identifiers
such as name, description and loca-
tion; for technical workflow man-
agement, provides ticket generation
and management, automatic routine
ticket generation, interdepartmental
communications, shift notes and ser-
vice scheduling; for workforce man-
agement, offers personnel scheduling,
assignment of duties, time card man-
agement and safety integration; for
overall management, offers budget-
ing tools, key performance indicators,
safety reports and training overviews.

407-352-6501; www.obord ig ita Lcom

BOOTH: N6730

FIBER-OPTIC TRANSCEIVERS

Telecast Fiber Systems G2
CopperHead

The camera -mounted transceivers are
available in, and convertible to, sev-
eral configurations, including 40 -pin
SDI, 50 -pin HD/SDI, component/
composite analog ENG and digital
tine through a change of input/out-
put mounting sleds.

508-754-4858

www.telecast-fiber.com
BOOTH: C4937

CAMERA TROLLEY SYSTEM

Telemetrics TeleGlide

Is designed primarily for use in stu-
dio or sports applications; consists
of a single or dual trolley for optimal
load stabilization; the track is a dual
rail system with connecting brackets;
is fully servo controlled for smooth
operation, with location feedback for
preset positioning and motion con-
trol; can be floor-, wall- or ceiling -
mounted.

201-848-9818; www.telemetricsinc.com
BOOTH: C4937

The question isn't why we're offering no -fee support.
The question is, why isn't everybody else?
When our customers talk, we listen.

So when they said, "We love your automation software,
but we don't want to pay extra for support," we said, "Okay.'
They said, "Really? Why doesn't everyone teat us this well?"

"That," we said, "is a good question."  
 Announcing Crispin 4 Life.

No -fee 24/7 support for your automation software. Automation just got easier.

Let's talk about you: welisten©crispincorp.com 919.845.7744 www.crispincorp.com

Come visit us at NAB, Booth SU6205 South Upper Hall.
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HDV/DV EDITOR

Matrox Electronic Systems RT.X2

Provides professional real-time native
HDV/DV editing; features Windows
Vista support and real-time HDV
1080p editing at 23.98fps, 25fps and
29.97fps for the Sony HVR-V1U and
in 24f and 30f mode for the Canon
XLH1.

514-822-6364; www.matrox.com/video
BOOTH: SL2015

MULTIFORMAT MEDIA ENCODER

The multiformat media encoding so-
lution for Mac users is comprised of
scalable desktop- and server -based
batch encoding applications; features
support for an extensive range of SD
and HD file formats; optimized codecs
plus hundreds of filters and fine-tun-
ing compression capabilities enable us-
ers to generate excellent picture quality
with fast conversion speeds using Mac
hardware; expands Telestream's en-
coding solutions for Web, DVD, pod-

cast and mobile markets.

877-257-6245; www.telestream.net
BOOTH: SL9214

TS MONITOR AND ANALYZER

Manzanita Systems TSMon

Monitors and analyzes live trans-
port stream signals in real time; core
analyzer software engine is based on
MP2TSA's new v3.0 software analyzer.

858-679-8990

www.manzanitasystems.com

BOOTH: SU7524

LNCODERTTRANSCODER

Telestream Flip4Mac 360 Systems
Components

Moves professional MXF content in and
out of Apple's Final Cut Pro systems for
editing; Flip4Mac's new import/ex-
port components for 360 Systems' Im-
age Server 2000 now add seamless file
transfer between 360 Systems' broad-
cast server and Final Cut Pro.

877-257-6245; www.telestream.net

BOOTH: SL9214

PHONE MATRIX

Telex/RTS TIF-4000

Frame of up to 12 digital telephone
interface cards with a redundant
power supply features compatibility
with ADAM, ADAM CS, Cronus and
ZEUS intercom systems; provides bi-
directional communication between
the intercom matrix and an analog
telephone line; allows the phone to
access all crosspoints of the matrix, as
well as dynamic party lines and IFB
circuits.

800-323-0498; www.te I ex i ntercoms.com

BOOTH: C5329

SERVER SYSTEM

Thomson Grass Valley MediaEdge2

Is a LAN -based video delivery sys-
tem using standard TCP/IP networks
and displays; is designed to offer a
cost-effective method for distribut-
ing video content to multiple PC and
set -top box clients, including prepro-
grammed broadcast, live streaming
and full -featured interactive video-

on -demand.

503-526-8150
www.thomsongrassvalley.com

BOOTH: SL2020

INTERCOM SYSTEM

Production Intercom AS -100

1411111111111111h

Is designed to allow the announcer
to broadcast and communicate with
one headset; intended to be associ-
ated with a compatible intercom or
IFB system and will normally draw its
power from that system; where no in-
tercom or IFB exists, a power supply
is available that will power the AS -100
and up to 10 beltpacks or IFB packs
connected to the AS -100 rear panel.

800-562-5872; www.beltpack.com
BOOTH: N2235

ARCHIVE SYSTEM

Digital Broadcast MediaVault

Features blue laser technology that
provides up to 50TB of media stor-
age and a high-speed searchable in-
dex based on file metadata; allows
archived material to be played at any
access -granted desktop computer.

352-377-8344; www.digitalbcast.com
BOOTHS: S1113310, SU13510

SET -TOP -BOX FORENSIC MARKING

Thomson Technology
NexGuard for STBs

Video watermarking technology is
designed for set -top -box companies,
conditional -access system vendors, and
VOD and push-VOD operators; works
with compression codecs, including
MPEG-2, MPEG-4/AVC and VC -1;
has been integrated into STMicroelec-
tronics' STx7100 family of System -on -

Chips (SoC); deters illegal copying and
distribution of all forms of broadcast
content delivered via IPTV, satellite,
cable or traditional broadcast and
viewed with digital STBs.

818-260-3683; www.thomson.net

BOOTH: N413
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SATELLITE -TO -TERRESTRIAL

TRANSCODER

DMT NABLA

Can deliver up to 100W Rms with a
modular and versatile structure, fea-
turing a built-in satellite receiver and
advanced control systems; interface
connections, power supply and cool-
ing air circulation have been designed
to comply with the operational re-
quirements and constraints typical of
telecom stations.

856-423-0010; www.dmtonline.com

BOOTH: C2915

PROMPTER

Autocue MSPO8

One of the smallest daylight -readable
prompters available; when combined
with the QNxt, it untethers from the
control PC and the camera, enabling
the camera operator to get the best
shots and the presenter to look more
fluent and professional.

203-406-1400; www.autocue.com

BOOTH: SU14612

PSIP GENERATION SYSTEM

Triveni Digiital GuideBuilder

New, enhanced features include cen-
tralized PSIP and redundancy capa-
bilities; provides mission -critical op-
erational capabilities for both content
providers and network operators by
generating accurate PSIP data; intui-
tive interface for managing program
event information and flexible archi-
tecture ensure smooth operational
integration.

609-716-3500; www.trivenidigital.com

BOOTH: SU8525

CONNECTOR

Electronics Research (ERI)

A 4-1/ltiin connector for Andrew
HJ11-50 4in air HELIAX; is com-
pensated for low return loss; can be
assembled without special tools; is
available in both gas pass and gas bar-
rier versions.

877-ERI-LINE; www.eriinc.com

BOOTH: N1119

BROADBAND RF TRANSPORT

Emcore 1310nm and 1550nm

Provide broadband RF transport for
CATV, FTTx video overlay and pri-
vate network applications; 1310nm
transmitters are available with a wide
range of optical output powers up to
15dBm, in either standalone mod-
ules or rack -mount configurations
with SNMP management; 1550nm
transmitters are offered in short-,
medium- and long -haul rack -mount
configurations and provide SBS sup-
pression of up to 23dBm with SNMP
management.

626-293-3428 www.emcore.com

BOCTH: N2238

VHF TRANSMITER
LARCAN M series

Includes a full range of TV broadcast
transmitters, from 250W to 80kW;
features highly linear solid-state
broadband PA modules, high -power
stripline combining techniques and
rugged linear F ower supplies; versatile
pull -through cooling system design is
engineered to simplify installation.

905-564-97.22; www.larcan.com

BOOTH: C1916

Curious? See you at NAB 2007, Booth C9428
RIVRIEDEL

I The Commurications People

How to connect intercoms
Step 1: Connect youe Artist intercom matrices

via the dual Bedundant fiber ring.

Step 2: Merge your configuration files with 3ne
click using the Director Software.

In mobile production:
Step 3: You're done!

Just imagine the possibility to network
up to 128 Artist matrices 'on the fly' and
communicate without limitations.

Riedel Communications Inc.  200 Clearbrook Road  Elmsforc, NY 10523  USA  Phone +1 914 592 0220  www.riedel.net
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ANALOG/DIGITAL CENTRAL RECEIVE SITE

Broadcast Microwave Services Central-DeCoder II

Detects and adjusts COFDM, MPEG-2 transmission pa-
rameters, data rate, modulation, guard interval, code
rate, GOP structure and bandwidth pedestal; contains
COFDM, MEPG decoding and analog FM demodulation;
features 6MHz RF bandwidth capability for signal recep-
tion in congested RF environments.

858-391-3050; www.bms-inc.com

BOOTH: C1607

BGAN
Portable IP Connectivity
From Wherever You are.

GCS
1 -888 -SAT -1U SA

satl usa.com
bganl@globalcorrs.com

Broadband Global Area Network - BGAN is
the world's first mobile satellite communications
service to provide voice and data simultaneously
through a single, truly portable user terminal.

What can the new"BGAN" do for you?

 Real-time video streaming for "Live via
Videophone" reporting

 Internet access for"Store-&-Forward" video,
email, mobile office

 Voice communications for "IFB" and
day-to-day phone calls

It's your "MOBILE 1 -MAN UPUNK"!

For all your BGAN products, airtime
service and systems needs,
experience the GCS
difference!

IMO TECHNOLOGY

TSL In -Monitor -Display (IMD)

Allows dynamic UMD information and dual tallies to be
displayed directly in -picture on flat -screen monitors; a
fully integrated addition to the TallyMan system to give a
new monitoring option positioned between multiviewers
and traditional Under Monitor Displays; works with both
4:3 and 16:9 sources and displays.

+44 1628 676 200; www.tsl.co.uk

BOOTH: SU14615

AUDIO MONITORING
TSL AMU1-BHD

Compact audio monitoring system is ideal for desk mount-
ing or where rack space is at a premium; features an auto
sensing HD/SDI video input, 2X balanced AES/EBU and
four stereo analog inputs; the unit also offers dual high -

resolution 106 -segment tri-color bar graphs and a power-
ful integrated amplifier, all in 1RU.

+44 1628 676 200; www.tsl.co.uk

BOOTH: SU14615

SYNCHRONIZER, TRACKER AND EMBEDDER
Crystal Vision SYNNER HD

Features a video synchronizer, tracking audio delay, an em-
bedder and de-embedder, and an audio processor in one
4in x 10.5in board; with timing from SD or HD analog
syncs, it will synchronize the video, de -embed up to two
audio groups, mono route the audio channels and pass
them through a tracking audio delay, resampling them to
match the synchronized video; it then finally re -embed the
two groups.

+441223 497049; www.crystalvision.tv
BOOTH: N2935
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#1 in Routers,
Router Control & Master Control

NyllSilaV®

Pitloving pictures and sound around,
perfectly.



Why broadcasters and studios a

I 111
Ascent Media

Vgraor *ABC NMI
E$PN

Corplex
Pixar NASA

Imagica FO
CBS
Discovellir

Modern VideoFilm
Moving Picture Compan

NEW

M

LaserPacifi
DI Qualct.

Game Creek
Comcashr.

NFL Films 1.'00

With NVISION systems, broadcast networks and post
production facilities get best -in -class router, router
control, and master control systems, including +100
Synapse modular products, for error -free video and
audio signal processing and distribution. This means
faster installations and lower operation costs.

Our forward -looking designs leverage your invest-
ments and help you avoid costly replacements, recabling,
or ground -up installations. You can expand capacity or
upgrade capability quickly and cost-effectively with simple,
front -plane module replacements. High product quality
and strict control of manufacturing ensure that NVISION
products continue running reliably, year after year.

anwigIf ao

I
Photo courtesy of Professional
Communications Systems, nc

and WMFE-TV

BROADCAST NETWORKS
Centralized broadcast operation centers (B0C) improve efficiency,

yet significantly increase the impact of system failure. The

3Gb/s-enabled NV8256-Plus, with patented redundant crosspoint

technology, provides affordable, error -free video routing that

protects you from single point failures. Major networks worldwide

depend on NVISION synchronous audio and HD -SDI routers

in their BOCs for 100% reliability and proven performance.

Built-in system features such as integrated video encoders and

decoders, MADI, and audio mono routing add significant value.

Using the NV5128-MC Master Control switcher, you have a
complete integrated system for program

play -out in any format - analog, digital, SD

or HD. And, upgrades are easy by simply

replacing hot-swappable modules.

Simplify HD with NVISION
for the ultimate in precision
routing and master control.
NVISION pioneered, and

continues to set the standards
for serial digital HD -SDI routing
and multi -channel, multiformat
master control. You benefit from
best -in -class systems, reliable
24/7 operation, and a non-stop HD
viewing experience for audiences. NVISION router, router control,

master control, and Synapse
modular equipment.



NV8288: The smallest
big router in the world.

.. 7

O Dolby E
PARINIR

...........

Learn more.
For detailed product information and technical specifications for all NVISION
products, visit our website. Then let us help you plan your next installation.
Call toll free and talk to a real person who knows routing. Put NVISION behind
the scenes and you'll always be ahead of your time.

NyllSllOW

Large scale, error -free
routing at:

Half the size.

Half the de

Half the weigh

Half the power
consumption.

288 x 576 in 10RU

576 x 576 in 20R

Future proof 3Gb
enabled

Seamless integ
sith NVISION router
,3ontrol

1 -800 -860 -HDTV

www.nvision.tv

NIASION
Mo ling pictures and sound around,
perfectly

125 Crown Point Court
Grass Valley, CA 95945
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Photo courtesy of LaserPacific

LOCAL STATION GROUPS
DTV is a legal requirement and costs are a concern. NVISION

helps you make the transition to digital while protecting your

investment in analog equipment. The NV5128-MC switcher is

the first product ever to combine in one frame digital master

control, 3Gb/s-enabled multiformat routing and conversior., and

fully integrated Dolby E decoding with delay management that

seamlessly handles full 5.1 channel audio. The NV5128-MC

provides flexible support of analog audio and video, AES, SDI

and HD -SDI input and output signal formats. Upgrade to

HD -SDI or increase the number of master control

channels by simply adding modules to the frame.

Multi -channel control and programmable panels

increase plant reliability, simplify distributed facility

design, and reduce service and support costs.

#1 in Dolb
NVISION is the only

vendor that fully supports
and controls your program

material for Dolby E and Dolby

Digital Audio in router, modular,
and master control equipment.

WDolby compatibility and well -
managed signal flow ensure
low-cost and robust video
play out.

#1 Router
year .nance agreement, full

replacement included...really!!
The NV9000 Router Control system has
a robust and scalable architecture, and
all new Java -based configuration utility
for a simplified, intuitive, and powerful
interfa,:e. The economically priced
NV900) hardware/software mainte-
nance agreement (HSMA) is an industry
standoit - the first to include 3 years
of extensive benefits, hardware warranty,

software updates, and a new replace-
ment product at the end of 3 years.

POST PRODUCTION
Demanding post production schedules require efficient,

multiformat, signal management. Join Ascent Media, ILM,

LaserPacific, Modern VideoFilm and a long list of prestigious

studios that choose NVISION. NVISION helps you manage signals

flawlessly and securely, regardless of complexity. Our video

routers handle any data rate from 3Mb/s to 3Gb/s and manage
all digital video formats inside one frame, simultaneously. With

n -on -1 crosspoint redundancy, the NV8256-Plus is a bullet-

proof 256x256 video router, field expandable to 512x512. Front -

serviceable plug-in modules enable easy expansion and updates

- no forklift events! Our digital audio routers handle AES, analog,

and MADI signals, with a host of advanced features like full

mono -channel routing. The Java -based NV9000 Router Control

system offers the ultimate in system power and flexible operation.

'n Compact R
Ena. s HD/SDI operation,
the expanded CR Series of Compact
Routers offers new intuitive GUIs and
delivers NVISION quality and perform-
ance for budget -conscious applicatim5
in broadcasting, mobile trucks, and
post -production, and where compact
size and operational simplicity are
critical factors.



MOBILE TRUCKS
Does size matter? For mobile video production it's critical.

So NVISION offers any size router, for any size mobile truck,

in any format you need. NV1SION routers are designed for

the harsh environment of a mobile truck, so you can depend
on trouble -free operation when the pressure is on. And we

protect your capital investment. To scale up, simply add more

feeds or capability with front -serviceable modules. For the

ultimate in truck routers, test drive the new NV8288, the
smallest big router in the world. It houses an ultra -high

density 288x576 system in a 10RU frame just 12 inches

deep, supports HD/SD, and expands to 576x576 in only

20RU. Extremely low power consumption and front -to -back

forced air cooling make it the perfect fit for your truck.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
IPTV is challenging cable and satellite for a share of the pay

TV market, thereby requiring a quality viewing experience for

customers with precise and reliable transmission of content.

Telecommunication leaders, like Verizon, Qualcomm, and

KDDI in Japan are ramping up for IFTV with NVISION's

NV8256-Plus router. Its redundant crosspoint technology,

recognized for high reliability and soerior quality, is the

obvious choice for backbone signal transmission and band-
width provisioning. The NV5128 Multiformat Router is ideal

for error -free signal distribution of SDI, HD -SDI and composite

video. Both routers protect your installed equipment base and

enable a cost-effective upgrade pan that extends the life of

capital investments. The Java -based NV9000 Router Control

system provides a unified command and control environment

with a uniform control layer distributed over secure VPN links.

#1 in Synapse Modular
Broadcastin S stems -

hoose from + 100 modules for
HD/SD/audio signal processing
and transmission that can be
cost-effectively integrated into one
powerful media system over time.
Users can also integrate Synapse
modules with any other NVISION
router, router control, anc master
control products to add specific
features, increase system
functionality, or lower overall costs.

"i Total C 1,

Instal igent and innovati
NVISION router, router control, and
master control systems in your
facility today paves the way for an
upgrade path in the future. LIVISION's
forward -looking, scaleable resigns
future proof your investmen: and
help you avoid costly replacements,
recabling, or ground -up installations.

#1 in 24/7 Custom Support
& Local Service
You cal rely 01 local service and
customer support from real people.
Located across three continents,
NVISION's cus:omer service, support
team, and world -class, third -party
system integrators are committed
to heir ing yoL with rapid response
to answer yorr technical questions,
keepir g your system on air or in
production around the clock.



As the technology leader in video and audio routing

systems, NVISION specializes in the development and

manufacture of the most innovative router, router control,

and master control systems, as well as new technologies

for flawlessly managing signals point to point. NVISION's
best -in -class systems are more efficient, reliable, and
cost effective than any other on the market.

Since 1989, the biggest names in TV broadcast, satellite,

entertainment and post production, as well as government

agencies, have trusted NVISION's technology innovation

behind the scenes to keep them years ahead of the times.
NVISION's industry breakthroughs include:

hw/sw maintenance to include new replacement

'roduct (NV9000), 2007

FIRST /s & HD -enabled full product line of routers, 2006

FIRS Dolby modular products, 2006
FIRST e -scale digital video router small enough fo

mobile trucks, 2005

grated multi -channel master control switcher
nd multiformat router, 2003

large-scale HD -SDI router (US patent awarded),1998

bi-directional machine control router with dynamic

port management (US patent awarded),1996

time code router with digital signal processing

(US patent awarded),1992

synchronous A 44 for audio,1992

Keep your eye on , I- , for new, advanced

technologies: next -generation master control, HD H.264

encoding, Synapse modular signal processing (includes

up/down/cross conversion), and a broader range of
panels and compact routers.

The key to our success and the high satisfaction of

our customers depends upon our understanding of

each facility's unique needs and budget. We create
a best -in -class routing solution for every customer,
even when others say it's impossible.
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CONTROL PANELS

Utah Scientific UCP-1 and UCP-DT

The UCP-1 is a full -featured X -Y panel
in a compact 1RU package; the UCP-
DT is a desktop version of the com-
pany's UCP-MM multimode panel,
which was introduced last year; these
new panels join the UCP panel series,
a complete and flexible range of router
control panels for every application.

801-575-8801; www.utahscientific.com
BOOTH: N4321

AUTOMATION SOFTWARE SYSTEM

VCI Solutions autoXE

Manages the entire content lifecycle,
from point -of -sale to point -of -air;
enables scheduling, monitoring, man-
aging and playback; is designed to
manage one, 25, 50 or more channel
streams with ease; allows transparent
integration and interoperability with
other broadcast systems such as Path -
fire and Omneon.

413-272-7200; www.vcisolutions.com
BOOTH: SU11620

VIDEO DECODER

Vela CineView HD Pro decoder

Decoder with HD/SD-SDI delivers
advanced features for professionals
working with both HD and SD video
content; can simultaneously send
video in both SD and HD formats; us-
ers can also upconvert SD materials to
HD or downconvert HD to SD format,
eliminating the time and expense of
re -encoding assets; also allows users to
frame -accurately combine SD/HD file
formats from a single decoder.

727-507-5344; www.vela.com

BOOTH: SU5111

IMAGE ANALYSIS
OmniTek XR

Image analysis system designed for
colorists and post -production editors
in high -definition environments; of-
fers "extreme resolution" waveform
and vector displays for total image
analysis; real-time color histogram
displays in a variety of different gam-
uts; offers support for all 2k and dual -
link input formats with user -pro-
grammable LUTs to correct nonlinear
inputs, as well as support for XYZ
color space inputs.

+ 44 118 6226; www.omnitek.tv

BOOTH: SL9705

ENCODING STATION

SAMMA Systems LES 2

Uses Motion JPEG2000 standard
compression; Motion JPEG provides
mathematically lossless compression;
users can realize approximately three -
to -one compression of uncompressed
video; maintains uncompressed vid-
eo quality without the bandwidth
and storage requirements of uncom-
pressed video.

212-738-9417; www.sammasystems.com

BOOTH: SU7130

MACHINE CONTROL SYSTEM

Videoframe PoE GPI
12/12 VNODE VF0075

Has 12 inputs and 12 outputs; features
Power over Ethernet (PoE) technology,
which allows products to be powered
over the same Ethernet link that sup-
plies the network communications link;
its small 3.5in x 4in x lin size and new
line of assorted mounting hardware
options increase system flexibility.

530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

BOOTH: SU7108

AUDIO PRODUCTION ENGINE

Fairlight Crystal Core (CC -1)

Based on the latest field program-
mable gate array (FPGA) silicon tech-
nology; obsoletes DSP/time slice bus
architectures and delivers quantum
performance gains by shrinking hard-
ware into a single purpose-built me-
dia processing clip; enables 200 -plus
channels of audio recording, editing,
mixing, 1/0 and plug -ins, with ex-
tremely low latency and full process-
ing capability on every channel.

+61 2 9975 1777; www.fairlightau.com

BOOTH: SU9306

VIDEO SERVER

360 Systems Image Server MAXX

The high-performance, three -channel
broadcast video server with graphic
store and key and fill supports MPEG-
2 video up to 50Mb; inputs MPEG-2
and DV over GigE from Apple FCP
and Avid, as well as TARGA files from
graphics programs; includes frame
sync, SDI video ports, AES/EBU, digi-
tal, analog and embedded audio.

818-991-0360; www.360systems.com

BOOTH: SU9120

MULTIVIEWERS

Avitech VCC-8(00 series

Allow broadcasters to visually moni-
tor video as well as DVI/VGA (com-
puter) inputs on the same display; the
distributed intelligent architecture
enables an unimited expansion for
inputs; a facility has the ability to pur-
chase and use only what is required at
present, with the option to expand
the system as the facility's monitoring
needs grow; a single module provides
up to eight inputs..

877-284-8324; www.avitechvideo.com

BOOTH: SU13215
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STREAMING MEDIA ENCODER
ViewCast Niagara Pro

Rack -mountable streaming media
appliance designed for high -quality
and high -resolution video capture
and streaming; ideal for IPTV, web -
casting, video archiving and training
applications; also a solution for video
content creation as repurposing video
for Internet and Intranet distribution;
the dual -channel media encoder fea-
tures three EZStream buttons that are
preprogrammable using the Niagara
configuration Web interface.

972-488-7200; www.viewcast.com

BOOTH: N2131

HD STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

Volicon Observer -HD

Supports large numbers of simulta-
neous users, with 24/7 access to live
and archived HD content from the
desktop using a Microsoft Internet
Explorer -compatible interface; allows
broadcasters to record, store, search,
retrieve and view HD material in real
time from multiple broadcast sourc-
es and from any desktop within the
broadcast facility.

781-221-7400; www.volicon.com
BOOTH: N3231

TAPELESS NATIVE FIELD RECORDER

Ikegami HDE-X11

The portable, tapeless Avid DNxHD
native field recorder enables produc-
ers to record to FieldPak2 or RAM -
Pak media from any HD camera or
source, 1080i or 720p; offers more
than two hours of full HD record-
ing to 160GB FieldPak2 or RAMPak
media, compatibility with Avid HD
editing systems, and RetroLoop and
TimeLapse recording.

201-368-9171; www.ikegami.com

BOOTH: C4226

ENCODER BOARDS

Vela Argus 200/250

Encoder boards designed for a broad
range of applications where low cost
is important; both boards encode a
variety of resolutions from QSIF to
full resolution MPEG-2 and MPEG-4
formats; the intuitive Microsoft GUI
allows for ease of operation within a
higher user-friendly environment; a
powerful 32 -bit Windows Common
Object Model (COM) SDK is avail-
able, making the functions of the en-
coder available to the developer.

727-507-5344; www.vela.com

BOOTH: SU5111

CABLING ASSEMBLIES

Wireworks AES/EBU direct cabling
assemblies

Available in 3.05m and 4.57m ver-
sions and with a wide variety of XLR
connector combinations, including
all male, all female, mixed genders or
TRS connectors; include tails/tails,
DB25 analog or digital fanouts and
DB25 trunks, supporting either ana-
log or digital wiring standards; are
designed to be rugged and flexible.

800-642-9473; www.wireworks.com

BOOTH: C7617

AUDIO PATCHBAY

Switchcraft StudioPatch 6425

Connects to I/O interfaces with com-
mon DB25 cables; includes phantom
power and changeable normaling po-
sitions that can be set at full normal,
half normal or non -normal modes.

773-792-2700; www.switchcraft.com

BOOTH: C7507

CHARACTER GENERATOR

Orad Maestro

The HD/SD switchable 3-D character
generator and on -air graphics solu-
tion features plug -ins to newsroom
and NLE systems; features virtual
channels capabilities; can load and
take on -air multiple graphic scenes,
also referred to as channels; these new
functionalities are coupled with exist-
ing 3-D capabilities, unlimited scene
layer control, math functions, script-
ing free database connection, local
preview, multiple video insertions
and HD/SD capabilities.

212-931-6723; www.orad.tv

BOOTH: SU3614

AUDIO MONITORING SYSTEM

Wohler Technologies ATSC/DVB-3/M

Monitors Dolby Digital, AES/EBU
and HD-SDI/SDI; isolates individual
channels of Dolby Digital and de-
codes Dolby Digital and AES/EBU
embedded in HD-SDI/SDI; features a
tri-LED phase indicator.

510-870-0810; www.wohler.com

BOOTH: N3426

ON -AIR RADAR SYSTEM

AccuWeather SelectWarn v2.0

Delivers on -screen weather graphics
and video; uses the National Weather
Service's official storm -based warn-
ings; features an enhanced graphics
toolkit, extensions of StormVision to
track storm movement, and precise
lightning forecasts and AccuRain to
deliver neighborhood -specific rainfall
amounts; plots storm -based warnings
and local storm reports in real time.

814-235-8600; www.accuweather.com

BOOTH: C6412
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DIGITAL SIGNAGE MANAGER

X20 Media Xpresenter Suite v2.0

Streamlines the process of creat-
ing digital signage projects; includes
Xpresenter Content Manager (enables
users to create playlists of content,
schedule content and distribute the
content to all players from a single in-
terface), Xpresenter Template Builder,
Xpresenter Player, Template Library
(includes ready -to -use, customizable
graphic templates), Xpresenter server,
Remote Manager, Xpresenter Agent,
Data Parser and Web -Based Manage-
ment Tools.

888-987-7557; www.x2omedia.com

BOOTH: SU11229

DIGITAL CONTENT AID

TV Magic i/oCast

For distribution of digital content;
helps users prepare finished products
for podcasting, VOD and RSS feeds
via Internet and Web -accessible cell
phones; integrates with other mod-
ules of the company's i/o product line
using a TCP/IP connection.

858-650-3155; www.tymagic.tv

BOOTH: N406

TELESTRATOR AND
PRESENTATION SYSTEM

e-mediavision.com POINT -HD
version 3.0

HD/SD broadcast graphics telestrator
for sports and news presenters; new
version adds Targa-based animation
to its current range of tools to allow
broadcasters to create eyecatching
telestration sequences; new tool al-
lows the highlight and zooming of
HD source signals while maintaining
clarity and definition.

+44 20 8755 2014
www.e-mediavision.com

BOOTH: C9538

MULTIDEFINITION LEGALIZER

Eyeheight IegalEyesMDi

Accepts 1080i and 720p HD and 625i
PAL and 525i NTSC SD; enables us-
ers to ensure that the level of their
video signals remains within the
strict tolerances required for HD/SD
transmission to air and DVD master-
ing; monitors levels continuously and
manually or automatically corrects
them; includes hard and soft clipping
levels, luma and chroma gain, and
black level user adjustments.

+44 208 255 2015; www.eyeheight.com
BOOTH: SU2823

VIDEO SERVER AND SYSTEM
CONTROLLER

LEIGHTRONIX MINI-T-NX

Offers full station automation for
single -channel operations on a bud-
get; includes digital video playback,
video messaging and digital signage,
DVD and VCR control, and video and
audio switching.

800-243-5589; www.leightronix.com
BOOTH: SU3811

BUG AND LOGO INSERTER
CONTROLLER

DNF Controls Flex Control Network
GTP-32 GPI Tally Processor

Provides bug and logo inserter con-
trol; with combinatorial logic option,
users create simple or complex rules
that automatically turn bugs and logo
inserts on or off based on external
GPIs or tallies, also allows users to
change the on and off rules on the fly;
interfaces to the Grass Valley M2100.

818-898-3380; www.dnfcontro Is. c om

BOOTH: N1526

PRO850 WIRELESS INT
> Supports virtually any wireless

system requirement

> PC and PDA interfaces provide
easy set-up, configuration,
and system monitoring

> Exceptional operating range, sound quality,
and proven reliability

1-866-352-8569 www.hme.com

OM SYSTE
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DTV DEMODULATOR
MEASUREMENT
Z Technology DM1010

mom,.
t ri

Now simultaneously monitors dis-
tributed transmitters from multiple
locations, providing remote Web -

based transport stream data moni-
toring and video thumbnail displays
from dispersed terrestrial transmit-
ters; TSR hardware/software option
analyzes the transport stream outputs
and reports a full complement of TS
information, such as PAT, PID, PMT,
data rates, data errors and stream al-
location statistics.

888-613-9832; www.ztechnology.com

BOOTH: C3039

VIDEO INTERFACE

Claratech CTP2100

Houses up to eight SD/HD optical
receivers or transmitters in 1U; fea-
tures include automatic rate detec-
tion, cable length equalization and
re -clocked outputs; each module pro-
vides multiple SDI outputs on BNC
connectors; the rack unit also offers
four 2 x 2 routers to allow functions
such as routing and fiber protection
switching; a built-in Web server alle-
viates the need for special software.

+44 1234 271053; www.claratech.com

BOOTH: SU9307

SWITCHERS

Brick House Video Callisto

Updated range of switchers includes
chroma keyer and hot -cut, which en-
ables the user to switch asynchronous
signals directly on the program bus
with no freeze frame on the output.

+44 1962 777733

www.brickhousevideo.com
BOOTH: SU6806

STEREO ADAPTER

Zaxcom STA100

Stereo adapter for the company's
ZFR100 and TRX900/900AA; inte-
grates with the ZFR/TRX to provide
a balanced stereo audio input that
eliminates ground loop problems;
time code input synchronizes the
time code generator inside the ZFR/
TRX and supports automated load-
ing of audio onto the memory card;
this enables an exact match of audio
recorded on the ZFR or TRX and au-
dio/video recorded on camera.

973-835-5000; www.zaxcom.com

BOOTH: N9017

SWITCHERS

FOR -A HVS-38SSAM and HVS-600HS

The HVS-38SSAM adds video play-
back and expanded still store func-
tionality to FOR -A's SD/HD switch-

able, multiple bit rate HANABI
HVS-3800HS; the HVS-38SSAM will
be available as an option for the HVS-
3800 2M/E HANABI model switcher.

714-894-3311; www.for-a.com

BOOTH: C4234

PORTABLE RECEIVER

Sennheiser EK 3241

Uses a 36MHz switching bandwidth
that is tunable in 5kHz increments to
generate 7200 frequency options; is
designed for location sound record-
ing; weighs just 7oz; can be powered
from a camcorder or via a recharge-
able battery that delivers between
nine hours and 18 hours of continu-
ous operation.

860-434-9190; www.sennheiserusa.com

BOOTH: N7117

PORTABLE WIRELESS RECIEVER

Lectrosonics UCR401

Has a digital hybrid wireless de-
sign that overcomes channel noise
by combining digital audio with an
analog FM wireless link; features
SmartSquelch technology that ad-
justs squelching behavior; a DSP-
generated ultrasonic pilot tone from
the transmitter controls the receiver
audio muting and eliminates thumps,
pops and other transients.

800-821-1121; www.Iectrosonics.com
BOOTH: N8116

UPCONVERTER

Evertz 7711UC-HD

An all -in -one upconverter features
auto -sensing HD/SD inputs, a built-
in frame sync, noise reduction, aspect
ratio conversion, metadata extracting,
and re -embedding and color correc-
tion; this two -slot module is also of-
fered with a discrete AES option and
is SNMP-enabled for monitoring and
configuration.

905-335-3700; www.evertz.com

BOOTH: N1713
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AUDIO ROUTER

Lawo Nova73 HD

Scalable up to 8192 mono channels;
synchronous system has defined la-
tency of few samples; features a vari-
ety of interfaces and direct ATM link;
is 96kHz and Dolby E compatible
with integrated signal processing; fea-
tures STAR2 architecture and redun-
dancy options; operation during ser-
vicing or refitting is not interrupted;
hot -plugging is no longer restricted.

+49 7222 10020; www.Iawo.de

BOOTH: N7030

MPEG OVER IP CROSSLAYER
ANALYZER

Sencore MIP 1860

Provides real-time monitoring of hun-
dreds of MPEG/IP streams to ensure
QoS; features embedded TAP for moni-
toring without disrupting service, com-
bined IP/MPEG-2 transport stream
measurements and live video decoding
of any transport stream locally or re-
motely; records any content stream at
full -line rate for later analysis.

1-800-736-2673; www.sencore.com

BOOTHS: C1646, N1113

MINIATURE DIGITAL MICROPHONE
Neumann KM D

Permits the output stage to be com-
bined with various passive micro-
phone capsules - onmidirectional,
cardioid or hypercardioid; receives
the output signal directly from the
microphone capsule and digitally
performs level matching; features a
three -pin XLR connector; supports
standard sampling frequencies from
44.1kHz to 192kHz.

860-434-5220; www.neumannusa.com

BOOTH: N7117

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

OmniBus Systems OPUS 2

Moves the content process from spe-
cialized hardware to a standard IT
platform; features soft-XML support
for customized logging and annota-
tion, frame-acc arate proxy genera-
tion and viewing, full -text indexing
and searching, seamless integration
with production editing systems such
as Avid and Final Cut Pro, and stan-
dardized Web services data exchange
with adjacent systems.

+44 8V05 004339; www.omnibus.tv

BOOTH: SU5413

UNIVERSAL ENCODER

Scopus UE-9810

Features ASI and IP outputs as well
as integrated, advanced multiplexing
capabilities; offers a smooth migra-
tion path from MPEG-2 ST to H.264
SD to 1-1.264 HD encoding formats; is
available as 1R11 for broadcast, satel-
lite, cable and IP contribution appli-
cations, as well as in a SDNG version.

609-987-8090; www.scopus.net

BOCTH: SU5408

VISIT US AT NAB2007
BOOTH # SU 4228 NVERZION

WWW.NVERZ ON.COM
4-1 801 293 8420

SALES@NVERZ1ON.COM

SUPPORT?
How many Automatior companies can boast they
are still supporting software that is over 15 years old?
At NVerzion we support the cld, sell the new and

CREATE THE FUTURE

1982 RAS 1987 SMS 1988 EMC 1989 SAS 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL 1939 NCONTROL2000 XPANSION 2007 NCONTROL ELITE 207 EMCL 1912 RAS 1987 SMS 1988 EMC 1989 SAS 1991

SAS 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL 1999 NCONTROL2000 XPANSION 2007 (/CONTROL ELITE 2007 EMCL 1982 RAS 1987 SIVS 1988 E AC 1989 ,S). 1991 TAS 1997 EMCNT 1998 SERVCTRL 1
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Speakers Include: I
Chrichton Limbert

Head of News Production
Modernisation

BBC

Mitch Oscar
Executive Vice President

Carat Digital
Dan DiPierro

Exec. Director of Archives
CBS News

Paul Woidke
VP Technology

Comcast Spotlight
Kevin Loftis

VP of Content
Management Systems

& Carin Forman
Director of DAM

Discovery
Mukul Krishna

Senior Industry Analyst
Frost & Sullivan

Paul Botto
Head of Analytics Sales

Google
David Clark

EVP Global Advertising,
General Mgr, North America

Joost
Pete Sgro

VP/GM Ops & Engineering
Lifetime Networks

Kevin Comerford
Senior Media Archive Mgr

Microsoft Studios
Joe Inzerillo,

SVP Multi Media
MLB Advanced Media

Banafsheh Parsee
Associate Director Media

& Technology
National Geographic

Channel
David Julian Gray

Snr Architect,
Content Systems

National Public Radio
Janet Gardner

Founding Partner
Perspective Media Group

Mary Yurkovic
Mgr, DAM & Distribution
Playboy Enterprises

Cynthia Francis
CEO

Reality Digital I ClipShack

Chuck Hurst
VP Software

Scripps Networks
Skiff Wager

Principal
SEW Consulting

Paul Nicholson
VP Print & Broadcast

Production
Showtime Networks

Christopher Grakal
VP Photography DAM

Turner

Stan Scoggins
VP Worldwide DAM
Universal Studios

Tim Padilla
Director of DAM
Warner Bros.

Richard Kosinski
Category Development

Officer
Yahoo!

Formerly kn as the Digital Asset Management
& Marketing Operations Management Symposium

Best Practice Case Studies, Actionable Advice
tire & Networking with Over 1200 of Your Peers

Tuesday June 5 - Friday June 8, 2007  The Javits Center, New York

Sound Familiar?
Do we own the
rights to that?

How will sites
like Joost
affect us?

Has the
newsroom still
got boxes of
tapes under
their desks?

Can we encode
this ready for
playout in the

same system?

Is there a version
for mobile? IPTV?

HD?

What archive footage
do we have on this

subject?

Can we Can we
get some automate ad

stills over to placement in
marketing? this?

Has this been
approved for

broadcast yet?

Can I use this
software in

production and
marketing?

Did the
producer put the
metatags on it?

This event will help you get the right answers, quicker.

Platinum
Sponsors

Adobe
First to market First to value

Gold
Sponsors

Lead Consultancy
Sponsor

Silver Bronze
Sponsors Sponsors

corbis.
manager

OEM.

MarketSphere

Media Partners
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More information @ www.DAMusers.com



PRODUCTHIGHLIGHTS

MULTIPLEXER AND
DE -MULTIPLEXER

Network Electronics
FR-2RU-DWDM-MUX40-C

40 -channel DWDM multiplexer
and de -multiplexer features C -band
100GHz channel spacing according to
ITU-T G.694.1, as well as 0.5dB chan-
nel uniformity; signals can be uni- or
bidirectional; is signal- and bit -rate -
transparent.

800-420-5909
www.network-electronics.com

BOOTH: SU10601

SINGLE -FORMAT HD CAMERA

Thomson Grass Valley
LDK 4000 Mark II

Features 14 -bit analog -to -digital con-
version and other signal processing
improvements derived from the LDK
8000 multiformat camera; is available
either as a 1080i camera or as a 720p
camera; is switchable between 50Hz
and 50.94Hz; is ideal for handheld
or crane operation, but it can also be
used with the Grass Valley SuperX-
pander large lens adaptor with its 7in
HD viewfinder for studio pedestal or
sports operation.

503-526-8150
www.thomsongrassvalley.com

BOOTH: SL2020

CONSOLE FURNITURE

TBC Consoles IntelliTrac

Allows unlimited lateral position-
ing of critical monitors via front
and rear device tracks; features easily
upgradeable rack bay turrets and re-
movable vented abs panels; includes
a full range of articulating arms for
distance, height and tilt control for
mounting flat -panel monitors, speak-
ers, phones and task lighting.

631-293-4068; www.tbcconsoles.com

BOOTH: SU5405

DSP PLATFORM

Studer SCore Live

For use with the Vista range of con-
soles; provides for up to 10 DSP card
slots; can hold up to 12 I/O cards of
various formats and additional GPIO;
occupies 6RU; is user -configurable to
maximize the use of the DSP in dif-
ferent applications; maintains full
redundancy.

818-920-3212; www.studer.ch

BOOTH: N7715

TRANSPORT CASE

Pelican Products 1780

Features nearly 14,000 cubic inches of
storage space with two double -wide
handles and dual sets of rugged poly-
urethane wheels with stainless steel
ball bearings and nylon hubs for tow-
ing durability; includes a lid equipped
with a polymer 0 -ring for dust/wa-
terproof seal, dual -action latches
that withstand up to 4001bs, and an
automatic pressure equalization valve
that keeps moisture out and prevents
vacuum lock.

800-473-5422; www.pelican.com

BOOTH: C9125

MASTER CONTROL SWITCHER

Pro -Bel Masterpiece

Offers HD and SD switching, ad-
vanced audio processing, and flexible
keying and DVE options; upgrades
include the addition of an HD DVE,
as well as the option to install Dolby
E decoders and logo storage; now
benefits from four keyers and has the
ability to handle audio mixing.

631-549-5159; www.pro-bel.com

BOOTH: SU8511

focal
press
Books

New releases available
at the NAB bookstore

National Usociation of Broadcasters

ENGINEERING
HANDBOOK

10th Edition '

EDITOR- INCRIEF

Edmund A. Williams

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

Graham A. Jones
Owed H Layer

Thomas G Osenkowsky

TV

OV1141.111111. Sown IPTV and
Internet Video

Digital Broadcasting
iloholotel INT Won. InImIvn

Philip J. Chum

Find the latest titles to help you
maintain your competitive edge. Stop by the
NAB Store featuring Focal Press April 14-19.

2 LOCATIONS:
(enact and South Lobby of the LVCC.

Focal
Press www.focalpress.com
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CAMERA

Sony HDC-1400

Operates in either 1080/59.94i or
720/59.94P mode; includes three -
skin detail control, multimatrix color
control and high -quality SD downco-
version capability; features compat-
ibility with the HDVF-C35W color
viewfinder; applications include HD
studio broadcasts and live events.

800-686-7669
www.sony.com/professional

BOOTH: SU906

HIGH -DENSITY PATCHING SYSTEM

ADC Super High -Density
Coax (SHDC)

Designed for AES audio, 5.1 and 7.1
audio applications where coax medium
is preferred but space is critical; is avail-
able in 1RU and 1.5RU; the 1RU panel
features a pullout designation strip and
2 x 48 coax ports; the 1.5RU panel fea-
tures 4 x 48 coax ports; the jack features
a patent -pending switchable termina-
tion feature that allows users to select or
de -select a 75S/ termination function
on each circuit pair.

952-917-0279; www.adc.com

BOOTH: N721

AVC HD ENCODER

Scientific Atlanta D9054

MPEG-4/H.264 toolset delivers high -

quality HD and SD video at band-
width -saving bit rates; features a flex-
ible stat mux architecture to enable
content distributors the ability to mix
SD and HD content in MPEG-2 and
MPEG-4 formats.

800-433-6222
www.scientificatlanta.com

BOOTH: SU9613

HD STUDIO LENS

Fujinon XA22x7BES

Is designed for stations using ENG-
type cameras for studio applications
as well as those employing smaller
field production units; features a fo-
cal length starting at 7mm and rang-
ing up to 154mm; is well -suited for
shooting in tight locations and small-
er studios; incorporates a belt drive
for zoom and focus, enabling smooth
and precise operation.

973-633-5600
www.fujinonbroadcast.com

BOOTH: C4208

DATA MANGEMENT SOFTWARE
Quantum StorNet

Creates multi -tier storage archives, au-
tomatically moving data between dif-
ferent disk and tape resources to allow
users to build highly scalable storage
systems and reduce costs; is designed
to be platform -independent; offers
high-performance heterogeneous ac-
cess to shared pools of images, media
content and other key digital.

719-536-5263; www.quantum.com

BOOTH: SU13809

CAMERA CABLE

Belden Brilliance Composite
Camera Cable

Uses two Belden AN coaxial cables
and four audio pairs; ideal for the in-
terconnection of digital remote field
cameras in SDI/HDTV applications;
the coaxes are sweep tested from
5MHz to 1600MHz, achieving mini-
mum return loss values of 23dB and
21dB, respectively.

765-983-5815; www.belden.com
BOOTH: C9441

VIDEO CONVERTERS

Ensemble Designs BrightEye

Pocket -sized video converters, audio
embedders and HD processing; ideal
for mobile, desktop, broadcast and
post; interface to the full range of SD
video formats; include analog audio
and AES digital audio converters and
embedders; feature multiformat in-
puts and outputs; easy configuration
interface and signal status indicators
make it simple to install and trouble-
shoot a system.

530-478-1830
www.ensembledesigns.com

BOOTH: SU2326

OPTICAL SWITCHING PLATFORM

Opticomm Optilinx OLX-3000

Switches digital signals up to 4.25Gb/s
with any of its 144 ports, all housed in
a compact 4RU chassis; also available
in a 288 -port version in an 8RU chas-
sis; provides high-speed switching
between ports with minimal effect on
overall network latency; accepts up to
six modular port cards with up to 48
Small Form Pluggable (SFP) trans-
ceiver modules per card.

858-450-0143 ext. 242
www.opticomm.com

BOOTH: N2931
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PCI AUDIO INTERFACE

Solid State Logic Mixpander

64 -channel PCI audio interface for PCs is designed to be
used with the Xlogic Alpha -Link audio converter range;
when combined with the Alpha -Link converter range,
Mixpander offers ultra -low latency audio monitoring
with plug-in processing in place; up to four cards can be
used in a single PC.

212-315-1111; www.solid-state-Iogic.com

BOOTH: N2526

WIRELESS INTERCOM SYSTEM

HME Pro850 UHF

Version 3.10 of the intercom system now features an AC850
battery charger that charges up to four BAT850 NiMH re-
chargeable battery packs simultaneously in three hours;
includes a new setup wizard; features frequency agility, a
PC and PDA interface, simultaneous dual -channel inter-
face, individual belt -pack volume control, and belt -pack
channel lockout.

858-535-6060; www.hme.com/proaudio.cfm
BOOTH: C11632

CAPTURE AND PLAYBACK CARD

Blackmagic Design DeckLink HD Studio

Allows capture from HDMI cameras or decks, as well as
analog decks and set -top boxes; HDMI playback and ana-
log playback allows connection to a wide range of video
monitors, big screen TVs and video projectors; offers 10 -
bit capture and playback, high-speed 4 -lane PCI Express
and 14 -bit digital -to -analog conversion.

408-954-0500; www.blackmagic-design.com
BOOTH: SL11020

COMPACT DIGITAL CONSOLE

Calrec Audio Omega with Bluefin

Small digital console with high -density signal processing
and 160 mono DSP paths; features 8 x 5.1 surround, stereo
or audio groups, and 20 auxiliary outputs (20 mono or 10
stereo) and 48 outputs for multitrack or general-purpose
feeds; comes in three frame sizes with 24, 32 or 48 faders.

+44 142 284 2159; www.calrec.com

BOOTH: N8529

HD SERVER

Doremi Labs MCS-HD

441111.,

11111100

The HD server features up to four independent HD video
channels; can be used as a drop -in replacement for HD
VTRs, for sports slow-mo and for the broadcast delay
of up to two HD video channels; features HD -SDI and
SDI in/out; can delay video from a few seconds to several
hours; features a full -function front panel; delay mode can
be run without the need for an external controller.

818-562-1101; www.doremilabs.com

BOOTH: SU3608

explore the Weatherproof Pan/Tilt System

great outdoors  System includes Pan/Tilt
head, weatherproof housing
with wiper, washer, fan/heater,
mounting base; and a unique
cable management system

 Military grade connectors

 Serial control via RS -232/422
and Ethernet connectivity

 Smooth PTZ performance for
"manual camera operator"
like movements

 Supports broadcast cameras
and lenses

Telernetrics Inc.
CAMERA CONTROL SYSTEMS

www.telemetricsinc.com
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CAMCORDER

JVC GY-HD251E

Offers live, uncompressed 1080i/60
and 720p/60 via HD -SDI with em-
bedded audio; features optional KA-
HD250E studio adapter with full
26 -pin camera control alongside the
HD -SDI and SDI output; operates at
12V DC via either the built-in battery
V -plate or the four -pin XLR input;
features include BNCs for genlock,
time code in/out, SDI and HD -SDI
out, and a six -pin connector for re-
mote control.

800-526-5308; www.jvc.com/pro
BOOTH: C4217

COFDM DIGITAL TRANSMITTER

Broadcast Microwave Services
Truck -Coder II

Meets rugged environmental needs
of ENG/OB operations; provides 100
presets that can be entered through
front -panel controls or downloaded
through a front -panel Ethernet port;
includes a 2RU controller and an-
tenna -mounted RF unit configured to
operate in the 2GHz frequency band;
features 6MHz RF bandwidth capabil-
ity for simultaneous transmission of
two signals within a 12MHz channel.

858-391-3050; www.bms-inc.com
BOOTH: C1607

DIGITAL ROUTING SWITCHERS

Utah Scientific UTAH -400 series

New features include a new frame
for large routers up to 288 x 288 with
fully automatic internal crosspoint
redundancy, a new frame for small
routers up to 32 x 32, and a new set
of multirate input/output modules
that are capable of handling all data
rates from 1Mb/s up to 3Gb/s, allow-
ing facilities to route all digital video
signals, including the new 1080p
format.

801-575-8801; www.utahscientific.com

BOOTH: N4321

Note: Booth numbers are provided by NAB and
are current as of press time. Every effort was
made by Broadcast Engineering to ensure the
accuracy of the listings.

New for New for New for New for New for

Zeus
BOLT

CONNECT YOUR EQUIPMENT TO YOUR
ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND
GENERATE AUTOMATED TROUBLE TICKETS

4-4 MEM
Zeus Asset Management Software

Physical Asset Management
Full Maintenance History
Help Desk Management
Inventory Management

Zeus Bolt Connects to Your Equipment
 Automated Failure Reporting and Trouble Ticket Generation
 Immediate Notification to Engineering

Integrated Hardware Monitoring
 Upload and Download Equipment Configurations

x*ta swin

11""111111111 muumuu IT 111111111111

11""111111111: swum's' 111111111111

ApSi, OBOR
D I G I TA L

Visit us at NAB Booth #N6730
(407) 352-6501
www.obordigital.com
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FIELD REPORT
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

Sony's PDW-F350
Bands of ill-tempered monkeys and desert heat

can't stop this camcorder.

ast August, director Wes An-
derson ("Rushmore," "The
Royal Tenenbaums" and

me "Life Aquatic") asked me to
shoot the behind -the -scenes show for
his latest feature project, "The Dar-
jeeling Limited," which he planned to
shoot in India over the fall and winter.
Owing to his unique style and sensi-
bilities, the director didn't want a typ-
ical behind -the -scenes show. Instead,
he suggested a far more personal,
engaged approach, one in which my
presence as a shooter and interloca-
teur would figure prominently.

BY BARRY BRAVFRMAN

journey we and hundreds of techni-
cians and craftspeople embarked on
aboard a specially constructed Indian
Railways train chattering across the
Rajasthani desert.

The right camera
for the job

My assignment in India had mul-
tiple components, including a one -

hour HBO program and a 30 -minute
behind -the -scenes show for DVD,
in addition to podcasts and elec-
tronic press kit (EPK) interviews
featuring members of the cast. All of

Behind -the -scenes footage, EPK interviews, Web videos - the
Sony PDW-F350 proved to be a versatile workhorse that could
do it all. I shot HD exclusively at the highest quality (35Mb/s)
for my diverse assignments for "The Darjeeling Limited."

Anderson and I worked together
15 years ago on an early version of
"Bottle Rocket." And he wanted to use
the same off -screen interlocateur ap-
proach in the behind -the -scenes show
because he thought it would highlight
the project's authenticity. Indeed, the
demand for authenticity was central
to the entire production. Through-
out the project, I strove to capture the
essence of the larger project and the

High -contrast balance
The low humidity and perpetual

cloudless skies contributed to a harsh
natural look, the unattenuated mid-
day sun of the Rajasthani desert being
reminiscent of the cursed summer
light in southern California.

Shooting high -contrast exteriors is a
major challenge for any camera regard-
less of format, and this was certainly
the case for the F350 with its diminu-
tive 1/2in imager. High -resolution
chipsets in a reduced size configura-
tion tend to sacrifice a degree of speed
and highlight latitude in exchange for

The Sony PDW-F350 exhibited surprisingly good highlight latitude
for a 1/2in 3-CCD camcorder. Shooting in low light, I felt remarkably
unencumbered, a critical and most welcome feeling for any
documentary HD shooter.

this demanded a versatile workhorse
that could handle the rigors of four
months of virtually non-stop pro-
duction. In this context, my chosen
camera - Sony XDCAM HD PDW-
F350 - had to meet many environ-
mental and operational challenges,
not the least of which were searing
desert heat, persistent blowing sand
and marauding bands of ill-tempered
monkeys.

the extended definition. While such
compromises were evident, scrupu-
lous attention to the camera's knee set-
ting greatly mitigated the deleterious
effect visible on screen.

Coming to grips with the midday
exteriors, I initially pushed the cam-
era knee upward in order to main-
tain clean clear whites in the bright-
est highlights. I had noticed in my
first days that the default knee of 85
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tended to produce dingy gray whites,
especially in Anderson's white linen
jacket, his customary wardrobe on
and off the set. While setting the
knee to 98 ameliorated the off-white
condition, the elevated knee also in-
creased the incidences of clipping,
a fate worse than the compromised
whites I was trying to avoid.

In the end, I concluded it was best
not to second-guess the F350's de -

shooting behind the scenes.
In my case, I was able to reframe

significantly to take advantage of
brightly lit elements such as the edges
of actors' faces or the burning wick
of their torches. I use this edge -light
strategy often to increase the low -
light effectiveness of small -format
HD cameras. Viewers are more will-
ing to accept substantial underexpo-
sure as long as something in the frame

The F350 produces gorgeous images, particularly at dusk, so shooters should
look for opportunities late in the day. The unit uses a high native resolution
1440 x 1080 chipset. The increased resolution, however, comes at the expense
of somewhat reduced low -light response and highlight latitude.

fault knee value. When shooting in
uncontrolled conditions like those
encountered in the Rajasthani desert,
the default value of 85 produced the
best results without clipping -a ma-
jor consideration in HD when the fin-
ished program is likely to be magnified
many times on a large -screen display.

Low light capability
Shooting alongside the Panaflex

GII with Cinemascope lenses and
5218 stock, the camcorder captured
a roughly comparable gray scale in
low light. In general, where the film
camera struggled, so did the F350,
producing a kind of common ground
in the two media types with respect to
digital noise and film grain. A night
campfire scene, for example, posed a
particularly tough challenge as it was
captured without supplemental fill
light. The film camera's struggle for
traction closely mirrored the F350

tates this kind of tweaking, underlying
the versatility and inherent value of the
camcorder for shooting EPKs, behind -

the -scenes and similar -type work.

Going tapeless in pubic
This is not really as risque as it

sounds. The XDCAM's disc -based
workflow proved to be highly ef-
ficient in the field. Despite the daily
thick coating of sand and grit that

The Sony XDCAM menu system has a logical
arrangement. It uses a series of thumbnails to facilitate
navigation and review of clips.

is bright enough to draw the eye away
from swirling noise (or film grain).
The actual speed of the camcorder
appears to be approximately ISO 80 -
160. I used this as a working reference
with the camera shutter turned off.

The devil in the details
As most shooters are aware, an ap-

propriate detail setting is critical for
capturing tasteful professional im-
ages. In Sony camcorders, the factory
default is invariably set too high, lead-
ing most shooters to lower the detail
setting to -10 - a conservative but
prudent setting given the anticipated
large -screen presentation of my long-

form program.
For the EPK interviews featuring the

principal cast, including Anjelica Hus-
ton, I opted to further lower the master
detail to -15 along with reduced skin
detail. The camcorder's logical albeit
reduced set of menu offerings facili-

formed on the camera, lens and me,
the disc -based recording system oper-
ated flawlessly in the cramped quar-
ters of "The Darjeeling Limited" and
in a range of arduous environmental
conditions.

The easy review of recorded clips
accessible through the thumbnail
menu facilitated the creation of a melt-
down reel, greatly reducing the clutter
of miscues and other unwanted foot-
age entering the pipeline. I shot more
than 150 hours of XDCAM HD over
the course of my three-month assign-
ment. I hardly needed to handle and
manage an additional 40 or 50 hours
of junk I knew I'd never use.

The disc -based XDCAM system
also facilitated the technical checks
I conducted each evening, as focus,
backfocus, color balance and audio
quality for each clip could be verified
in seconds. Moreover, the camcorder's
noiseless operation on set proved to be
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a real boon, as the production boom
and mic would frequently sweep by
inches away.

An operational perspective
I used the camcorder's iLink/

Firewire output to capture SD into Fi-
nal Cut Pro for assembly of sequences
and subsequent authoring of screen-
ing discs inside DVD Studio Pro. The
long -form file naming convention
enabled by a recent software update
proved to be a godsend as it permitted
a highly efficient management of more
than 125 hours of recorded footage.

Of course, not every shoot and
assignment is peaches and cream
with respect to camera gear. Several
of my peeves are not specific to the

Firewire (IEEE 1394) output is becoming
increasingly critical to accommodate
the range of deliverables expected
from today's digital shooter. In the
F350, output via iLink/Firewire is
limited to standard -definition DV
resolution at 25Mb/s. In file access
mode, the camcorder can be mounted
directly on the PC or Mac desktop for
easy offloading of files and import into
the NLE.

F350. One is the inability to see criti-
cal focus in the viewfinder. Not only
are today's viewfinders, regardless of
manufacturer, woefully inadequate
for practical use, but also the focus
markings on the lens are blocked by
the finder. Therefore, zone focusing is
not even an option without removing
one's eye from the camera.

The famed documentarian Albert
Maysles once addressed this issue by
extending a makeshift plastic pointer

FIELD REPORT
NEW PRODUCTS & REVIEWS

from the focus ring to facilitate viewing.
Shooting behind -the -scenes or docu-
mentary fare requires fast and efficient
operation with minimal fussing. Not
seeing clear focus in the viewfinder and
not seeing focus marks on the lens bar-
rel is a miserable scenario that leads to
many missed and out -of -focus shots.

The F350, like other camcorders in
its class, could use an integrated dust
cover over the left -side toggle switch-
es. This is logical given the exposed
nature of these switches and the rela-
tive ease with which they can be inad-
vertently repositioned.

In the SD black -and -white view-
finder, it's not immediately obvious
(despite the on -screen characters) if
the white balance switch, for instance,
has moved. This leads to my criti-
cism of the single rotating filter wheel
in the camcorder. The camera uses a
recessed push button to engage the
daylight filter. In bright daylight, the
status of this button is not at all ap-
parent. Nor is the effect visible in the
viewfinder notwithstanding the char-
acters displayed in the finder that can
be too easily missed.

In addition, the record tally in the
viewfinder is also positioned too far
off -axis. This makes it easy to overlook
in the heat of battle.

All in all, the PDW-F350 performed
beautifully, and its outputted images
have received rave reviews from the
director and studio executives. Oper-
ationally, the camera is extremely ro-
bust with a solid workflow as exempli-
fied by the XDCAM menu system and
iLink/Firewire connection. BE

Barry Braverman is a veteran
cinematographer with more than 20
years experience in feature films,
documentaries and music videos He is
currently serving as a digital media expert
and consultant to major studios. His latest
book, "Video Shooter," is available from
CMP Books at www.cmpbooks.com.
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Pixel Power's Clarity
Combining newsroom functions into one system

streamlines production.
BY JAMES GILBERT

Isolated broadcast solutions are
set to give way to increased con-
solidation between various prod-
ucts that until now served only a

single function. For many broadcast-
ers, making a separate investment in
each piece of equipment for a discrete
function, such as switchers, character
generators, AN mixers and server -
based clip/still stores, is a necessary
evil. These systems are often expen-
sive to buy and maintain, and they
cause broadcasters to deal with mul-
tiple suppliers for technical support
during the fault-finding and diagnos-
tic process.

Switchers, for example, were es-
sential in the editing function, so
broadcasters were forced to invest
in them. Switchers are no strangers
to consolidation, first with the com-
puter -based nonlinear editing that
followed the advent of digital. These
new, more streamlined editing tech-
nologies supplanted standalone pro-
duction switchers, which have con-
sequently been removed from most
edit suites. Yet they remain a staple
of studio operations. Whether cut-
ting sources to air, providing the DVE
capacity for over -the -shoulder graph-
ics or the keying to layer captions and
straps over live pictures, a production
switcher is a familiar part of the news
studio. Now comes a move to elimi-
nate them from news studios, too.

Consolidating functions
The move to automate the entire

news production process - including
the studio - continues. Broadcasters
are considering whether an operator -
driven device like a production switch-
er is even needed. The same effects can
now be achieved within a graphics
device, linked closely to the newsroom
system using the standard MOS proto-

col. With functions almost identical to
those of character generators, it makes
sense to consolidate - and automate
- production switchers.

In an automated newsroom with
a dual -channel graphics system, such
as the Pixel Power Clarity, templates
stored in the character generator soft -

fill text fields as they would using any
other system.

Completed stories are inserted
into a rundown and manipulated by
a rundown manager on the playout
client. Rundowns are stored on the
newsroom server, which makes the
rundown for that particular program

The benefits of streamlining workflows from
multiple, isolated products into a single box

are clear. The device is easier to support
and maintain, and typically at lower costs.

ware are populated by an XML link to
the automation, so that all the graphics
are generated automatically. Each pro-
gram's style sheet within the graphics
unit stores DVE moves and other ef-
fects, while the built-in clip store holds
preloaded video sequences, either for
stings or for story packages.

Streamlining workflows
As a practical example of how

consolidating these functions would
work, imagine a dual -channel system
that provides live broadcasts several
times a day. A client using an ActiveX
control plug-in allows newsroom
staff to create a news story. The plug-
in has details of all templates, stills
and clip content stored on the graph-
ics system. Storage locations on the
graphics system are defined on a spe-
cially configured control center with
automated content ingest. These are
scanned automatically to maintain a
database accessed by the ActiveX con-
trol plug-in.

The character generator stores pre-
defined templates configured to use
combinations of video inputs from
which the newsroom staff can choose.
Users can select foreground clips and

MOS active just before the broadcast
begins. It then instructs the graphics
system to load the job before cue-
ing and preparing template pages on
both channels within the central news
system, including video clips from the
internal video server.

Throughout the news program,
channel 1 is typically used to play vid-
eo clips, either as backgrounds behind
the presenter's desk or preproduced
package stories. Channel 1 is fed to the
background input of a chroma keyer,
which can then superimpose the an-
chor if required by the template.

Once the output is mixed from the
different sources, it is fed into the in-
put of channel 2, where its keyer adds
foreground graphics, such as captions,
lower third straps, and over -the -shoul-
der graphics and clips. Channel 2 can
also mix in a live feed from a remote
reporter, typically via a satellite link.

Based on templates, the graphics sys-
tem accommodates last-minute chang-
es and live updates. A touch screen con-
trol panel allows live control of video
sources and graphics for breaking news.
Facilities for embedded and discrete
digital audio ensure that paths match
and keep sound and picture together.
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This system also has dual -channel
internal video and audio architecture,
enabling fully customizable routing
of SDI video, embedded audio and
discrete AES/EBU digital audio to and
from all system inputs and outputs -
everything an audio mixer would do.
Similarly, its internal clip store offers
reliable, streamlined ingest, storage
and playback of audio and video con-
tent in conjunction with the control
center, making a separate video server
unnecessary.

Finally, the consolidated solution
offers the functionality found in an
isolated graphics solution or character
generator. It has fully featured software
with integrated, advanced CG capabil-
ities that work easily both under auto-
mation and remote manual control via
the use of prebuilt template pages.

Consolidated solutions also com-
plement wider industry trends, such

as telecom operators seeking to pro-
vide mobile content. They represent a
cost-effective, all -in -one system that
can create content - and graphics
- in any output format required at a
lower equipment and production cost
than traditional routes.

Combined advantages
The benefits of streamlining work-

flows from multiple, isolated products
into a single box are clear. The device
is easier to support and maintain, and
is typically available at a lower cost, as
broadcasters only need to deal with
one supplier for technical support. It
also allays concerns over interoper-
ability and confusion over who is re-
sponsible for fixing any problems that
might arise.

Such a system remains flexible to
accommodate future enhancements
and is easily integrated into an exist-

ing broadcast environment. It also
makes configuration quicker and
more straightforward, while mainta-
ing a customizable interface that is
reliable under both automation and
remote manual control.

Finally, and prhaps most attrac-
tively, it costs one -quarter of a non -
consolidated system built around a
switcher, while Droviding all of the
high -quality functionality. It also
reduces reliance on the number of
people required to run such a work-
flow.

While isolated solutions may retain
their place for isolated functions, an
automated news broadcast deems them
iumecess2ry. Investing in multiple solu-
tions and dealing with various suppli-
ers and contracts is clearly no longer the
ne essary evil it once was. BE

James Gilbert is managing director of
Pixel Power.
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Genesis' fiber link
Portable Bandwidth Services and IRIS offer flexible and

controllable bandwidth transmission.

With a global video-
over-IP fiber-optic
network, it's now
possible for broad-

casters, news networks and content
originators to feed content around
the globe more reliably and cost-ef-
fectively than by satellite. A network
that provides local and international
transmission services over fiber offers
the considerable cost and integration
benefits of video-over-IP.

Phone dependency
Until recently, securing bandwidth

and accessing the required content
through it has been just as hazardous
with fiber as with satellite because of
the ad hoc nature of the provisioning
process. Provisioning by either satel-
lite or fiber-optic network is a haphaz-
ard, nerve-wracking operation, prone
to human error. Operators managing
the uploading of content work under
a lot of pressure, especially in break-
ing news events when there is fierce
competition for access to coverage
of a feature story. And operators can
make mistakes.

Traditional satellite uplink

Check transmit capabilities
carrier/loop availability

or uplink

Check reciever capabilities
carrier/loop availability

or recieve dish

BY PAUL DUJARDIN

The traditional way for a broad-
caster or news agency to be sure of
getting the content is to continu-
ally check - by phone - with the
originator that it is on its way. (See
Figure 1.) This seat -of -the pants ap-
proach also leaves the receiver open
to the possibility that they will be at
the back of the queue to secure the

the race starts to secure the transmis-
sion by phone negotiation. And the
phone calls don't end there but are
repeated to check that no problems
have arisen with the feed, the network
or the hardware.

Broadcasters usually maintain a
barrage of calls to the supplier until
the content is safely received. In ad-

The traditional way for a broadcaster or
news agency to be sure of getting the

content is to continually check - by phone.

content they want and may miss out
because bandwidth is no longer avail-
able at the time they need it.

In the case of a news story unfold-
ing in a remote part of the world (a
natural disaster, for example) it is

unlikely that a broadcaster will have
existing network arrangements that
will allow it to access footage from the
scene, which may come from a vari-
ety of sources. In the conventional ap-
proach, as soon as a broadcaster be-
comes aware that footage is available,

Confirm with earth stator
uplink availability

and space

Confirm availability from
carrier to uplink

Call back each
step to reconfirm

1/2

Contact transatlantic
earth station to confirm

downlink availability

Confirm availability at
central switch center to

feed signal

Figure 1. Content delivery requests are typically handled via telephone, requiring
constant follow-up and human interaction.

dition, there is no way to verify the
material until it is fully received. Only
then can the broadcaster ensure it is
the right footage and make sure the
quality is acceptable.

Traveling bandwidth
For the industry to fully benefit from

the advantages of a global video-over-
IP network, it needs something more
controllable than this. Genesis Net-
works has pioneered two important
developments that put the customer
in complete control of transferring
material around the globe: Portable
Bandwidth Services and the IRIS pro-
visioning system. (See Figure 2.) With
these two technologies, the process
of managing bandwidth, routing and
scheduling of video transmission ser-
vices becomes less like trading on the
floor of a stock exchange and more
akin to attaching a file to an e-mail
and sending it, with the broadcaster
in control of every stage.

The bandwidth service allows Gen-
esis network subscribers to monitor
and shift bandwidth anywhere on the
network when requirements change,
making the most of the cost advantages
this offers. This allows a news agency
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Genesis fiber-optic uplink

Log on to
IRIS software

\100101001

Enter:
 Locatons
 Choose circuits
 Choose formats

100101001/

Enter:
 Event name
 Start date and time
 Type of service and segment

Figure 2. Using Genesis Networks' IRIS software and
network content can be managed electronically.

\100101001

Click confirm
Network transmission status

screen shows live and
upcoming bookings

Portable Bandwidth Services, fiber

providing a video delivery service to broadcasters to move

as the news moves, borrowing capacity from one or more
bureaus to boost bandwidth between the bureau where
the event is unfolding and the master control room.

A direct link in
The IRIS application gives customers software control

from any Web -enabled computer, and allows users to
book, reserve and monitor their own network and occa-
sional video services in real time. The software serves as
a database management application tied to the Genesis
provisioning system that automatically reserves the band-
width, equipment and resources necessary for each of the
client's services in real time.

Customers can control their video transmissions in
their own master control studio -a crucial advantage in
fast -breaking news situations - or from anywhere else
using the software on a laptop connected to the Web. Be-
cause all major gateways are accessible from one center,
the customer benefits from interconnections on a local,
national and international scale.

In the busy production environment, any time saved
in booking is a bonus, and here the template function al-
lows IRIS users to book recurring services with minimal
input. Templates contain the customer's details and sub-
ject names, the transmission start and finish times, origin
and destination, time zone conversion, format conversion
requirements and data details. The operator need only add
the date before making the booking.

Because the IRIS software provides comprehensive
information about network availability, broadcasters
can manage their scheduling, booking occasional video
transmission feeds and Portable Bandwidth whenever it
is needed. Users can view the network in real time, deter-
mine when bandwidth is available on any given route and
inspect the status of all the equipment selected for each
video feed, with real-time network diagnostics and alarms
identifying potential failures.

In action
Broadcasters are also seeing the considerable advantages

fiber transmission can offer in picture quality and reduced

time delay. Genesis recently
provided coverage for the
Australian Open and major
award shows worldwide. The
fiber service provided superi-
or quality and reduced delay
over satellite transmissions.
This was a considerable bo-
nus for production staff over-
seeing commercial insertion
for these live events. These
advantages, combined with
reduced costs - sometimes

around half the price of a satellite feed - make compelling
arguments for using fiber.

The level of flexibility offered by Portable Bandwidth
Services over the Genesis fiber network with the complete
control IRIS allows users to shift content around the globe
more reliably and rapidly, in many cases developing new
business opportunities via traditional broadcast and on-
line environments. BE

Paul Dujardin is president and CEO of Genesis Networks.

Picture Perfect
Video Transport

Benefits:
 Complete news gathering solutions

 Real-time broadcast video over IP

 Unrivaled video quality at low data rates

 Proven performance and reliability

 Robust error correction technology

 Low end -to -end latency

Efficient bandwidth use and rapid
return on investment

Performance.
Reliability.
Innovation.

www.streambox.com
sales@streambox.com
 1 206.956 0544 Ext. 222

Streambox
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Vista Systems' Spyder
CNN International's Atlanta and London studios

use the on -air video walls.

When CNN Interna-
tional designed new
sets for its Atlanta
headquarters and

London studios, the cable network
needed a widescreen set solution that
would enable it to create widescreen
pixel spaces easily and efficiently in a
live environment. All of CNN Inter-
national's Atlanta and London pro-

BY VICTOR VFTTORFLI 0

The solution
CNN selected Vista Systems' Spy -

der image processor as its solution.
One major reason for choosing this
system was because it is designed for
use in live environments and excels at
creating widescreen pixel spaces.

Another reason for choosing it was
because the network had previous
success with the system when it was

The image processor enables CNN to control multiple pixel spaces
and display devices on -set from the same control.

gramming comes from the new sets,
which are distinguished by large,
seamless, rear -projection screens.
The programming produced at the
studios includes "Your World Today,"
"Insight," "CNN Today," "Business In-
ternational," "World Business Today"
and "World Sport."

News broadcasters today are chal-
lenged to craft innovative electronic
sets that stand out from the competi-
tion. The need for a lot of media on
the set is a given, and it requires a sys-
tem that can handle a mix of sources
and react quickly in the live arena of
news.

All of the system's inputs allow any
input to operate as native high -resolu-
tion channels, scaled PIP, scaled back-
ground or key channels. Inputs can
also be switched easily from any of the
modes during normal operation. The
system's resolution independence al-
lows multiple projectors to be used to
increase pixel space and resolution be-
yond what a single display device can

Spyder allows CNN International's Atlanta studio screen to
display 3200 x 1040 pixels total.

used for on -air, broadcast news ap-
plications at CNN New York, where
"Anderson Cooper 360" and "Paula
Zahn Now" originate.

Features
Spyder offers the flexibility to mix

sources in multiple windows, greater
signal processing clarity, seamless
widescreen displays and real-time
compositing for high -resolution ap-
plications in a modular, scalable pack-
age. It can be deployed alone or com-
bined, like building blocks, to accom-
modate applications using a single
plasma screen or multiple screens.

handle. The image processor offers up
to 6.5 million pixel display capacity
from a single frame, up to 2048 x 1200
resolution on each input and output,
12 -bit scaling for the highest quality
images, and aspect ratio correction.

Any output can be an operator's
monitor, displaying preview and pro-
gram for a given pixel space simulta-
neously on a single output. The image
processor provides a fully integrated
test pattern generator on each in-
put, output and pixel space, as well
as powerful frame -stacking capabil-
ity, with the expansion option, which
allows I/Os from other Spyder
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systems to contribute and view a sin-
gle pixel space.

Given these capabilities, the system
was the perfect solution to permit
CNN International to take in digi-
tal and analog sources with different
resolutions, formats and aspect ratios,
and display them at any size, anywhere
on the large pixel canvas presented by
the seamless rear -projection screens.
The image processor also provides a
scalable solution that can grow along
with CNN International's needs.

Proving its worth
The image processor had already

proved itself live with its support of
various types of display devices for
high -profile news and sports pro-
grams. It supports an LED wall for
"NFL on CBS," projection cubes for
"NBC Sunday Night Football and
a combination of plasma monitors,
LED walls and rear -projection screens

for "The CBS Evening News with Ka-
tie Couric."

The system can also be paired with
innovative peripherals to aid the tech-
nical directors who are responsible
for both switching the cameras on
shows and controlling the image pro-
cessor. In this kind of configuration,
the technical directors can simplify
their workflow and react quickly to
changes during the show.

Spyder's ability to create widescreen
pixel spaces, its intuitive software, scal-
ability, on -air track record and abil-
ity to combine with other products to
streamline the workflow all contribut-
ed to making the image processor the
ideal choice for CNN International's
Atlanta and London studios. McCann
Systems provided the install and inte-
gration for both locations. Currently,
the system works with Christie 1400
x 1050 three -chip DLP projectors
and DNF controllers to produce a

Spyder offers a luminance and color
keyer on every input and supports 32
independent windows or 16 mixers.

two -projector blend in London and a
three -projector blend in Atlanta across
the screens' seamless surfaces. BE

Victor Vettorello is 'he director, application
engineering, for Vista Systems.

NEWSROOMSONESTOP
at www.broadcastengineering.corn

For more news and articles on
newsrooms, visit our Web site
and click or, the Newsrooms

link at the lop of the page
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Splicing MPEG
Compressed digital video's lossy
nature complicates the process.

BY JOHN I UFF

Although the motive for com-
pressing all files is the same
(i.e. to make them smaller
and easier to transmit and

store), compressing digital video is
quite different than other compressed
files. Video compression can be lossy,
which means that it does not allow the
retrieval of the original signal. And we
are OK with that.

Frankly, it is a good thing we are
not too picky, because DTV and all
forms of modern media would sim-
ply not be possible if baseband were
the only solution. With active picture
data in HDTV occupying 1.24Gb/s,
we simply could never entertain im-
plementation and distribution.

The nature of MPEG
MPEG is highly statistical in na-

ture. It throws away content that you
are "unlikely" to miss. It does this
nondeterministically, so that only the
statistical data rate is constant.

In fact, taken over a long period
of time, the number of frames trans-
mitted in one second will be 29.97
frames. But taken in an arbitrarily
short period of time, the number of
frames in the transmission pipeline is
only close to 29.97fps.

I point this out because this simple
fact of the physics of television has
delivered complications we never
would have thought about 30 years
ago when bit rate reduction was being
studied in labs and universities world-
wide. Take, for example, the simplic-
ity of cutting between two NTSC sig-
nals. You simply have to find the 10th
line after vertical interval and execute
a switch between the two signals. Any
vertical interval suffices, so long as the
cadence of fields and color framing is
preserved, and of course the signals
are synchronous and time -aligned.

Analog and digital work the same
way in uncompressed video. Unfor-
tunately, this is not the same with
MPEG.

Splicing MPEG
Because of the distinctly different

nature of MPEG compressed frames,
you can't simply identify vertical inter-
val and switch to an incoming stream.

1

4--
B B

externally to permit decoding. The
decoder could simply ignore the for-
ward reference in the P -frames when
it receives the incoming I -frame. (See
Figures 2 and 3.)

Thus, the simple edit in NTSC
must become a splice in MPEG. The
splice must be constrained to keep
the MPEG stream syntax intact. The
simple cut in NTSC can be defined in

111

P

ll

B

Y

B

G 0 P

Figure 1. MPEG frames must reference anchor frames to be decoded.

I-, P- and B -frames have widely dif-
ferent characteristics, including the
number of bytes, as a result of trans-
mission time. (See Figure 1.)

You can't cut one stream on a
B -frame and enter the next on a P-

frame, because the references - for-

a few words. But the parameters de-
veloped by SMPTE to allow splicing
fills 12 pages of standards language in
SMPTE 312M 1999.

The good news is that it is possible
and, in fact, done every minute of
every day. Commercials are spliced

MPEG is highly statistical in nature. It
throws away content that you are

"unlikely" to miss. It does this
nondeterministically, so that only

the statistical rate is constant.

ward and backward in the case of the
B -frame - are no longer sensible.
The MPEG cadence is therefore bro-
ken, and a decoder receives an invalid
bit stream, which it cannot decode.

However, it may well work to cut
from a P -frame to an incoming I
frame because I -frames are inter-
nally consistent and don't reference

into MPEG programs at every cable
headend. Special purpose splicing
systems deliver HDTV to FOX affili-
ates all the time.

The splice point indicators are a
routine part of ANSI/SCTE 35 2004
messages carried in many com-
pressed programs. SCTE 35 facilitates
program switching and commercial
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insertion by carrying commands re-
lated to the splice in a separate packet
ID. This allows critical metadata
about program intentions to pass
through splicers - even when video
and audio are manipulated.

Complicated processing
MPEG is statistical, so how would it

be processed in more complex ways?
Many people assume that it is pos-
sible to complete most, or all, of the

of values. It is therefore a predictable
structure at the frame level.

Take, for example, inserting a logo
into an MPEG stream. Making such
an insert possible requires creating
new macroblocks that will precisely
replace existing ones. These macro -
blocks must also show the keyed -in
logo when they're decoded. One op-
tion is to partially decode the back-
ground, add the key in and re -encode
the area affected.

I am sure that by the end of this decade,
conventional baseband manipulation for

emission will be a thing of the past.

functions related to manipulation of
programs during transmission with-
out decoding the compressed MPEG
back to baseband.

MPEG is highly statistical in nature
over long periods of time. Within each
frame, it is highly organized. Slices,
macroblocks and individual samples
are constrained by the complex lan-
guage of MPEG to a manageable range

With an understanding of the
mathematical representations of fore-
ground and background, it is math-
ematically possible to analyze the
content and create new macroblocks
without fully decoding the content.
The entire signal must be subjected to
some additional latency to allow the
calculations to proceed and the full
set of macroblocks to mesh back to -

Stream 1

IF B B

Stream 2

P

B

B

P

B

B

Figure 2. An example of a valid splice because there is a valid incoming anchor
frame

Stream 1

B B

Stream 2

P

B

B

B

B

P B

Figure 3. An example of an invalid splice because there is no incoming anchor
frame

gether again. Other transformations,
including squeezeback, dissolve be-
tween MPEG programs.

Now that processing power is cheap
and ubiquitous, other effects are also
possible. It is worth noting that com-
pressed audio shares many character-
istics with picture content.

Transrating
Another important, frequently

performed post process is transrat-
ing, or changing the bit rate of a
stream after it is coded. This allows
high bit rate distribution rate signals
to be reduced for final emission, ei-
ther as part of a DTV multiplex or as
cable or satellite signals.

MPEG-4 Part 10, also referred to
as H.264 or AVC, makes all of this
more complex because of the many
coding options available. Variable size
macroblocks, intracoded portions of
a frame and loads of other tools that
maximize picture quality add com-
plexity but do not fundamentally
change the playing field.

Fully compressed transmission sys-
tems that do not use baseband video
are now on the market. Playback of
local content and splicing with live
streams is routine, and keys (bugs,
ratings info, etc.) and other local
manipulations are no longer a prob-
lem. Even statistical multiplexing of
separately coded signals is possible,
by transrating all signals under the
watchful eye of management soft-
ware. I am sure that by the end of
this decade, conventional baseband
manipulation for emission will be a
thing of the past.

John Lutf is a broadcast technology
consultant.

BE

ElSend questbns and comments to:
john.luff@penton.com

HDTVONESTOP
at www.broadcastengineering.corn

For more news and articles on
HDTV, visit our Web site

and click on the HDTV
link at the top of the page
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NAB
e "1 Booth SU15505B

The broadest range

of USB adapters for

RF 8e Baseband

Choose from:
 Cable RF reception quality

tester, QAM Annexes A, B, & C
 Live DVB-T and DVB-H

recorder and analyzer
 MPEG-2 transport stream

player/recorder
 ETI player/recorder
 ASI/SPI recorder/analyzer

For more information on Enensys
products, please call 858-613-

, o

OVE-0Booth SU5026 rro Eff0.1(1CASt DiVISIOrl

"C71,1/

TALLY

MAPPERTM
 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

' *-411111111111111111

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframc
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

A-Neutromcs
purchase directly

www.a-neutronics.com or
toll-free:1-877-263-8876

INC.

*20 Amp Model Also Available!

Register for your chance to WIN
a FREE Power Strip!

www.a-neutronics.com  Promotion Code BE

oPe'l lif itia19).

subscriptions

Let Broadcast Engineering keep you
up-to-date on the latest industry news,
technology developments, new products
and services...and more.

Apply for your free subscription today.
Log on to broadcastengineering.com and
click on "subscribe."

And...you can also sign up for any of the
industry's leading e -newsletters from
Broadcast Engineering.

Broadcalnoineering

roadcaspOneering

LIFETIME
TELEVISION
CREATING A DIGITAL VIORKFLoyy

ROWS up
ECTIVE AND
FORMING

,STEMS
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NAB DVEO
Booth SU5026

PCIe DVB-ASI
Input/Output Cards

Tx
DVB Master"' PCIe FD

DVB Master' PCIe 2i 2o

 Transmitter and receiver
on one PCI Express card

 Accurate clock
 Unlimited PID filtering
 Packet arrival timestamping
 Auto null packet insertion
 Jitter management

For more information on DVB Master
PCie cards, please call 858-613-1818,
or visit www.dveo.com.

Systems PCI Cards Softwar

Who Needs Metal to Fill Space?
Racklt Panels Make Sense
Rugged, Durable Plastic Scratch/Nick/Darr age Re! istant

 Elegant, looks better than metal

Custom colors available

 No screws or captive nuts

0042 or 375" square rack rails

Only $8
Per Panel

Order Now!

 Costs less

 Easy installation

 One 3RU panel

 Lightweight

RACKIT

 Lop' cost shipping

 Eas ly configures to12 RU

par el option

1000s in use by
customers:

MBC/NY  MSNBC

Lifetime  A & E

408-249-16E1
461 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 615 San Jose, C% 95129 FAX 408-534-4327

www.rackitparels.com info@@rackitparels.com

magnum
TSG

HD Test Signal Generator

Multiple Signals & Multiple Standards
Engineer Version

 20 SD and HD Standards
 40 Test Signals including

Moving Zone Plate*
 Lip Sync Test
 Keyboard Entered !dents
 VITC Generator*
 Tri Level Sync Outputs
 Audio Tones
Specinc to Engineer Version

Facilities Version

 20 SD and HD Standards
 8 Simultaneous Signals*
 Up Sync Test
 Keyboard Entered !dents
 4 Simultaneous Standards*
 Tn Level Sync Outputs
 Audio Tones
 Specific to Facilities Version

Sbootview Limited, 87 Cadbury Road, Sunbury. Middesex1W16 7LS
Tel: +44 101 1932 782823 Fax: +44 101 1932 772824

Email: sales@shootview corn Web www.shooiyiewcom

BSG-51) $349
Blackhurst, Sync, & Audio Tone

"...VersatLe and powerful
performance."

***-
"...Just what you've come

to expert from Horita."
The HORST^ BSG-50 takes center stage in
the edit hay with multiple user -configurable
cutputs. Select from 6 blackburst, 4 sync,
turst flag, and subcarrierp/us audio tone.

HIORIT
949)48c-0240 horita@horita.com
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In the
Boxes, eh?
- that's Canadian
Precision Test Charts

for HD, HDV, SD
and Digital Cinema

galry Labs
For white papers and more

www.dsclabs.com
905-673-3211

"Better Images through Research"- Since 1962

TO REACH INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS

PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!

SUSAN SCHAEFER

P 484.478.0154 I F 484.478.0179
SUSAN.SCHAEFER@PENTON.COM

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
Number 888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

DONT THROW AWAY YOUR OLD BATTERIES!

IDX ENDURA Batteries or Any Sony Qs
Style V Mount Batteries Visit Only U
www.VmountBattery.com

800-993-3068
ANTON BAUER Batteries or any Gold Mount
Style Batteries Please Visit

WWW,GoldmountBattery.corn

USED EQUIPMENT SALES
Brokers  Auctions  Classifieds

Pro Audio  Video  Film
Broadcast

Equipment - Parts
Techtraders.com Ph: 888.256-8650

Linus@techtraders.com

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
TV Maintenance Engineer is responsible
for assisting, on projects assigned, with
the maintenance of the broadcast and
production systems of WPBA-TV, WABE-FM
and Cable Channel 22 in Atlanta, GA.
Candidate must maintain a high standard of
engineering performance. Engineer works in
close coordination with other departments
to provide the broadcast and production
engineering services needed to maintain the
broadcast operations of WPBA-TV, WABE-FM,
and Cable Channel 22. Responsible for the
inspection and maintenance of all radio and
television broadcast equipment for WPBA-
TV, WABE-FM and Cable Channel 22. Assists
in the training of the technical operating
staff as required. Performs other duties as
assigned by the Director of Engineering.
Knowledge and Skills: Associates degree
and two (2) years experience in broadcast
engineering maintenance and operations
required. Thorough knowledge of FCC
rules, regulations, and operating standards
required. Must have a working knowledge of
audio and video server systems. Experience
in RF transmission systems maintenance
desired. FCC General license and/or SBE
Certification desired. Available for 24 -
hour on -call. Experience in design, repair,
assembly, and analysis of electronic systems
that include analog, digital and/or high
voltage. Send Resumes to: Human Resources,
Public Broadcasting Atlanta, 740 Bismarlc Rd.
NE, Atlanta, GA 30324, hr@pba.org Fax: 678-
553-3026

CHIEF ENGINEER
QNI Broadcast Group is seeking a Chief
Engineer for our television station in Waterloo,
Iowa. A market leader, KWWL joined the QNI
group in 2006 and exciting new advancements
in technology will be taking place at the
station. Our current Chief is retiring and we
need a proven leader with Broadcast systems
knowledge and transmitter experience to
take the reins. The successful candidate
will be responsible for overall management
of the department including equipment
maintenance and repair, supervision of
department staff, installation, and related
duties. Preferred qualifications include strong
broadcast equipment maintenance and repair
experience, significant IT skills, ability to
trouble shoot and problem solve, knowledge
of FCC rules, and good communication skills.
Send resume to: QNI Broadcast Group, Attn:
B. Dreasler, 130 South 5th, Quincy, IL 62301
or email to bdreasler@qni.biz. If responding
by email, please type KWWL Chief Engineer
in the subject line.

AVID SYSTEM ADMINISTRATOR/
MEDIA MANAGER

CBS News, NY seeks an experienced
professional to perform maintenance
on Avid production system, installing
software/hardware upgrades and interact
with Avid support. Ideal candidate will
be self -motivated, focused, perform work
well under pressure and across functional
organizations in a project team environ-
ment, have 3+ years experience with Avid
Technology's Unity for News production
system, specific knowledge of digital asset
management and digital editing workflow. A
B.S. Information Technology is preferred; IT
certification/experience troubleshooting/
resolving system level software/network
issues is desirable; broadcasting exper-
ience/ACSR are a plus. Enjoy a
competitive salary/benefits package.
Apply at www.cbscareers.com (#1979).
Include salary requirements and the
referral source. No company paid
relocation. CBS News is an Equal
Opportunity Employer/AA.

CHIEF BROADCAST ENGINEER
SAT -7, a multi -channel, multi -language
Christian Satellite TV service based in Cyprus,
seeks Chief Broadcast Engineer. Respons-
ibilities include: maintaining and expan-
ding Master Control Room operations
including satellite uplink and Internet
streaming equipment, managing live feeds,
overseeing procurement and maintenance
for remote production facilities in Egypt
and Lebanon, and developing the organiz-
ation's overall IT strategy. A minimum
5 years relevant experience required. Send
resume to daphnelouka@sat7.org and visit
www.sat7.org.

Recruit  Retain  Explore

:.:JOBzone
The Industry's #1 Job Zone
Finally, a job site created

exclusively for the broadcast
industry.

http://jobzone.broadcastengineering.com

Broadcast Engineer
Responsible for equipment installation, maintenance and repair. Provide users and
clients with professional, courteous tech support in a timely manner. Equipment
includes Omnibus and Sundance automation platforms using both Pinnacle and
Omneon video servers, Sony broadcast VTRs, as well as a wide array of ancillary
video/audio equipment. 2+ years experience preferred, computer networking skills a
plus.The ability to perform in an occasionally high -stress environment is required.
Crawford is an EO/AA Employer.

Please send qualified resumes to kshaver@crawford.com.

Atlanta: 404.876.7149
Toll Free: 800.831.8027
www.crawford.com

AgeThiCRAWFORD
!J yr. COMMUNICATIONS, INC
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MEDIA ENGINEER

Employer: ESPN/The Walt Disney Co.
Job Code: 36597
Location, Bristol, Ct.
Experience: 3 years minimum
Job Type: Full Time

Job Description:
ESPN, Inc., the Worldwide Leader in Sports
and a leader in electronic broadcasting, seeks
a Media Engineer who will be responsible for
design and specification of ESPN's content
acquisition, origination, production, and
distribution systems. Candidates may
specialize in either the computer -based or
traditional broadcast audio/video design
and layout disciplines. It is expected that
all candidates will significantly expand
and diversify their knowledge across both
disciplines over their period of tenure.
Media engineers will also be responsible
for developing and documenting technical
procedures, training systems support
and operational personnel, and problem
resolution.

Essential Functions include:
 Responsible for design of substantial
components of engineering projects
planned for and initiated by the Manager,
Engineering Projects.
 Assist Senior Engineers and Managers
in the development phase of new
engineering projects, improvement of
existing systems, equipment procurement
requirements specification, and other
architectural aspects of broadcast systems
implementation.
 Supports Manager, Resource Management
Services in dialogues with equipment
manufacturers and vendors regarding
technical equipment designs and evaluation
prior to purchase for use the company
broadcasting facilities.
 Coordinates the installation of new
technical systems and improvements to
existing systems with electronic systems
support personnel and outside vendor
installation services.
 Provides technical expertise required to
support the Electronic Systems Support,
Production Operations, and Transmission
Services departments in solving complex
technical issues and problems.

Required Qualifications:
B.S.E.E., or equivalent experience, with a
minimum of 3+ years demonstrated technical
systems experience is required. Must also
have excellent communication, organization
and computer skills.

Email: Susie.kambeespn.com

BROADCAST ENGINEER
Broadcast Engineer wanted for our Pueblo
studio. Requirements: 5 years experience in
commercial television broadcasting mainten-
ance, live television news production, and
electronics repair. Working knowledge of
analog and digital video/audio signals,
video servers, RF, and satellite receivers a
must. Must be able to lift up to 50 pounds.
Intermediate knowledge on networking, and
all Windows operating systems required. A
General Radio Telephone FCC License or SBE
Technician Certification is required. Please
send resume to: KOAA-TV, Attn: Quentin
Henry, Chief Engineer, Source Code:

2200 7th Avenue, Pueblo, CO 81003. No
phone calls, please. E.O.E.

CHIEF ENGINEER

14 WFIE-TV, Rayoom Media's NBC affiliate
located in Evansville, IN is interested in
reviewing resumes for consideration for the
position of Chief Engineer. The Chief Engineer
is a departmental management position and
has the responsibility and authority over all
studio operations, technical maintenance,
building facilities and security and infor-
mation systems. The position entails sched-
uling, hiring, training and evaluating depart-
ment personnel. Also responsible for depart-
mental operation and station capital budget
preparation and management. Applicant's
background should include a minimum 3 to 5
years experience, knowledge of and comp-
liance with FCC rules and regulations and
use of CAD to draw diagrams of system
interconnections for installation of new equi-
pment. Microwave, UHF transmitter, building
and information systems planning and
management knowledge is essential. You
should have a minimum of two years tech-
nical schooling with a preference for an ASEE
or BSEE. Please mail a resume and salary
requirements to: Engineer, 14 WFIE-TV, P.O.
Box 1414, Evansville, in 47701. EOE/MFHV

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
WKRN-TV an ABC affiliate in Nashville, TN is
seeking a broadcast television Maintenance
Engineer. The successful candidate should
have 3-5 years experience as a broadcast
Maintenance Engineer and must possess a
working knowledge of SD and HD equipment.
The duties include equipment installation.
support of ENPS news room system, server
based news editing systems, VCI broadcast
automation, Grass Valley master control
and production switchers, audio mixers
microwave transmitters and receivers,
satellite receivers, master routing systems.
SX/SP tape machines, news production
equipment, SNG and ENG trucks, Final Cut
and Avid nonlinear editing, and all other
associated broadcast equipment. SBE,
MCSE, or other certifications desirable but
not required. This position requires the
individual to be able to lift and move up to
50 pounds and mobility is required If you are
a highly motivated individual, enjoy working
with new technology, and possess a high
attention to detail, then this position is for
you. Please submit resume to: gparker@wkrn.
com or mail to WKRN-TV, 441 Murfreesboro
Rd., Nashville, TN 37210 Attn: Chief Engineer.
No phone calls please!! EOE

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
WCIA-TV in Champaign, IL has an immediate
opening for a Studio Broadcast Engineer. The
successful candidate will possess skills in the
following areas: camera repair, VTR repair,
audio/video, and IT. College education and
SBE certification preferred. Resumes only
sent to employment@wcia.com, no phone
calls please. WCIA is an EOE M/F/V/H.

Broadcast
Engineering

uww.broadcastengineering.00111

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER

We are looking for a hands-on Assistant
Chief Engineer responsible for the day to
day functions of all station facilities and
engineering/operations personal. Candidate
is responsible for the development,
mentoring and motivation of staff in a manner
that encourages enthusiasm, passion and
productivity. He/she leads the staff in their
duties, providing necessary guidance as
needed. He/she is directed by and reports to
the Chief Engineer. Must have experience as
a supervisor, with live events and production,
UHF TV transmitters and microwave, strong
Avid Newsroom and Apple computer
skills with hardware and software, able to
multitask under pressure, demonstrates
strong interpersonal skills and the ability to
interface with all departments, understands
FCC rules and regulations, is willing to work
days, nights or weekends, as circumstances
require, possesses an Associates degree in
Electronics Technology, FCC license or SBE
certification or equivalent. Bilingual (English/
Spanish) preferred (but not required). Please
send resumes to 5999 Center Drive, Los
Angeles, CA 90045 or via fax (310) 348-3414
attention: Human Resources. EOE.

'moms'
Television Systems
and RF !Engineers
Sterling, VA b: Miami. FL
locations

Discovery Communications, Inc., the lead-
ing global real -world media and entertain-
ment company with an exciting anay of TV
networks, such as Discovery Channel, Animal
Planet and TLC, is seeking Television Systems
and RF Engineers to join itsTechnology and
Media Services division.

As a part of Discovery's engineering team, you
will be responsible for the repair, maintenance
and support of the origination and post -pro-
duction facility equipment and systems.
Priority is given to maintaining on -air status at
all times.These *tons require night, week-
end, and holiday availability. We have imme-
diate opportunities in our Sterling,VA and
Miami, FL locations for qualified candidates.

For more details and to apply, please visit
www.discovety.com, click on

Careers@Discovery, and search for job

requisition it's 4943, 4944, and 4945.
EEO.
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TV% doomsday nears
Bill Gates predicts that television viewing

will die out in five years.
BY ANTHONY R. GARGANO

At the recent World Eco-
nomic Forum in Davos,
Switzerland, Microsoft's
Chairman Bill Gates

reported on the imminent doom
of television because of Internet-

distributed content. His television
doomsday timeline was within the
next five years.

When Gates speaks, everyone lis-
tens, which is a byproduct of being
one of the world's richest men. His-
tory reveals, though, that Microsoft's
incredible success was not built on
Gates' prognostications. Rather, his
fortune and Microsoft's preeminence
is owed early on, it seems, to sheer
good fortune and later to incredible
marketing genius.

Gates' crystal ball
In 1981, when IBM could not

reach an arrangement with Gary Kil-
dall to use his CP/M operating sys-
tem for IBM's soon to be introduced
desktop computer, the company
approached a fledgling Microsoft.
Gates then purchased the rights to
QDOS (Quick and Dirty Operat-
ing System) from Tim Patterson for
some $50,000, evolved it into MS-
DOS and convinced IBM to allow
Microsoft to retain the rights. The
rest, as they say, is history.

But, let's get back to Bill's exper-
tise in predictions. In one of his first
books written in the mid -'90s, "The
Road Ahead," the first draft hardly
mentioned the Internet. This gross
omission was subsequently amended
in later versions.

Several years ago in a newspaper
interview, Gates indicated his belief
in the coming demise of Apple's iPod
when he said, "I don't believe the suc-
cess of the iPod is sustainable?' Ap-
ple's latest quarterly report indicates

that, as of January 2007, iPod sales are
close to 90 million units.

At the 2001 Comdex Exhibition
in Las Vegas, Gates' comment about
the tablet PC was, "It's a PC that is
virtually without limits, and within
five years, I predict it will be the most
popular form of PC sold in America?'
And, to the great relief of those in at-
tendance at the 2004 World Econom-

Dureau, who is now head of TV tech-
nology for Google, in a speech in
February, said the Internet was not
designed for television. "The Web
infrastructure, and even Google's [in-
frastructure], doesn't scale. It's not
going to offer the quality of service
that consumers expect," he said.

While viewers will certainly be
watching more Internet -sourced video

While viewers will certainly be
watching more Internet -sourced video

in the next five years, it will just as
certainly not replace the lean -back -

and -entertain -me HDTV experience.

is Forum, Gates said that the spam
problem would be resolved within
two years. So much for Gates' prowess
as a seer.

Competing for eyes
While clearly the PC screen com-

petes for eyeballs with the television
display, they are very different experi-
ences. A PC session is typically a task,
communications or information -
oriented session where most of the
video experience is clip -based. Tele-
vision, on the other hand, tends to
be a sit -back, entertaining medium,
viewed in program -length segments.

Then there is the whole matter of
distribution. Think HD. Along with
broadcasters' investments to deliver
HD, the public has made huge invest-
ments in large screen displays to view
it. But can HD be delivered over the
Internet? Not today. Within five years?
I don't think so.

Google, which recently acquired
YouTube, doesn't think so either.
OpenTV's former CTO, Vincent

in the next five years, it will just as cer-
tainly not replace the lean -back -and-

entertain -me HDTV experience. A lot
of that Internet video will be watched
on handheld and mobile wireless de-
vices. And here, too, the broadcaster has
a role to play - not just with supplying
content, but also with delivering that
content. For example, during a demon-
stration at CES in January, DTV con-
tent was transmitted using proposed
ATSC A-VSB technology and delivered
to viewers with handheld devices.

Time to get back to my e-mail.
There is a lot of spam to delete. BE

Anthony R. Gargano is a consultant and
former industry senior executive.

11
Send questions and comments to:
anthony.gargano@penton.com

NEWSONESTOP
at www.broadcasten. ineenn .com

For more news, visit our Web site
and click on the News

link at the top of the page
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